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not as expensive or as 
difficult as you might think 

Techy Forum 
Everything you wonted to know about the 
A rm t rad CPC but w e r e n ' t a f ra id t o ask 
hccou »<• you wro f# III to A A % technical 
Q & A *»action w1111 al l yov r #nquiric%. 

aN AA guide to: 
+ BASIC 

Trivial Pursuits beware! This month we 
Mow the lid on DATA and READ 
statements by getting you to write a quiz 
program (that's better than Cotchplirmc). 

Hardware: 
Let's split 

loin the dots for two joysticks 
doable the fun into one poft> 

4Review: 
Music Maker 

Oh nol Not another music packagel Yes, 
bat not fust any old music package. This 
one understands musical notation, so 
true musos (like Simon) will love it. 

Review: 
World Maps 

We reviewed some 
UK maps for 
use with 
MUroDusIgn 
a couple of 
issues age. 
Now the 
International 
ones are here. 

ROMbox 
round-up 

In answer to your queries we 
recommend the best ROMboxes, tell 
you where to get them and suggest a 
few reasons why getting one is a pood 
Idea. Service, as they say, with a smile. 

^ ^ Type-ins 
There's a bit of a new look to the 
Workshop section of Type-Ins this 
month - it's In colour for one thing. 
And it's even better than ever before 
(though we would say that). But don ' t 
worry traditionalists, the ether two 
pages are still darned good, and 
stuffed full of funky listings. 

AA guide to: 
Machine Code 

Save time, save money, save energy. 
Sounds good doesn't It? And all you have 
to do is turn to this pogc and find out how 
to compress data In Machine Code. We are 

<3> Adventures: 
The Examiner 

The first placo to turn every month for 
every true CPC text adventure fan. This 
month Debby Howard casts her eye over a 
couple of adventure fanzines that you 
might like to get hold of. 

Reviews: 
Fanzines 

It's new! Sort of. We've had a Further 
Reading column occasionally before but this 
Is the first in a regular look at CPC fanzines. 

Reviews: 
Public Domain 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ It's PD (above) but 
• • H I is it any good? 

That's what Public 
Image is here to 
tell you. 

Meanwhile, Further 
Reading checks out 
the zine scene. 

ef AA'a very 
Keffh 'hew • V W 

Preview: 
Megablasters 

This could end up being the game with 
the longest gestation period in history -
tho author's been working on for about 
two years. But the release of this multi-
player blaster now looks imminent. We 
take a look at how things are shaping up. 



> ° i x i n p 
B i t s ' n ' p i e c e s 1 9 i, >••,., 

Acrffifi 
So this is 
what the 
covertape 
looks like 
on the B M B E R 
outside, B A S I C U t i l i t y 
hut what's it got on the inside? 

Deliverance 
It 's just l ike Stormlord - but b igger 
a n d better ! Yep, that good ! 

Arc you 
getting • sense 

j of d«js «n? 

Bomber 
Small but perfectly f o r m e d - you 
have to a i r - b o m b a city a n d reduce 
It into pi le o f rubb le be fore yoo 
crash into a skyscraper. 

fly-by t)onif)i ncj. 

Program 
Status Window 

It 's a w indow 
that tells you 
the status of a 
p rogram, wou ld 
you be l ieve? 

Disc Encoder 
Keep your data safe by setting up 
you r o w n personal password system. 

' • • •ups leave you feeling 
brain dead and beat-'em-
f ^ N ^ •»!»» 
S ^ J f S their kick, bow 

- about something < 
bit more mentally 
stimulating? We 

^ enter the Crystal 

Game tips: 
Cheat Mode 

Another new feature! No, not Choat Modo, 
that's been giving out games tips since... 
ooh, tho dawn ol time, it seems. What is 
now is tho HELP! section where we deal with 
your spoctfic querios (or, H we can't hack it, 
wo get you lot to doal with thorn instead -
show us whot you're made o<). 



Simon takes you on a complete guided tour off this month's covertape 

plants. Secondly, fairies are stupid, and 
don't know about things like cars, planes, 
drowning, death and disease. Smelly fairies 
that hide in ponds convinced they can still 
breathe aren't a problem to the rest of us, 
though, whereas the evil power company-
owning villainous wizard Wazbnasm (he's 
behind you) is. 

coverage and chasms rip through serene 
forest scenes that otherwise would have had 
cartoon deer sliding around an Icy ponds. 
Things happen. 

Something's wrong in fairyland. The 
road outside Rob the Gnome's house 
is being resurfaced, and he can't get 

his car out of the garage. Thaf s not all 
tha fs wrong, though. In fact, in the grand 
scheme of things, four workman and eight 
solid inches of collective bum cleavage is 
the least of Flob's worries. Slightly higher up 
on his list of things to pace around 
and fret about, just above the * * 
situation regarding the spiky wall 
clock (every house has got one 
somewhere - why?), was the 
problem with the fairies. A l ' 
Personalty, he didn't have anything ^ i t f ^ v 
against fairies; nobody did. That 
was the problem. ^ 

It's been known for a long t ime 
that natural sources of energy, I ^ W j 
though better for the environment 
and everlasting, are diff icult to E J y j 
harness. What isn't as widely known 
is that when a fairy cries, they light 
up. radiating light, heat and ~ ^ 
electricity. Beneath that cute exterior and 
the flutter of butterfly wings lies a heart that 
could power Leighton Buzzard single 
handedly for over seven years. 

A cunning plan 
Flob's a world-wise character, and as far as 
he's concerned, the odd evil, power 

company-owning, villainous 
* * ' " wizard in a rage is nothing too 

serious to worry about, and 
definitely nothing new. In fact. 
Flob wasn't going to do anything 
about it - wizards have got very 

y short tempers, but their rages 
don't last long. After a few more 
centuries, things would be pretty 
much back to normal, and 

•v everyone could carry on with 
their lives as W nothing had 

_ ̂  j j happened. Notice the phrase 
m $ M "wasn't worried' was used thore. 
V j L j a You see, being an evil, power 

* company-owning, villainous 
wizard, the evil, power company-owning, 
villainous wizard and all, Wazbnasm added 
insult to injury... 

He said something about Flob's mother. 
Rob got very angry, and vowed to kill 

Wazbnasm, walking the whole way. 
Clever man. Wazbnasm. 

In the prequel to Deliverance, Stormlord, 
the evil power-company owning villainous 
wizard Wazbnasm (I can't hear you) was 
defeated. However, the evil, power 
company-owning, villainous wizard 
Wazbnasm doesn't appreciate this. In fact, 
he's downright angry. Normally, this 
wouldn't worry Rob in ^ 
the slightest, but when 
an evil, power company-
owning, villainous wizard j t f i f * * * ^ 
gets angry, he doesn't > 
kick something, put on * J 
some loud music or even ^ 
glass someone in the 
face. When an evil. 
power company-owning, — • — 
villainous wizard gets ^df l l _ 
angry, whole landscapes y * !* % f j * ^ ^ 
are changed. Quantum r.r i ffh1 
Leap is replaced by I • g. V ^ ^ I f e 
international snooker M U C J * 

Laying low 
Fairies are scarce - if you thought 
someone was going to come along and 
attach electrodes to some very sensitive 
body parts, you would be too. Nowadays, 

fair ies are nowhere to be seen for 
• ^ ^ two main reasons. First, 

^ s . the evil, power 
' company-owning. 

^ L • , - ' \ villainous wizard 
W« call tMt hat \ Wazbnasm (boo 
•Imply 'Bubble'. _ _ \ h iss) h a s 

S ' y j ) captured all 
A / ^ f t ^ I J f A the fairies he 
^ f c ^ f c ^ X I could and 

j B locked them in 
^ i j h f l / his power 

I I I I I I K K I I 
MUMOOU 
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And so Flob sets off 
through more strange 
and mysterious lands, 
intent on kill ing the evil, 
power company-owning, 
villainous wizard 
Wazbnasm. This journey 
was a lot longer than 
last time, though, and 
about a mill ion t imes 
more difficult. Flob's 
forgotten his knife. Rob 
can't jump quite as 
easily. There are lakes 
of acid. There are 
hundreds and hundreds 
of ghoulish creatures out to get him, each 
with their own ghoulish fate lined up. Flob's 
in deep schtum. 

Get serious 
To break f rom the normal plot-type thing, 
this is a three-part game, the last two parts 
of which you l l need a score code gleaned 
from the first level to play property. You can 
still see the levels, though, but after three 
incorrect codes, you'll be dropped into the 
gamo with only one life to your credit. Like I 
said, deep schtum. 

To control Flob, you'd better use the 
joystick - up and down make him jump and 
duck, left and right 
make him walk right and 
left (though not 
necessarily in that 
order), and ftre will 
make Flob spit f ire at 
any number of ghoulish 
foul things that otherwise 
would hurt. You're 
journeying f rom left to 
right, and you might like 
to try collecting the 
extra weapons, bonus 
ftngs. and extra abilities 
as you go. The general 
rule is basically - if it 
moves, i f II hurt. 

On teeing Hie 
spiders, Flob very 
nearly decided to 
torn back. 

A few tips might come in handy to help 
you on your shaky way - bubbles are quite 
handy for standing on. and fairy tears are 
well worth collecting. You'll occasionally 
come across some quite dangerous looking 
objects on the floor that, when collected, 
will give you extra weapons to throw around 
and be nasty with. 

One thing we'll make sure of is that the 
level codes aren't printed in Cheat Mode for 
quite a while to come - there's no way 
you're getting away with being lazy like t ha t 

Nope, you're going to work for this one 
instead. Who knows - in a few months we 
might give it away but for now we're /JT^JV 
going to keep it all under our hats. V / v l J 

iia no 

® 

find oot 
exactly 
what Flob's 
mci<ic of® 

We want to hear from you 
As you've noticed this month, there isn't so much 
one huge serious package as a few smaller 
programs. This is for two reasons - first, we 
didn't exactly have huge amount of room left 
after the massive Deliverance, and second, 
we've pretty much covered every type of serious 
software there is to cover. 

"Put Type-Ins on, then" we hear you cry. "No" 
comes the sturdy reply from Hairy. Instead, we're 
going to ask you for your submissions. Wo pay 
quite well for covertape software, we do - your 
program doesn't have to bo the best thing since 
sliced bread, either. If you vo written an application 
or utility that wouldn't work as a Type-In for 
reasons of length or file typo, just send it along to: 

Serious Covertapo Submissions. 
Amstrad Action. 
30 Monmouth Street. 
Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 

There are a few criteria your program has to 
meet, though - we don't accopt just any old 
rubbish, you know: 
• If i fs a utility that everyone can use, K has to 
run on all machines. 
• If ifs a disc-only or 128k-only utility, it can't 
be too big (because well have to find something 
to put on tho tape for owners of other machines). 
Think of 16k as a maximum size. 
• It must bo all your own work - plagiarism and 
piracy are the kind of things only complete 
lowlife indulge in. 
• There can be no swearing, obscenity, nudity, 
crudity or mentions of cod. 
• If you want your disc or tape returned, you 
must include an SAE. If you don't, your disc will 
be sold off for charity when we've finished with it, 
or your tape will be used to record some of 
Dave's indie-kid music. 

A 

COVERTAPE :s 

Loading 
instructions 

Getting started 
To load up eithor side of tho tape, simply rowind 
it, hold down CONTROL and press ENTER. Ownors 
of 6128s or 664s will havo to switch their 
machines to tapo by typing I TAPE first. 
Remember that to got to Bomber and tho sorious 
software on side two you will have to wind through 
tho last part of Deliverance first (it was so huge it 
wouldn't fit on one side). We were going to give 
you some tape counts so that you'd know whore 
each program started but in tests oight out of ten 
owners whop expressed a preference said thoy 
came up with different results. Sorry. 

Tape to disk offer 
If you've got a disk drive and you want to get a 
disk version of this month's tapo ifs easy. Whip 
out your scissors and cut off that tokon at bottom 
of this page, chuck it in an onvolope along with 
your name and address and a cheque or postal 
order for £2 made out to Ablex Audio Video, then 
send off the whole kif n'kaboodle to: 

A A I O S Disk O f fe r , 
A b l e x A u d i o V i d e o , 
Harcourt , Ha los f ie ld 1 
Te l ford , Shropsh i re TFT 4 Q D . 

Loading troubles? 
We make the greatest efforts to onsuro our covor-
tapos work proporly, but if you've tried all that 
and your tape's still not loading then pop it in tho 
post (with a noto telling us your namo, address, 
typo of CPC you use and a briof description of 
the problom) to: 

A A 1 0 5 Cover tape returns, 
A b l e x A u d i o V i d e o , 
Harcourt , Ha les f ie ld 1 
Tel ford , Shropsh i re TF7 4 Q D 
IT 0 9 5 2 6 8 0 1 3 1 

NB When returning faulty tapes could 

you please also Include a stamped, 

self-addressed envelope. Thank you. 

Please do not return faulty tapes to 
Hie AA office. There It absolutely 
no point. We cannot replace 
them here. Send them to 
Ablex, please and they can 
deal with any problems. 
Cot that? Good. 

y 



I : 

Bomber 
ight. I 'm going explain Bomber. I 
can't believe I'm doing this. It's 
really incredibly simple, you see. 

All you have to do is trash a city by 
bombing it f rom your plane as it 
continually circle above it. 

If you manage to bomb it to the 
ground, you'll be able to land safely and 
progress to the next level which will have 
taller buildings (after a quick tr ip to the 
pub, according to this version - should 
this be what we let our kids play?). ER, 
now is there anything else I should be 
tell ing you? Oh yeah, you drop the bombs 
by hitt ing the space bar. but you probably 

Nice architecture. N< » - really. 

a a e e e e a • 
a* a •* •" •* •" •" 
e a a e • • • • 
• " •" •* .* •* •* •* 
a" o* a* .J a* a* a" a* 

• * • • 
• • • 
• " • " - * 

• m m 

w • m 
would have worked that out for yourself 
can you believe I get paid to do this. 

Any questions? 
Good. I could have 
explained that on the 
sleeve of the cassette, 
come to think of it. 
(Hey, you're supposed 
to be selling this game 
to the readers - Dave.) 
Oh yeah, simple ideas 
are often the best. (Not 
a bad try - Dave) 
Classic. Relive those 
early arcade days. Who 
needs complicated 
gameplay? Full motion 

video was crap anyway, etc (he's getting 
the hang of this now - Dave). 

mmmmmtmmmmmm 

Program Status Window 

A re you trying to learn a bit more 
about your computer? Maybe 
you're trying to get machine code 

and BASIC programs running in harmony. 
Even if you just want to keep track of your 
ROMs, we've got a natty little program for 
you. What it basically is, is a window that, 
in a matter of milliseconds, will display 
vital information about your CPC's 
capabilities, and the BASIC program 
currently in memory. This is damned 
useful for calculating the amount of free 
memory left when a huge meaty program 
is in memory, what ROMs you currently 
have access to. where the BASIC program 
is sitting in memory, the limit placed on 
the BASIC program by any machine code 
settings, what the disc drive is doing, and 
loads of other stuff like that. 

To bring the window up, just type CALL 
19000, and the following information will 

D r i v e i s : ft 
U s e r : Q O Q 

i n t e r O f i ROMS: ' 6 S 4 3 2 : 

e a d y 

be displayed in a neat little 
window on screen: 

Disc drive and user number 
of the drive 

Printer availability status -
on or off line 

Computer type and OS 
version of ROM 

Sideways ROMS on lower 
bank (ie, 0-7) 

- Background sideways ROM (ie. 
Maxam, Protext) 

- Foreground ROM (ie. Hackttj 
- Extension ROM 

B - there is a BASIC (OS) ROM 
present (well, it would be pretty darned 
drastic if there wasn't) 

C - Empty ROM socket 
Depending on the machine you're 

using, empty ROM sockets either appear 
as empty of BASIC. 

H i « e n : A 8 F F F P a g e s A 0 1 6 F L e n g 
L o n e n : & 1 1 A 8 TOP t & i l S l F r e e 
U a r i a b 1 e s : Q Q 0 8 7 S i r i n 

g t h : 0 4 0 6 S 
e : 2 8 8 0 9 
n g s : Q 3 S 3 4 

So here if Is, in reality taking up no space at 
all. Question - what does It all mean? Well, It's 
the Program Status Window, and it makes BASIC 
programming so much easier. 

System variables 
Himem - highest free point in memory 
Lomem - lowest free point in memory 
Page - start address of basic program 
Top - End address of basic program 
Variables - amount of memory taken 
by variables 
Strings - amount of memory taken up 
by strings 

Knowledge is power. Well you've got the 
knowledge bit now, so that's your 
first stop towards megalomania. f ^ j 
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f WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE A 

THE TROJAN PHAZER GUN 
(FOR THE AMSTRAD 464 AND 6XZ8) 

Enter a new phase of computer entertainment with the Trojan l.ightphazer. Unleash 
your imagination and take up the challenge of the six action packed games included 
in the pack. (When ordering please state whether 464 or 6128) 

ALL O R D E R S SENT BY RETURN: CHEQUES /V ISA /ACCESS /PO ' S 

T R A D I N G P O S T 
VICTOR IA R O A D , SH IFNAL , S H R O P S H I R E T F l l « A F 

TELEPHONE/FAX (<>9S*) 46X13S 

R R P OUR PRICE £12.99+ CZ.50 P.P. 
PHAZKK GUNS ALSO AVAIIABLE FOR THE ATARI ST/STE RRP OUR PRICE 

S 12.99. THE COMMODORE AMIGA (A1J. MODELS) RRP OUR PRICE S14 99. THE 

SPECTRUM 2A/3A RRP OUR PRICE S12.99 AND THE COMMODORE 64/128 RRP 

OUR PRICES 1299. 

1JGKT PENS ALSO AVAI1MM. FOR THE C( >MM< )DORE 64 RRP OUR PRICE S 16.99 

AND FOR THE COMMODORE AMIGA (Al l MODELS) RRP OUR PRICE S 16.99 

PLEASE ADD EX.SO FOR POSTAGE AND PACKING ON THE ABOVE ITEMS. 

Camcs supplied with ptuzcr #un as follows:* Missile Ground Zero/ 

Solar Invasion/Operation Wolf/Rookie and Robot Attack. (Different games supplied with the 

Amiga. Atari ST/STE and Commodore 64/128). 

A M S T R A D GAMES C A R T R I D G E S 
F O R T H E 6 1 2 8 + / 4 6 4 + / G X 4 0 0 0 

WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER THE FOUOWIHQ 0AMES CARTRIDGES 
AT A SPECIAL OFFER PRICE OF £9 .90 

(WHILE STOCKS LAST):-
• 10 MIT 
»MVV 11*11 
.limit 

• rm rum toil 
• i t i i i i i i i ii 
• IUI 
. MlflCOP II 

• BMiutni ihowctmu 
• ivuct mil 
• M i l 

a o r v d i i a t oko i r iooiv i 

suae 
UOOOO 
ClftBB 

cm oo 

A M S T R A D 61 2 8 + / 4 6 4 + / G X 4 0 0 0 
TJ40JA.V niAzrn ran wmi wuxt wiom cAnnuixa: ca 
icronrw rAwnmxir n« AOOVK. 
AJtsncAD mwoy Miami* / LOCO M B CAttrmxM 
AMMTVAI)aiJM./4<V4« rcrntt¥.tV*t UAKllALA 
AMRTMAO COOVJW WTHl M 
AMirmAOOIVU/MM* KETnOAKD I 
AMRMD rVUXM* aXTTMOUMtMO I/4iH*/t.X4000l 
hmtumj si w . oamm »mi mowo nrraoco mcwum 
amntkad ux4oou rona aum r tMTt 
AtcRTWADoiaiWMM* IVOTKM LKAUS 
Monnui n i l CXJIOUU stwum MONrraK» 
AMRTUMIMMI2 WMO WTTHW) MUXTTOKi 
AMBTOAD KM* COMFITO COSftOUW 
AMMniAD nun. coMvnx are*jus 
amctxad«m ijr.hi rr.i k ncmto-amk juilob 

AMSTRAD 464 AND 6128 - GENERAL 
aistrai) aian uun n» a somrAio 
AMtrniAn «m uom otw * oamm cAcwrmt 
AMSTOAft Ota IjnilT OQN * (iAMTX DISC 
AMMWAUOKIXN V300E» MIMmW OHSB 
AMVTMDCfCCAMaXrXMKUIANKMWTni TAJT. IIEADAMOTCM 
av»iv.m> «m i A * c m nun ai ir.wr7fr ten 
AMITVAD CAfMmr TAW HEAD IWMAOKTTnXH 
Ann*AOiwmo«i*AO mnxxiooNarrniioiimwMnrua 
AMnMOiiBJomn 
AMNIVAI) 4M TXACH TOUICWJ/ HASH TOTCMM, QUICK «TT1I 

au> ».IH '»> 

OB 00 moo 

ambthao *M w.w CJHCXTT BUAMLB a m i / n i t t 
Btcd'Ajcr ?»> r.rrrm 
ASBTHAO H13A CAMKmC IXAIM 
amstkao «H/«rj8 sraai imrnmaacx wmi motto 
AMrunn* nrottrcAnjut 
AMtrnuu MP i MOWIATWJI oua<*ttnnu«ro 
cfc arm mok/kktdimkd DurTcovrm 
CTC MUN/KTYMMMO IN Wl (ATMs 

CiMfT 1 0 M I'AMT i 
KM UP 

Cl'M*. 
tviou 

0 
V 

ir nm moi i.Ii u m to •• ruf on (Mi* unitui muumj u»t mw mcui orrww tit. nrwr. 
mkitt. imi ujvim LUNiATimiWiiuiiMtMPi imwimu ion luvr. N'* altu tim I ifnttr fwn. nn/tHtxtr tie, for C»mmoik»* ami Sptttrnm (timintfm 
M LOMUlJiS SEWT KV RRTVftN Ull 0« I vVISVACO WW. VISA 

T R A D I N C POST. mmmmm 
VICTORIA R O A D , S H I F N A L , S H R O P S H I R E T F l l O A F 

TF.L /FAX C09«a) 46Z1SS > 

quality 'Panasonic* 3.5" drive mcchanism. includes power 

supply, connccting cablc., full 16 page manual. R A M D O S , 

RAMdisk &C many more uriliiics. Formal 800K per disk just 

like a PC. Amiga. Atari ST cur. l lic complete PI U G IN ik 

GO solution. a LauA 

SUPERB LOW PRICE 
ONLY £69.99!! 

Built in 800K disk formatter 
Built in file copying/cra.siiig 
Full 19 pugc printed manual 
Built in Sector/Directory Hdico'r 

ROM version only £14.99 
Complete in ROMBOX only £24.99 

DISK DRIVES 
JKit&i dbk slrivvs for the 
Includes 3 .V disk drive, DDI-1 interface, 

connecring cables, power supply and uriliry 

software. The complete P L U G IN & G O 

solution. Full instructions and 12 monrhs 

guarantee. On ly £1 Please state 464 

or 464+ when ordering. 

R O M D O S XL 
Superb high capacity divk operating system available on ROM or 
complete in u* own ROMBOX! Nothing eLsc compares with these 
features;-

• Very simple to use 
• Uses no user memory 
• Auto detects format 
• 464/664/61 28 compatible 

ALSO AVAILABLE... 
3.5" Blank Disk* Only £7.50 for 10 

HACK.IT - excellent Award Winning hacker/machine code 

programming cartridge. On ly £24.99 

PC-TRANS - transfer files from a CPC'. to a PC and vice versa. 

< >nly 124.99 

R S 2 3 2 Serial I itterface - can be used to connect the (IPC ro 

another computer, modem, .serial printer etc. Ideal for use with 

Anmrad N C I 0 0 / 2 0 0 (connccting cable available priced 119.99), 

Includes built in R O M software. N E W L O W P R I C E £ 2 9 . 9 9 

Please add £5.00 postage and packing to all disk drive 

orders. Other orders please add £1.00. All major credit 

cards accepted. Immediate despatch for credit card orders. 

Siren So f tware , W i l t o n House , Bur) ' Road , 
Kadc l i f tc , Manchester M 2 6 9 U R 

Tel: 061 724 7572 



NEWS 

Moves on Lethal 
Just in case you were wondering (and judging the phone calls we got to the 
office, a lot of you aro) Radical are now hard at work on the beat-'em-up 
Lethal Moves, but do not expect it to be ready until late summer at the 
earliest. Fluff, meanwhile. Is also to be made available on disk. 

Campursoft hog 
lead news item shock! 

The company that seems to be 
taking over the CPC scone these 
days has yet more software on the 
way. First, though, a measure of 
their success. We were confused 
here at the AA office, you see. 
when we received so many calls for 
readers wanting 
to buy f r a l ^ ^ H E ^ H H 
ROMboxes but 
not knowing 
where to get I r o 
them from. It > j J 
turns out that 
there have been ^ g j ^ ^ J g 
a lot of people 
buying DES. ^ o e s sfeww 
Campursoft's MIcroDosign go 
ROM-based 

can 
desktop 
operating 
system, who are ^ f l 
now rushing out i s ^ f C ^ v ^ R 

ROMboxes to ^ j g i ^ k 
house it. This is H K f i t t ^ ^ 
truly a good day 
for tho CPC - if that many people 
are ready to support a now CPC 
product, it looks as if we be here 
for a long time yet. 

Next up, Campursoft are 
currently offering a shareware 
version of DES. that'll happily run 
from disc. For a copy, just send a 
disc and a stamped, addresses jiffy 
bag to their usual address, and 
they'll happily provide you with a 

free copy. The version youH receive 
will have a few of the desktop 
functions removed (this is a 
shareware version aftor all), but 
what you receive should be easily 
enough to persuade you to buy the 
full version. It is freely distributable. 

Next up is the 
i j j t company's 

forthcoming 
^ E H l F l video tiding 
S S fe; system. For 
n 9 | R ( those of you 
. l | who're new to the 

Ej]3 | idea, this is a 
1 ' C package that lets 

t r t ) . you produce 
global interesting title 

screens for your 
videos. YouH 

•*' . still need tho 
\ appropriate 

leads (or a 
K ^ Z T ^ -- Videomastor, 
/gft- ' - ' - ' - " M & Q another of 

^ j j j g a Campursoffs 
triumphs), but 

tho professional edgo it could lond to 
your homo movies would fool even 
the most hardened film critic. The 
latest esbmato for a release date is 
sometime next month, and wo should 
have a preview of it next issue. 

Finally (I thought it would never 
end), we've just received a review 
copy of their world maps, designed 
for use with MicroDoslgn. Check 
out tho review on page 27. 

magazine you're holding at the 
minute is printed on ECF paper The 
ECF bit stands for Elemental 
Chlorine Free, as we don't bleach 
the paper with chlorine. The down 
side to this is that you can no 
longer clean your swimming pool 
with the mag once you've finished 
reading it. but we hear that the 
massively environmentally 
damaging covertapes are pretty 
good for that. 

would kill for. 
The pack 

includes sheets of paper. That's 
right. It's special paper, though -
when you've printed your design 
onto it. you can iron the design onto 
any piece of fabric (it helps if i f s 
cotton based, but polyester's 
horrible anyway), and have your 
very own colour washable T-shirt. 

The packs will soon be available 
through most computer retail 
outlets, and will cover a wide range 
of printer types, from Inkjet, 
thermal and laser printers, right 
through to dot matrix printers. So 
you too could look like the people 
in this photo, lead a normal and 
balanced life, and wear T-shirts 
denoting your interest in sports to 
demonstrate the fact. 

Avatar vanish 
Avatar seem to have completely 
vanished from the face of the earth. 
This, plus their treatment of some 
customers, means we're no longer 
allowing them to advertise in AA. but 
there are still people ordenng bits 
and pieces from him, and many of 
them aren't receiving goods in return. 
So. basically, what we're saying is. 
don't send any money to Avatar. 

Just because we live in a 
world dominated by 
PCs and Macs, that 

doosn't make the CPC 
obsolete. You see. the CPC, 
despite its idiosyncratic disk 
drive and operating system, 
isn't totally cut off f rom all 
the new-fangled machines -
there are a lot of ways they 
can Intercommunicate, and 
that's what we tell you all 
about In this month's main 
feature on page 11. We've 
calculated that there are 
over 200 mill ion PCs, Macs, 
Amigas and STs In the world, 
and your CPC has the 
potential to swap information 
with all of them. You might 
use a 486 PC at work, but 
that doesn't necessarily 
mean you can't bring your 
work home (If you really 
wanted to. that is). 

And. at last, we have a 
preview of the much 
mumbled-in-dark-cornert 
about Meg abetters. Like a 
lot of European software, i t 
looks stunning - the question 
Is, have all those years of 
ef fort that have been spent 
on the program been put Into 
the gameplay as well as the 
presentation? 

All this and more, as they 
say. I'm not sure who 'they' 
are. but apparently that's 
what they say. D a v s 

Save the tree, man 
Being in the business of wasting 
huge amounts of paper each month 
printing magazines, we thought you 
might like to know that we take the 
whole thing very seriously indeed. 
Amstrad Action is now printed on 
paper from managed forests, 
meaning that for every tree we hack 
down to review a PD collection or 
whatever, another tree is planted in 
its place, ready to grow old and get 
needlessly hacked down again for 
another magazine in the future. 

Also, to stop huge amounts of 
damage to the ozone layer, rare 
and interesting plant life and huge 
mud mountains in Canada, the 

J J J? L ^ a j J . ' I j J , L 

Dedicated 
follower of fashion 
Are you tired of dull T-shirt designs? 
Do you want to wear your own 
interesting designs for a very low 
price? A 
company called 
Quill Marketing 
may have the 
answer - iron-
on print outs. If 
you have a 
computer, a 
printer, and an 
iron, you can 
create designs 
that Jean-Paul 
Whatsisface 

AA's Ed, Dove, In a raro 
r.iiot v/ifhout ti41}tH in. 
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If you wont to bo included in Hie 
Directory, or yov know 
of any informaHon Hiat needs to ba 
updated, write to: Amscene 
Directory, Amstrad Action, Future 
Publishing, 3 0 Monmouth Street, 
Batti, Avon BA1 2BW. 

PD Libraries 
Amsof 
H Llnanlf. Cloyno. 
MIMIMm, Ireland 

Large ranee of European stuff 

Braysoft 
L-: 2 St Margorat'. load, Haylln, lilond, 
Hants, r o i l 99B. 

3-inch cfisAs only 

Col rob PD O B via mora lead, Hamllngtan, 
New tape-ory PO Diary 

Demon 
L-J 47 Hilton 0rn»—, Hull Onu, 
Unningh.!* BIB ON 

3.5-inch discs available. 

Disk PD 
.*.. U m i 0*»kM>, D»x>»»f. Molt worthy, 
DIVM 1X23 7LA. 
TT 0299 B234B 
GD PD 
2 «• wooayiiio. 

itX3 1 2 Ml 

Image PD 
19 

Mow—«tU-Upa«»-Tn»o N«20 9QO 

A so provides } digiti<ng service. 

PD Fun 
>.. 41 MlthaalBata, Klrhby Lon.duU. Via 
Cornlorth. U M LA ft 2Bt 

A policy of 'no serious software' 

Power PD 
• 83 longlaat, Of««t Burr, Birmingham, 

Wort Midland! B43. 
Signal Software 
L*.' 83 longlaat, Oroat Barr, Birmingham, 
Watt Midland. B4 3. 
Sheepsoft 
TT 0*40 734529 

Bâ ed in Wales, of course. Baaaaa 

Sleepwalker PD 
SS Ol.L w(twn«i Jon Moulding, 0 
Moating Noa.a laaa. BUIM.II Common, Nr 
Corratry CV7 7fX 
Special offer to AA readers - if yo J send 
Joe a dr.k ->e'l «»nd yoj a free selector of 
PD. Only one selection per oersor. please. 
Tke Vault 
• 43 Wiadllold O H 4 . H I , Clyboun Rood. 

Oalway. Ira I and 
9 OIO 393 91 29304 
A new fc-jt rapidly expanding Igjrary with 
lots of European software, 

Ultimate PD 
1-1 24 Woadtida Baad. IHiy, Wlrral, 
MmrpMr 141 4U1 
New PD library that specialises 91 3-incn 
disk and taoes and has a wide selection 
of -mathematics' programs available 
(whatever that means). 

F a n z i n e s 
Amsxino 
• Oaytan. laneilda Baad. Haw Mill., 

Via Btarfcport, SK12 4LU 
TT 0443 744943 

The Eliminator 
t>: 14 Station Road, Riccall, Yorh. North 
YorhtMra T04 40J 

CPC User 
TT 0339 234291 
The UA l . 'G ' s fanzine. 

CPC Undercovor 
" 37 Trlmingham DH»a. 

Brandlfihabn*, Bary, Laacaiialro 
A tethnicaiy maided fanzine tnafs also on 
the look out for wrners. 

Ultra Oames 
S5 20 laniattM Tarroto. ( l»i l*r .U-
St root, Co Durham, DH3 3NW 
Cassettebased mulfrfcma* fanzine Irom 
the man who usee to procxe AnCom 
User 
Amslrad Contact 
O 0 4 0 3 7 5 3 3 4 9 

Sussex based group that also runs a 
technical helpline lor CPC users. 

UAUO (United 
Amstrad User Group) 
A 0 3 3 9 3 3 4 3 9 1 

An AA*ecommended user group. 

WACCI 
TT 0 0 0 2 7 3 9 I O B 

il you're seriously into the techy side of 
the CPC then you res y shouldn't tie 
missing out on WACCI. they're lab. 
Independent 

mpani< C 
Avatar 
TT 0 2 7 4 0 0 2 1 8 0 

Suppliers ol Phil Craven products. ard a 
few ol the Bonzo titles. 

Com purs oft 
TT 041 994 4739 
You name it, they dc it. really - lane a 
look at Uk; iritefview 111 ish 96. 

DMP Software 
' i l l 9* WoUarhamptoa Road. Cattail, 
Wolvorhapton WV9 I K 
Over 30 home-pragramrned games and 
serious programs on both t3pe and disk. 

Gary & Scott Kennedy 
O Ofll 734 1304 
Authors of Traker$, a truly great CPC 
game (don't argjei. 

New Age Software 
TT 0 1 0 4 V - 7 1 1 - 4 3 0 I 9 3 0 

Responsible lor ZapTBaHs the excellent Sodndtrakker and. nopeltily, a lew 
more tides pretty soon. 

Radical Software 
TT 091 994 8403 
Still releasing top-quality, new software 
fur ttie CPC. II you've written a program 
you think is worth releasing tins lot would 
love to hea' Irom you. 

SD Microsystems 
TT 0760 730391 
Specialists in business software - take a 
look at the feature in AA93. 

Sentinel Software 
TT 091 974 7032 
Supp ers of selected STS titles and a 
lew origins products. They don'-arf 
chum 'em out 

Siren Softwi 
TT 0 4 1 7 2 4 7 5 7 2 

It cJ tane u hell ul a time to list everything 
they do - check out their ad (it's the 
yellow half-page one). 

Very Soft 
490 Baughmon Road, Wltiyfiald 

Batata, Batfcerhom, South York i hlro. 
Tlie people who hrought you The Grioper 
and Compj/ifur They're a'so on the look 
out tor new programmers. 

Big Softies 
So you can nng them up and nassle ' p t 
about re easaig some new stuff 

Alternative Software 

I T 0 9 7 7 7 9 7 7 7 7 

CodeMasters IT 0934 914133 

Greml in /GBH TT 0743 793433 

Oceaa /Ni t Squad 

TT 0 4 1 0 3 3 4 6 3 3 

Titus/Fox Hits TT 071 700 2119 

Touchdown n 0 2 * * 9411 34 

Virgin t t oa t ©00 2 2 5 s 

US G o l d / K l x x TT 021 394 3399 

Zeppel in Software 
TT 0 9 1 3 0 5 7 7 9 9 

Datel it 0 7 9 2 7 4 4 7 0 7 
The place to go lor mice printers, 
memory exoansions. all that sort ot stuff. 

Microform Fan 0773 703131 
Drives, upgrades disks, all sorts of 
techy Stutf like that 

Romantic Robot 
TT 091 200 9870 
Creators cf the MuMace. 

WAVE tr 0239 939109 
Suppliers of .iadsa good stuff - their ad 
is on the back cover 

suppliers 
OJ Software TT 0257*21919 
Fast friendly service, the ad says And 
it's right. The/ve got an .mpressively 
wide variety ol software on offer as we 

Software Cavern IT 0029 991101 
Probably the largest selection of CPC 
software lor sale m the known universe. 

Software Express 
TT 0443 340149 

A new company in Inverness 

Tronic* North 
TT O I O 01 77 253 744 

rO Box 7419. OarWn, Oooon.land 
Aw* trail a. 4914. 
The largest supp er of software and CPC 
bits'n'pieces in the southern hemisphere 
Mai l Order 
Trading Post TT O « S 2 4 4 2 1 3 9 
They're offering loads uf cut-price 
cartridges at the moment. 

T ro |an TT 0554 777993 
The people to speak to for cartridge and 
lightgun stuff 

Wizard Games TT 0723 374994 
Games, games and yet more games, 
basically on every imaginable format 

Up^rad 
repairs 

NEC 
47-49 Railway Boatl, ULFK, 

Lan«a«hlra WH7 4AA. 
TT 0942 241BSO 
They've been around lot ages, guarantee 
a fast turn-around, and must be a much 
bette' bet than Avatar. Give em a go. 

WTS Electronics 
TT 0592 491949 
Amstrad-authorised repacs specialists. 

AA106. Don't risk it! Get it ordered 
Mr A (who wishas to remain anonymous) Is an AA 
reader (but that's not <*4iy he wishes to remain 
anonymous - that comes in a minute}: 

"1 was a normal, happy human being until the day I 
went into the newsagent to buy the latest Issue of AA... 
AND IT HAD SOLD Ol/T I wet bo ashamed. Ever since I 
have locked myself In my house, afraid to go out, afraid of 
what pooptc were saying about me. My life it now Just not 
worth living If only I had filled In the form on page nine of 
AA and handed it into my newsagent. He would have 
saved me a copy Don't lot the same happen to you." 

Dear Newsagent, 
Please save me a copy of... 

AMSTRAD 
ACTION 
...every month. It comes out every third Thursday 
of the month and is produced by those wonderful 
people at Future Publishing. 

My name 

My address 



NOW A TOTAL MOUSE/ 
GRAPHICSjfcACKAGEy 
FOR Y O l j p ^ f 

A TRULY 
UNBEATABLE V 3 S T ] 
PRICE!! ^ ^ 

• This Amstrad Mouse is a high resolution two button mouse featuring 
optical counting, teflon guides, microswitches, rubber coated ball and high 
quality interface. 

• When combined with OCP Advanced Art Studio this graphics package is quite^j 
simply the best system a v a i l A l e . The features are unmatched... 

• Create an image - shrink it, expand it, move it, rotate it, copy it, colour it, etc.^| 
• Spray patterns or shades, make elastic lines - stretch and manipulate shapes. 
• Zoom in to add detail in fine mode. • Pulldown/Icon driven menus for ease of use 

• Mouso operation, plus joystick and keyboard control. 

• 16 pens, 8 sprays, 16 brushes - so flexible anyone can create superb graphics easily. 
• Full cut and paste facilities plus excellent printer support. 

TOTAL PACKAGE INCLUDES MOUSE/ MOUSE MAT/HOLDER. ATTRACTIVELY 
STYLED INTERFACE AND O C P ADVANCED ART STUDIO 

MOUSE MAT 
AND 

MOUSE HOLDER 
(WORTH C12.99) 

WITH EACH PACKAGE 

NOW YOU CAN PRINT OUT YOUR PICTURES IN FULL COLOUR! 
• Too Star LCfOO Colour Printer not on'y pnnts in Near Letter Quality (or your regular jobs Out 
also prints out yo j ' o ctures from Art Studio, etc.. In fantastic colour! 
• LC100 is a fu I Centronics prime' so it works with other computers (Amiga. ST. PC etc.) 
• Made possible by Date's 
unique coloilr prmte' oriver -
now you can have a harccopy 
ir. up to 16 colours! 
• No more to buy. 

COLOUR PRINTER DRIVER AVAILABLE SEPARATELY ONLY £19.99 
• If you already have an LC10. LCtOO or LC200 Colour Printer we can supply the Driver 
separately. 

PACKAGE INCLUDES STAR LC100 COLOUR PRINTER RRP £199.00 
CENTRONICS PRINTER LEAD RRP £12.99 

DATEL COLOUR PRINTER ORIVER SOFTWARE RRP £19.99 
NORMALLY £231.98 

COMPLETE PACKAGE NOW ONLY £199.00 

• S mp e p ug ir memo 7 expansion gives instant extra memory. 
• features bank sw tchirg software for easy use by !t*e programmer o' for use 

as a data storage area 
• Ideal for use with tne CPM 2.2 etc. 
• The software alsc features some extra BASIC commands. 

• 64K UP t exoards 464 to r28K. 

• 64K un:t bnngs 464 up to CPC 6128 memory coo'igu-ation 
making a much .arger software base available. Will work straight of1 

w:tn many programs des»grea for this jn't (ircluaing OCP Art Studo -see Ad ), 

• Bank switching done automatically by software (cassette 464). 

dctronics 

MEMORY 
t a f i c s 

Send Cheques, Postal Orders or credit card details to: 

[ ' ] DATEL ELECTRONICS LTD. 
, 1 G O V A N ROAD, 
h H FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 

QFENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 
ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

OR CALL AT 0URL0ND0N SHOP:- DATEL ELECTRONICS 222 TOTTENHAM COURT RD, LONDON W1 TEL: 071 580 6460 



COMMUNICATIONS [11 

l i e * -
The CPC can do a lot on its own. But imagine how much you 
could do iff you could tap the power off millions off other 

computers. Richard Fairhurst gets on the blower.-

You might not realise it. but when you 
look at your humble CPC (designed 
circa 1984) you are looking at an 

immensely powerful gateway to more computing 
power than you ever dreamed possible. Almost 
any computer, from a CPC up to the most 
powerful PC-compatible or Macintosh -
even mainframes taking up whole rooms 
- is capable of hooking up to other 
computers and exchanging information. 

This has never been more important 
than today. The buzzword in technology 
now is compatibility: if a computer can't 
exchange information with the omnipotent 
IBMcompatible PC, to be found in every 
office and increasing 
numbers of homes, it is j 
doomed. You might be 
surprised to know that 
your CPC can. 

The basics 
The most common way to 
hook up computers is still by 
using that famed product of 
low technology. 

So what is a 
PC anyway? 

IBM - an abbreviation for It's Big Monoy -
dominated the computer Industry from the 
1960s, when 'computer* meant a huge collection 
of boxes requiring a budget of thousands of 
pounds a week just for the cooUng devices (no 
Joke). In the 70s, 
companies like Apple 
and Altalr began r 

developing small (or 
micro*) computers that fl fc^jgo^ffip 
almost anyone could " 
afford. IBM took one V v 
look, thought "What's 
;.il this, thenr and 1 1 * 
promptly developed Its 
own microcomputer - ~ " 
tho IBM Personal 9 
Computer, or PC for short. 

It was a dog. A CPC 464 with disc drive, 
doveloped only a couple of years later, was 
almost as powerful, cost a lot less, and played a 
far better game of Roland on the Ropes. Many 
conservative businesses, however, decided that 
anything with IBM on the box had to be a quality 

'f SneakerNet™. You too can install your own 
SneakerNet™ system if you have two or more 

CPCs. Here's how it works. If you want to 
move a program from one computer to another, 
save it on a disc, take the disc out of the drive, 
and put it in the other computer. Hey presto -

_ communicating computers, 
Try to put the same disk 

i in a PC at school or at work, 
I however, and you will come 
k up against another 
B problem: the disc doesn't 
H fit Unfortunately, in the 

real world, everyone 
uses 3.5-inch discs 
instead of the 3-inch 
discs that we all know, 
love and can't get hold 

of any more. No problem, thinks your 
above-averagely intelligent AA reader (rule 
one - always be nice to your readers), and 
goes out and buys himself, herself or 
itself a 3.5-inch drive from Siren, Avatar 
or the like. But put this disc in a PC. and' 

MS-DOS will print a nasty 
message on the screen 
complaining that it doesn't 
understand (if you're running 

product, and more importantly, a safe 
Investment. As a consequence, the IBM PC 
became tho industry standard computer. 

Since IBM didnt write the oporating system 
(Microsoft did. and so becamo the most 
powerful company in the computer industry), 
anyone could make a PC Just by talking nicely 
to Microsoft And they did: today thoro are 

literally hundreds of 
companies making 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ IBM-alikes, or PCs 
for short. Only 

' • Apple, maker of the 
. f x K ^ W i i . Macintosh, managed 
j ^ ^ p f * " , • significant market 

share without PC 
compatibility - and 
even their newest 
machinos. the 
Power Macintosh 

range, run PC programs. The PC's performance 
evolved through inertia if nothing else, and 
today's machines can still run programs from 
the mid-1970s version of CP/M on which the 
PC was based. 

And that is why CPCs need to be able to talk 
to PCs. Here endeth the lesson. 

Windows, you'll get a beautifully-crafted box with 
a nasty message in it instead) 

This comes about because, even if the disc 
sizes are the same, their formats - the way in 

Games without 
frontiers 

Playing against a computer can be fun, but 
many of tho best games involve competition 
between human players. Usually, this takes 
tho form of two joysticks - or two sets of keys -
sharing the same computer However, if 
you have two computers of the same type and 
the right cable, you might be able to play 
multi-player gamos in which you fight players 
on other computers. 

Walk into any computer room In universities 
the world over, and youII see previously sane 
students reduced to nervous wrecks by Doom, 
Bolo, Super Maze Wars, or other sophisticated 
games Advonturers are even more wed 
catered for. with the profusion of MUOs (Multi-
User Dungeons), In which you work to build up 
the abilities and wealth of your character so 
they can lord It over, look superior to. and 
generally beat up other characters controlled 

Fewer Tutrl*i you would never Hove 
believed To#rh could bo so vloloaf. 

by people sitting somewhere behind another 
computer. A bit like a huge Dungeons and 
Dragons game, in fact. 

With a modem, you can play such games 
on your CPC (although this is one guaranteed 
way for the phone bill to soar). But if you fancy 
a more economical alternative, there are a few 
games which can be played by two CPCs 
connected to each other Past attempts have 
included Firebird's futuristic Ctwlo and strategy 
offerings from the (now defunct) software 
house PSS. Today, those ever-resourceful 
European programs have provided us with 
the wonderful Power Tetris (in which four 
players can compete, two on each computer), 
and for something to look forward to. 
Odiesoff s originally-named Megabiasters - a 
shoot-'em-up guaranteed to be the best way to 
lose ad your friends yet 
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I COMMUNICATIONS 

Kit comms 
The AA buyers' guldo to communications 
I'comms' for the initiated) equipment. 

another PD program, which has a more 
efficient way of transferring flies than any other 
comms program. CP/M's not very good at 
running at high speeds, though. 

one has ever been prosecuted for using an 
unapproved model. They're no risk to anyone, 
unless you see an approved modem going very 
cheaply indeed, dont worry about I t 

• SERIAL (RS232) INTERFACE. 
The Avatar/Clrklt and (out of production) 
Amstrad models are very similar: the 
Amstrad model comes with software on ROM, 
but all the best comms software is PD and on 
disc anyway. Siren's Interface is cheaper 
(£29.99 rather than £39.99) but. owing to a 
couple of technical peculiarities, it wont work 
with any but its own (rather poor) built-in 
software, and cant be operated at the fast 
speed that today's modems require. 

• MODEMS 
We could recommend one. but the best way to 
buy a modem Is to go to your local newsagents, 
weigh up all the magazinos, and buy the 
heaviest one. The mag you choose In this way is 
guaranteed to have lots of lovely modems for 
sale at around £60. Look for one which says 
2400 baud (this means that it can shift data 
about pretty quickly), and Hayes-compatible 
(which means that you can toll it what to do with 
a bunch of unrecognisable abbreviations). You 
might be able to buy a fax-modem for this prico, 
which acts as a fax machine too when hookod 
up to a PC. Mac or similar. Not that you'd ever 
consider using one. of course... 

Legally, any modem you connect to tho 
phone lino must be approvod by an official body 
called BABT However, approved modems 
usually cost hundreds of pounds more, and no-

• PHONE BILLS 
When you use your modem, you're making a 
'phone call. Thanks to the price reductions 
forced on BT by the regulatory body Oftel (you 
didn't think they did it out of the goodness of 
their heart, did you?), communicating Is now 
oasily affordable. Mr Cholmondeley-Wamer 
would lovo you to sign up with the alternative 
phone operators. Mercury, though, and you 
might And it a very good idea, because long-
distance 'phone calls on weekdays are still far 
cheaper with Mercury, and customor service Is 
arguably a lot better. 

Excluding the small increase in your 'phone 
biN. this means you can get set up In corrans 
with brand-new equipment - for under £100. 
Second-hand, you could expect to pay maybe 
half that Which Isnt bad going when you 
consider how much It gives you. 

• COMMS SOFTWARE 
Commstar, built-in to the Amstrad interface, is 
okay. However, your best bet Is the thoroughly 
wonderful PD BBS Terminal (also known as 
ANSI .ARC), which does almost everything you 
could want - including work with fast modems. 
CP/M froaks might llko to tako a look at ZMP, 

Exchange 
Here are a few programs you can use to get 
different computers to read the PC-format 
discs your CPC has generated: 
• AMIGA- try the shareware programs 
CrossOos or Do$2Do s, 
• ARCHIMEDES: older Arcs need a program 
like MultiFS. Arcs with the newer RiscOS 3 
can read PC format discs automatically. 
• MACINTOSH: Apple File Exchange (comes 
free with all Macs). Macintosh PC Exchange 
or DOS Mounter 
• ST: there's no need. ST and PC discs are 
virtually identical. 
• A CPC can read Amstrad PCW 3-Inch 
discs using any one of a huge amount of 
CP/M PD programs - check out your 
favourite local library. 

J u n o I9<>4 AMSTRAO ACTION 

Doing it yourself 
If s perfectly possible to run a bulletin board 
yourself with a CPC. but here are a few things 
youH noed to bear in mind. 

First off. If s always best to run a bulletin 
board full-time. Even if you say that ITU only be 
operational between 10pm and 8am. so that you 
can use the 'phone for normal calls the rest of 
the time, someone is bound to 'phone you when 
you're in the bath. Picking up the 'phone to the 
screech of computer data (like playing a game 
tape on your stereo) Is not very pleasant. 

So. get BT to At an extra 'phone line, and 
unless you don't want to use your present CPC 
for anything else, buy another one. Youll need a 

3.5-Inch disc drive to hold all the downloads and 
messages, a serial interface, a modem... 

Finally, youll need somo BBS software. There 
are a few CP/M packages around - ROS. PICS 
and so on - and youll need to be talked through 
setting them up by someone who's done H 
before, because Ifs not the easiest of tasks. If 
you're still interested, ask on a bulletin board. 

Running a bulletin board is attractive - all the 
advantages of comms, but as people call you, no 
phone bills - but Ifs not realistic on a CPC. Your 
best bet Is to And a cheap old PC (even an 8086-
based model will do) with a hard drive, which'lt 
work out just as cheaply and be less hassle. 

computer which runs CP/M. which for practical 
purposes means the Amstrad PCW. Even so. a 
few apparently CP/M programs are in fact 
machine-specific. 

It is possible to run some CPC programs on a 
PC-compatible machine, using a very 
clever piece of PC programming 

(a shareware program 
by Marco Vieth 

which you 
should 

be 
able 

to 

Yes, you'd better 
believe It. The CPC con 
communicate, 
with Macs, 
STs and 
even PCs. 

find in all 
good PC 

PD libraries - try 
PD Soft. 1 Bryant Avenue. 

Southend-On-Sea, Essex SSI 2YD 
i t (0702) 466933). which emulates a 
CPC. A PC with a royal blue screen 
and yellow writing saying 'Amstrad 
128k Microcomputer (v3)"... hmm. it 
looks strange, but for the majority of 
programs, it works. 

The only problem is that, to run 

CPC software at 
anything approaching 
normal speed, you'll 
need a PC with at 
least a 486DX2/66 

processor (technical 
jargon for a) very fast, 

and b) very expensive). 
It's a shame that there's 

only this CPC emulator in 
existence; most computers 
worth their salt have a 
Spectrum emulator 
(including the CPC!). a 
Commodore 64 emulator 
and a ZX81 emulator. Oh. 

and this seems like a 
good point to put 

which programs and other files are arranged on 
the disc - aren't Fortunately, you can persuade 
your CPC to write to PC format discs. For this, 
you'll need either the commercial program 2-in-l 
(from Moonstone Software) or Andreas 
Stroiczek's equally good shareware DOScopy, 

Garbled 
messages 
So what information can 
you exchange between 
computers? Firstly, 
programs are out. The 
instructions which your 
CPC understands (a 
particular brand of Z80 
machine code) will 
confuse a PC or Amiga. 

The main exception is 
CP/M programs (the ones 
which have a filename ending 
with ".COM", which crash every 
live minutes and are horribly un-
user-friendly): these will run on any other 
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dodgy deeds purely for the challenge of 
breaking protections, many hackers break into 
computer* for simitar, non-destructive reasons. 
Howevor. be warned - the police wouldn't smile 
too kindly on someone who broke into houses 
just because they liked the challenge of picking 
locks. It might ell sound like fun, but think how 
annoyed you'd be if someone broke Into a 
computer and lookod up your credit records. 

A related activity to hacking is phreaking, 
which usually Includes sending strange noises 
down tho telephone to confuse BT into giving you 
free phone calls. Aftor all. hacking requires long 
periods connected to computers trying out 
passwords, which is never cheap... 

Further reading: The Hacker's Handbook 
(Hugo Cornwall and Steve Gold, out of print) i t a 
mine of information on hackers and hacking, but 
hard to And. The Cuckoo's Egg (Clifford Stoll. Pan 
ISBN 0-330-31742-3) is a very entertaining (and 
true) story of a laid-back Californlan academic 
tracking German spies under contract to the KGB. 

Tape user? 
Communicating without a disc drive i tn t to 
eaty. With the speed that information traveit 
over the 'phone line, cassette! just cent keep 
up, to you can say bye-bye to any thoughts of 
getting lots of nice PO program! from bulletin 
boards You will also be limned to the software 
that comes with your serial interface, because 
most othor stuff is disc-based (and PO. to 
probably only available on disc anyway). So, 
now might be a good time to buy yourself a 
disc drive after ad. 

Hanging on Hie 
telephone 
There's one other reason for buying a serial 
interface - it lets your computer connect to a 
modem (and the jargon's only |ust begun...). 
Imagine that you wanted to connect to a 
computer m London, say, but you were in the AA 
offices in Bath. You dont have a cable long 
enough, and unfortunately Bloggitt's Computer 
Emporium has run out of 80-mile null modem 
cable However, there's one company that does 
have a cable long enough - our chums at BT 

Put simply, connecting two modems to two 
'phone sockets lets you treat the 'phone line in-
between as one great big cable (except that BT 
arent going to be very happy il you set at it with 
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Hack ing 
For most CPC users, hacking means breaking 
the protection on games to put in an inftnito lives 
poke or similar - or its lest legal brother, 
cracking, which i t broaking the protection on 
garnet to make them eatier to copy illogally. In 
commt circles, hacking it something different 
breaking into other people's computers, often 
(Ming e modem. ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Common targets are large 
institutions: banks, military 
establishments, large 
companies, government W 
departments... Hacking a W j j ^ ^ p 
bank has Kt attractions, such « ^ H 
as being able to add a few F ^ ^ ^ l 
zeros onto the end of your 
balance. And yet. you could 
do it with a CPC (if you don't 
mind chancing an extended 
stay in prison); one of the 

an old chestnut to rest; you can't run PC, 
Amiga. Nintendo or live cricket games on your 
CPC. Anyone writing to Techy Forum to ask how 
to do this will be shot. Thank you. 

Don't ASCII me 
If you want to exchange other information 
between your CPC and other computers, it is a 
lot easier. Any decent word-processor will let 
you save a document as ASCII (American 
Standard Code for Information Interchange), 
which means "no frills", no information on page 
layout or styles (such as bold or italics), just the 
letters which make up your text (in Protext, for 
example, you save from program mode). You 
can then load this into a wordi)rocessor on a PC 
or virtually any other computer. 

Protext users will be pleased to hear that 
PC and Amiga versions of their favourite 
word-processor are available. Very few people 
use them however, because they are 
hopelessly underpowered in comparison with 
the heavyweights like Word for Windows, but 
you will be able to load CPC files directly 

It even walks 
the dog—! 

Here are a tow othor thingt your computer 
can communicate with: 

" CTT 

hackers involvod in the once infamous Ritz Video 
hack, amongst others, did It all with a CPC. 
serial interface and modem. He now runs a 
thriving CPC toftware house... 

More sinisterfy, hacking it replacing 
following poople and tteaming open their mail at 
the new espionage. At most of tho military 
computers are connected together. aN it needs 

is one weak link somewhere in the 
system for national secrets to 

become vulnerable - and. 

& 

considering most people's 
ignorance of computer 
security precautions, If t 
hardly turprising that 
this has happened 
more than once in the 
past (read the book 
The Cuckoo's Egg to 

find out more). 
In the tame way that 

many crackers do their 

i * . j " " " (without mucking around with 
ASCII), and the program will work in the same 
way you expect. 

Cable communications 
Actually, there is another way to transfer 
information between computers - via a cable. 
With this, and appropriate communications 
software at each end, any two computers with an 
RS232 (immortalised in a song by Spitting 
Image) or serial interface can communicate. 

Amstrad. rather short-sightedly (but very 
much in character), didn't fit one to the CPC; 
however, you can use either their own add-on 
(now out of production), the Siren/KDS model, 
or the Avatar/Cirkit version (see Amscene on 
page nine for addresses). Connect the two 
machines together with what's known as a 'null 
modem cable', available from any computer 
shop for a few pounds, set one computer to 
send the file in question and the other to receive, 
and it should be plain sailing (as long as you have 
the correct software). 

• RADIO 
MODEMS: They're 
like normal 
modomt. but 
transmit over the 
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(0257) 
421915 

O . J . S O F T W A R E 
Fast Friendly Service 

(0257) 
421915 

ADVENTURES 
Achaton... 
Avon (wlh Mwdoc) 
Countdown «o Door 
Giant Kiiet IMotht Adr) 
K-ngdotn ot nomll 
lo« Doyi Doom/Hezorm 
Myth (Role Plov| 
Philowphot'i 
SpyJ/KMchot 

DHK 
C12.95 
CIS 05 
£12 95 
£15.95 
£12.95 
£15.95 
£6 99 

£12.95 
£12 95 

ARCADE 
CASS DISK 

Al«n Stoint • Sh Daocer £12.95 
Bock io +» FuMb II £6 99 
Copton Plana). £12.95 
Direy Ctyiiol >0ngdom £8 50 
Ob) Drag HI» Soaiond £12 95 
G toe £6.99 
GabcticGcmei ...£6.99 
Mdnighf Rei . NigKibreed C6.99 
Myjhcol £6 99 
North & Sowlh £13 95 
Paperboy I £12.95 
Pop Up £6 99 
Preh.uor.k I £9 50 £12 95 
RocknRol £699 
Rodlond • OW Dtogon III £12 95 
Spĥ Kol £6.99 
Slridtr I • UN Sqwodron £699 
SvpwCouUw £9 50 £12 95 
5vfmSpaaW». PiFyto £4 99 £999 
TMnoMTurfn £3 75 £6 99 
TurttwTUColnOp £4 99. £9 99 
Tib* it.a fo« £7.99 

SPfCIAl OFFfR DISKS 
All Oltkt Boxad Willi Inilrudtoni 

Boooajo B#OI . .............. * 
incredible Shrinking Spĥ e £2 99 
Monty P*hon £2 99 
Monopoly £2 99 
Now Vort Wamor £2.99 
Off Show Worn* £2.99 
Wild Strewn £2 99 
Cop«o n Wood £3 99 
Cltco Moot £4 99 
light Corridor £4 99 
Sporting Trionglei £4 99 

DISK COMPILATIONS 
DISK 

CLASSIC 4 GAMES DrougK-., Cheti. Bockaomiron .fridge C8 95 
VUNDSTRETCHER5 Monopoly. Scrabble. CUdo C12 95 
SOCat MANIA FMmHI FM̂ jrWCup. Gorra. MPio«e Socc C J5.95 

Assrm COMPILATIONS CASS 
CHART ATTACK Sh fteou. Sup Con, lot Turbo, O 4 Ghoil. faroix* C6 99 
DIZZY COLLECTION Dixzy, 'oil food, Ti.Mond. Mogkbnd. r World £8.50 
WZZY EX ADVENT Duly »onk, KwkSna*. S/bouvl. Yolk Folk. topidi £8.50 
DREAM TEAM Terminator IL S>it«k«i. WWF Wrev4»*«o«.o £0 99 
KANNA 8ARMRA Yogi Etc, Ruff 4 Reody Top Cat H <009 PSooey C4 99 

STRATEGY/SIMULATION 
CASS DISK 

.,„„,,,,,,,,, .„,,,., .,„,...... £6 99 
Coioeiui 4 0 Bridge C3 75 £4 99 
Colouui 4 0 Cheu £3 75 C7.95 
F00A0II Manoger II C3.75 £4.99 
foofcol Manager H • ftp O £4.99 £9 99 
Football Monoger III , £4 99 £9 99 
Footboll Manager World Cup £4 99 £6 99 
Monopoly £2 99 £? 99 

£3 75 .., £4 99 
£12.95 

CPC.) £6 99 
World Clan Rugby. 
W Cup ratio 9Q jNtg 

ACCESSORIES 
AWMOWM&HvIOC* £34 95 
AMXMcvwAdrA/i.MoueMd £5495 
Amurod 101 2nd Diik CVi»» £59.95 
CouoteAJen̂ KHHntGom .̂ ... £795 
Cauo*UodM«R£MG*4 £3.95 
M. O** CWw 3" .15.95 
CMk Dim3 5'* Romdoi6'.28 £7995 
Dub 3* 5: £1250 10: £23 95 
DukDrM3'E*Go«« 10. £12 99 
Kbootd E<> Uodi 464 £8 95.6128 £9 95 
Kbcad E«J Loixh 464./6'28» £9 95 
(WCaUeCPC I Me. ... .18.95 
P.im» Code CPC. .£795 

JC2 99 
64K Monory E'pawon 46i £44 95 
SyWmD<4 6W6. £1195 
SyiMm DIM 0128 (Sdei 142) £9.95 

BUSINESS/UTILITIES 
Advanced At W o 6128 
Adv Art . AMX Moute • MMat £54 95 
Colour Dump 3 (Co1 Sc. Dw-np) £ 15 95 
CroiK Cou-M Typing Tut 6128 £?0 95 
D C S. ROM Veaon £24 99 
O f S D.U Vri'« £!4 99 
Oncology {Di»k IM'iM £8 99 
Moiie-colc 128',!2$k) £27 95 
Mo>vf.WNM128t) ... £29.95 
Microdeiign « DTP lo» 6' 28 £29 99 
Microde»ign « AMX Mow. £59.99 
Money Manoger ••̂ CW) £24 95 
ProprnP (P̂nt EivSoocer| £ 15.99 
Protest CASS £16.95 £2195 
Rioted CRM J6) 28; £51.95 
Piotpeit . £20.95 
Proiype (P'inf En*ionce»| £23 95 
To»word6l28 ... £24 95 
To»5pe« |Fo» TatwofdJ E20 95 
Xe-o. >u UVMi £14 99 

JOYSTICKS 
CHEETAH Bog 
CHEFTAH Mocf I .... , ... 
KON1X Speeding 
KONIX No goliy 
OOtCKSHOT Ry4K>n 1 
QUICICSMCT Pydwn ! M«o.w«cK 
ZIPSTICK Super fro 
GAMES PAMXE 

£1395 
£11 95 
Ell 95 
£13 95 
£10.95 
£11 95 
EI4 95 
£8.95 

EDUCATION 
CASS 

Tun School I Under 5 
Fun School I 5-8 .... 
Fun School I 6-12 
Fun School II Unde< 6 
Fun School M 68 
Fun School II 8. 
Fun School lU Under 5 . 
Fun School W 57 
Fun School IB 7-11 
Fun School IV Under 5 
Fun School IV 57 . 
Fun School IV 7-11 
Ploydoyi 3-8 
Shoe People 4^ 
leti Ploy wrth Word» 4-8 
Fun with Wo<d» 7- .. . 
Reod Right Awoy I 58 
Reod Right Awoy 2 6-9 
Reod Right Awoy 3 7. . 
Be*«f Spelling 9. . 
left Ploy Nwmbea 48 
ten Ploy Money 44 
PiimoiyMaAi 312 
Fun wlih Number* 7-. 
Target Moth» 6-13 
Mrcro Mo«hi I I . 
Bene. Moth 1 12-16 
WegoMoihi I5« 
French Mitirett 11. 
GermonMoMe) I I . 
Sponiih Tutor 11 * 
M<n> Engl.* SAd . 
The Three Been 5» (61281 
Gronn/i Garden 610 (6128) 
Dragon World 610 (6128| 
Giant Kllle» Mothi Ady 9-14 
Antwe> Bock Oulx 611 
ADOIDONAl QUESTION PACKS 
Arithmetic 611 
Spelling 6-11 
Wo»ld Geography 11 

£3 99 
£3 99 
£3 99 

£1095 
£10 95 
£10 95 
£1095 
£1095 
£1095 
£10.95 
£5 99 

£12 95 
£8 50 
£9.95. 
£9 95 
£9 95 
£8 95 

£12 95. 
£12 95 
£24 95 
£8.50. 

£24 95 
£8 95 

£24 95 

£24 95 

DISK 
£895 
£8 95 
£8.95 

£1395 
£1395 
£1395 
£1395 
£13 95 
£13 95 

£1295 
£11 95 
£12.95 
£12 95 
£12.95 
£1295 
£1295 
£12 95 
£24 95 
£11.95 
£12 95 
£24,95 
£1295 
£2495 
£16.95 
£16.95 
£16 95 
£24 95 
£12.95 
£19 95 
£23 95 
£15.95 
£11 95 

£7 95 
.£7 95 
£7.93 

How to OKOIKt- ACCItS/vitA Til O* »AX (0257) 42191 S MON-tll 9.30 -17.30 SAV 8.30 • 12.30 Br Po%n• L I S T i i i m i IIOUIIID. M A K I (Hioui t / ro ' i r> r«m T O O.J .SO 'TWAII . 
ffMD to O.J.SottWAii, 2 7 3 Mossr Li* ROAD, WeiOHtiNOiON, nb W I O A N , LANCS w n 6 9»n. 
' O I M O C - UNHID K I N O O O M , oeoies ovie CS.OO rot? t i l l | o io i i t UNOii CS.OO A D D SOr). 
poxtAot:- ov imsias (Am) A D O CI.OO MI i t im ior tw«i i (patmimt S A N K o»*rr/c«it.n C A B D ) 
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P R I N T E R S 
All printan listed balow are tuilabl* fot 

uw wilfi AMSTRAD CPC, ATARI ST, 
COMMODORE AMIGA, IBM PC & 

COMPATIBLES 
Whan ordanrtg plaow itota computar 

PANASONIC KXPII70 £144 95 
STAIIC100 9 Pio AAono/Cdour £169 95 
|lnc Colour/Mono Ribbon * Colourdump 3| 
STAR IC24 100 24 PW> Mooo £ 189.95 

MPIICTI coblt fr dsl'rgrv 
PRINTER RIBBONS 

5 
£1625 
£10 25 
£16.25 
£1625 
(1750 
£1625 

I 2 
DMP 2000/3000 £3 75 £7 00 
CinZENI200 £3 95 £7 50 
WI0/IIB0 £375 £7.00 
ICI0/20/I00 .. £375 £7.00 
IC2410/20/200 £3 95 £7 30 
Of) 124 ... £375 £7 00 
ICIO/IOOCOW E8.95 £1750 
iC 200 More, £4 95 £930 
ICJOOCctour £1195 £27 9J 
Other printer ribk>ooi pirotr phono 
RIBBON REJNK £12.95 
BUDGET CASSCTTIS £3.75 IACM 
Chuckie Egg 
Continental Circwt 
DiuyMogiclond 
Double Dragon » 
F15 Strike Eogle f midml Unfiling 'OOHW 'Vwnaĝ  
Golden Aj.e 
Holy 1990 
Puiinic 
Owotro FrmtottK 
Rick Dongerowi I 
Scooby Doo 
Soccer Double 2 
Steg the Slug 
Teenoge Turtlei 
Trivia QvU 
Turr̂ anB 

Colutwi Cheu 
Ditzy K»nk Sna» 
Double Dragon 
OriUer 
F16 Combot Pilot 
' ooftxjil AAfiy n 
Gund̂ p 
Moichpoif' 
Ouattra Cartoon 
Rick Danger owl 
Rodlond 
Seymoui WWeit 
Soccer Double 3 
S»eedighter 
Te»t Movtx 
Tutttcan 
WWF Wreirie 

SHADOW! 
SIMPSONS 
SPACE CRUSADE 
SI AH W Aki 
TERMINA1C* 8 
Tnw> 
fHOMAS THE TAHK ENGINE 
JOSONS 
IRMAL PURSUIT 

FUN SCHOOL 9 TO 6 fiiARS 
FUNSCHOOL 2 6-6YIARS .... 
FUN SCHOOL 9 OVWIIttARS 
LE D STORM 
LAST DUEL 
MAN UTD EUROPE 
NAJKOPOIXE 
NORTH A SOUTH 

* SOCCEI W*S 
SOCCER STAR 
SNOOKER MANAGEMCKT 
snortJ 
FOOTSMlOdtfaOR 
WTHMS5 
BANGER RACNG 
GRAND PRIX SIM 
ISTWVWX MANAGER 

THE BOHR 
ULAGIK FOOTBALL 
INT FOOTBALL 
RUGBY COACH 
WOTlNNft 
CRKRETCAPTAJN 
FUST PAST THE POST 
nt£Bl£ CHAMftONS 
WEI IE tAAKS 

MATCH POINT 

EURO SUPER LEAGUE 1198 
ONLY) 
JIHAN SQUASH 
SOCCER OOUfcf 3 
WSHJNG SUP1RSTARS 
MATCH DAY 9 

f 3 SPORTS GAMES 
£5.00 + P&P 

PLEASE GIVE 1 
ALTERNATIVE 

OAMES SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. PLEASE NOTE - A PHONE CALL RESERVES YOUR ORDER.. CHEQUES * POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO WIZARD GAMES 

C A S S E T T E S 
OUR C H O I C E 

M I X E D T I T L E S 
10 FOR C5.00 

AMSTRAD D ISKS PP 
AAOAMASSMUS C0UW5UJCHDS lOIUSLSPSr . U99 HDiriClAU 
.auniAuuiiMOMTot u w o z muk mfics t ? « soorrs f w wrrx nuu«rs 

XS99 SOUNOrWK».COMFO« MYTH M99 £8 99 
A*AC»e<in«lA UW TCMIMU9C WTMOUI MGU twtilli U99 THOMAS 1HE TAW ENGM 
tONANZA MOfHUS CitO UIAKM OOWfDOf 1»« NOtTH AND SOUTH tJ99 FIW*TTH WORDS £899 
(APTAN II000 X699 fOOrtAU (AAHAGa J (8« KXX STAjt Art Hf IWCTJ11W IOTM ACL W TO 7 VLaRS ... 
CSCOHUT t*99 KRO OUISI KM SLKICARS X15-OOFORTWO 

DISK COMPILATIONS 
K£RO QUEST t7.99 DTZZy/ELflHRAGlJOE SlM/PROflSSIONAL SKI SIM 
.RETURN Of THE WITCH LORD VOL 9 4.99 (FMNCH WSTTt) 
DARK FORCE C6.99 SUPER HOC! BKlAKTtmOOGH 
MBMGHT RE5l5TANCE.'NlGHTBfilED STUNTMAHVAMPRtDZZYiGRANO PRK GX4000J61!B*I*44-. CARTRIDGES 
COMPUTUt HfTS 4 C7.W SlMUlATOR SWITCHBLADE £6.99 
ANTWAD-WVaUTIONDEACnVATORS VOL 1 3.99 (FWNCH WSm) NO EXT £7 99 
/OANDY/STARQUAXLWN GHOST HUNTERS'PRO SNOOKER 

taoiPAat i.tt 
KKT MAN PAWOOTV • rtttKOtHT 

0UCAIAAWOI K M VTOMWi' 
arami 

OHPAOd flUMSN SAMtOUNT OUCCUA tH-OCWOSDMHPAl ifWtMH lANO«S • MASH CQmPVTUl «Tt 4 4.tt BUWOffRAMllNSJlHVPCttDWUATt 
ANi«w>«rrtJanotiTBAxov' 

t«ACTWAT0» UCM MAIAOTY HXmW Al OlAAlUliniWGUJtiOANW ftZMDtMX I - i n iWWHMnWTKM 
CVKMtOOVHXTH STAMXOION 

OAn 1 v» 

1 N O R T H M A R I N E R O A D , S C A R B O R O U G H , N O R T H 
Y O R K S H I R E Y O I Q 7EY. If Y O U ' R E I N THE 

S C A R B O R O U G H A R E A , C O M E I N A N D SEE U S . O P E N : 
M o n - S a t 9 . 0 0 « m - 5 . 3 0 p m / TEL: 0 7 8 3 3 7 6 5 8 6 

CASSETTE COMPILATIONS 

TKT.f 
HtXAfSXUU «OOSSKXHtCAM rtOM IX«ANTO»THIIf»Of M0t«ias»ACCAN0Wtw (vpm(i H0tint a<AUiNoi . ...,.4.»» 
IUIT.VA<OUOf«.tn«sSS RDK SOfflNU CKATT ATTACK -AW LOIW ISPM'.tUttD .•WKKAJIWVSDOWOF T>€ »AM0U>GHCUS V GHOST', UAJ i t l fOOTHAU MANfGanTU KAROWn iK! FOOHAUAWJA6 OtANPtONVPlTTI SMltONS HANOMJi MMADONAi 

soccnsupiOMO 
TW WtAM TUM I.n T>« SWPSONt (SART VJ THE 9AL( MUTANTS WW I TllMltArOft 9 
m*«N T»OO* Ltt 
<LAXcm»AiL«CA« mow r»* nANn OFTHHOeOTMOHSTUB miiu — ccuu aw>> w «ta«Aic»v «a> 

migamot i n 
ATVHNMLIAMX/TCI««MUGBV' 

MlQA MIX 
(WATION VilNiAttAt GMOSreWTBSlAMAJBAN « COW Of WTJ1 «« DYNASTY WARVNN1A 
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SPACE, wipes off a line from the top of the 
screen. Press any other key when you've 
finished, and the screen will be re-saved. 
10-MODE•2 s-LOAD•"TITLE.SCR",*C0Q0 
20•n=398 
30•i Ir lNKEVt:•IF•i l=""•THEN•30 
4 0 . I F i f < > - . - . THEHSAVE-"TITLE. SCR", B,*C 
000,44000 
S0-N0UE-0fn:-DRAMR-640,0,0 
60'i)=n-Ej'G0T0'3O' 
I hope that helps. Richard 

^

S p o l H i e d o t 

Help! Being very new to 
computing, and wanting to 
transfer Stormlord to disc. I 
decided to try my hand at the 

program you printed - never having tried 
the type-ins before. I had three or four tries 
at the program and at Typechecker. 

Each t ime when I run or attempt to run 
one. my computer (a 6128) gives me a 

own an expanded 664, 
6128, green monitor, MP-2 
modulator and Amstrad 
VCR4700 video recorder. I 

would like to be able to use these to create 
titles on videotape. Can I feed an input f rom 
the CPC direct to the video recorder? 

Could you tell me where I can get the 
software to create simple title lettering? I 
have the AMX Pacemaker program, but the 
picture f rom this always contains the icons, 
labels, etc. at the top. 
Alec Williams. Chester 

^

Robots 
in disguise 

Just recently my poor old 
monitor, a CTM640, blew 
up on me. I took it to the 

doctors and had it checked over. I got a 
phone cal l a day later to say that the 
t ransformer had blown. Yes I could get it 
repaired but it would upset my purse at 

£ 7 0 plus. What exact ly is a 
< transformer? Is it big 
» jL or small? With the 
- ^ . r ight parts, could I fix 

/ it myself? ** i* J m ^ My ,ast m e bit ls 

M i j j J ^ ; this - whatever 
^ J ^ t - ^ happened to MJC 

Supplies? I hear they went 
down the pan. It was so 

^ f ^ ^ j j j ^ quick and easy to get my 
- U * stuff f rom them, they were 

so very helpful. Have they 
J - 1 gone forever? Will they rise 

plrtvre of a again? Oh. how I wish I 
Transformer... could hear the bloke's 

voice again. After all, he did sound a 
rather lovely dish (don't tell the husband) 
Mandy Rowe. Milton Keynes Hln the same way that you'd 

connect the MP-2 to a 
television, you can connect it to 
the aerial input on your video 
recorder, and record the titles 

in this way. The MP-2 isn't the highest quality 
unit you can buy. needless to say. and 
you might like to get in touch with 
Campursoft to find out about their 
Videomaster (V 041 554 4735). ' ' 

They're also about to release a ^ 
package specially designed for video 
titling, but if you want to stick with W ^ j J f 
screens you've designed using J y f 
Pacemaker (whatever happened to m * 
Gerry?), then i fs perfectly possible to a* t f l 
remove the icons from the top. You i j ^ ' j J 
could try loading the saved screen 
into an art package, if you have one, 
and wiping the relevant area; even a simple 
package should prove capable of this. 
Alternatively, try the following program. It loads 
in a screen first of all (called TITLE.SCR), and 

then every bme you press 

A transformer, as everybody knows, is a 
cunning device manufactured by Hasbro. One 
minute i fs a car or a plane, the next i fs 
transformed into a robot. Ifs not surprising 
that your monitor blew up if there was one of 
these inside trying to get out. 

Alternatively, i fs the bit of any electrical 
device that transforms the mains electricity 
(240V AC) into the appropriate voltage, direct 
current, for the device in question. It is. as 
such, a very vital component. However, over 
£70 is a complete rip-off; you could probably 
buy a second-hand CTM640 for £40. Should 
such a thing happen again, phone round a few 
repair specialists for a quote first. Ifs not the 
sort of thing you can fix yourself, though. 

MJC went under owing to the recession. 
I'm afraid. Why the most efficient and 
friendliest of mail-order companies had to go 
bankrupt I have no idea, but thafs just the 
way it goes. Richard 

June 1994 

T ^ ^ k t The most important dosign 
j * " ^^^olemont is consistency. Design a 

basic page plan, and save It to disc 
I you can then load it up as the first thing you do 
when creating a new page. You might find it 
holpful to have slightly different base plans for 
left-facing and right-facing p r j i f i , , 

.'S Don't lot articles spread all the way across 
page without interruption - It m ^ u ^ ^ ^ ^ M f 
to read. Use at least two co lumnjH 
6 Try to avoid large areas of 
they have an unwelcome effect Sthat 'hey t« 
to call attention to themselves, thry're also 
no tonou^y^ |o i | t t o print o f f e q H P I ^ H 

the first insti 
>s collection, 
s and tho mc 

»w much impact yi 
a coloured paper 

our excl 
column. 

It's = wrrpfcbut v e ^ effective idea. 
Th<; old chvi tne^save your pagos refl 

One guaranteed way ro kill your enthusial 
a'rSfllch '.ior»r» di>a(J mo have to rewritl 
gfiple thirte owing to M a s h . 

Other famines Mid Magazines (not leJ 
too page 34) wftl alweys be happy to me l 
your fnn/me in thflvtroubled times for t | 
^ ^ s a m p l e copies can work 
wonders for your readership figures 

that and so on and r>«»ioi o long, you'll 
pioces papor raying Top Tips' on thi 
good w.iyx (« mutilate your copy of AA 
using it ns .i nhrel-cliaifg in snowy woaj 
painting it rod ,md ttbing it as rod caw 
loaving i oulticlr 10 Downing Stroet w| 
word 'CowrtafxT crossA out and vidri 
written on it instead 

This montrHTHucl^n with a few et 
for all budding fanzine editors. 

liftcutt 

'for evampinjprard 
J g a r ^ ^ ^ ^ u s i n g it 
Just looks tatty. 



front of the magazine - Sheepsoft are usually 
good for that sort of thing. Richard "Syntax error' and will not run either 

program. The listing gives me a space after 
the line number, which try as I might, I 
cannot get r id of. When I list them the 
space is there on every line. The magazine 
listing is as follows: 

10'addr=6BE80 
...and so on through the list. In spite of 

many careful attempts to get rid of the space, 
I get SYNTAX ERROR and the following: 

10*.*ddr=«BE80 
Reg Elms, Isle of Wight 

•

Up Hie creek 

1 Is the GX4000's control 
paddle totally compatible 
with the 464? 
2 I am writing a game in 

BASIC which is going pretty well. I was 
wondering if the background could be made 
more interesting using an art package or 
BASIC'S DRAW command. If so. how? 
3 Are all the pen colours (in MODE 1) 
definable, and can they be changed half-
way through a program? 
4 How do I emulate FILL. GRAPHICS PEN 
and GRAPHICS PAPER on my 464? Also, 
how do you turn the cursor on and off? 
Daniel Bryant Exeter 

4 FILL is tncky. and is best avoided; if you only 
want to fill rectangles, a routine using the DRAW 
command in a loop is easy enough to write (if 
enough people want one, well give you a proper 
464-compabbte FILL command in Techy Forum 
one of these days). The other three problems 
can be solved using the AA Toolkit on last 
month s covertape. Richard ®Spot the difference between the 

dot on your screen and the one 
in the magazine. The one on 
your screen is a full stop, at the 
bottom of the line; the one in the 
magazine is hovering half-way 

up the line. That's because it's not actually a dot, 
it's a space. In Type-Ins we print a dot to show 
you where the spaces should go. because if you 
get the wrong number of spaces, Typechecker 
will complain - and counting dots is a lot easier 
than counting spaces. So every time you see a 
' • \ type a space. From now on this is a system 
we will be using in Cheat Mode and Techy Forum 
listings as well Richard 

•

Colour me, 
don't colour me 

I have recently acquired a 
Citizen Swift 24e colour 
printer. There does, however, 

seem to be a problem getting screen dumps 
in colour f rom Advanced Art Studio. Can 
you please help? 
Ray Forster, Cleveland 

4 2 Using the DRAW command is 
all very well for a line-based 
background, but for the best and 
most imaginative results, you're 

best off working with an art package. Once 
you've saved a screen from your art package, 
you can load it onto the screen using 
LOAD•"filenane",40000. However, making sure 
that graphics don't obliterate the background is 
another matter entirely, and one which involves 
lots of messing around with sprites and such like. 
3 Yes. To set a pen colour - or, as it's properly 
known, an ink (from 0 to 3 in MODE 1) - to a 
particular colour (0 to 26), type INK ink number, 
colour number. For example, to set pen colour 2 
to red. you'd type INK 2.6. You can change inks 
half-way through a program, but anything currently 
on the screen m that ink will change colour too. 

Painting 
by numbers 
Have you got any idea where 
I can get a copy of the new. 
updated GPaint program? 

MJC Supplies used to sell a 
I 1 H colour printing uti&ty called 

CotourDump 3. which will do 
P i a B H I v v h a t y O U wantUnfortunately. 

- J i MJC have since gone down the 
plughole, but you can buy a copy for £15.95 
from OJ Software (tr 0257 421915) Richard 

A Sheldon. Nottingham 

Try ringing around some of the Public Domain 
libraries listed in the Amscene Directory at the 

^

9 - 9 

I just started buying AA with 
issue 100 and thought I 
would drop a line to say how 
good it is. 

1 I've just bought this bubble-jet printer 
which is extremely user-hostile (on the 
Amstrad, at least). I can't use the driver 
software provided as it is on a PC 3.5-inch 
disc. I wrote a driver to do screen dumps, 
only to discover that the Amstrad only has a 
seven-bit port. How about a hardware 
project for an eight-bit printer port? If not. 
can you suggest where I might get one? 

The printer uses bit-mapped graphics. 
How could I convert colour blocks to shades 
for black and white printing? 
2 How do you do the equivalent of (DISC 
and ITAPE in machine code? 
3 Do you know if there is a really good BASIC compiler available for 

i lu / t t rorobaNy not 
sides liavo split 

umjplng at that poor 
S t 5 t a joke. Bat K you're 
#iy straits writf to Richard 
at Technical Fonim. 
rad Action, 30 Monmouth I 
d h ) Avon fal 2BW I 

{tikittMy,.{Jon't be afraid to take 
Ion from other fanzines. They've trodden 

before, and probably mado 
^ H i ' s more, with the amount of 
ry spend staph g at a DTP package, they'll 
m m m g to help. Probably the best 
( f nz i i i i f r oducedonaCPyy jm 
nd ft l i f f l l jM IntolligM• (19 Leo Sh 
i*o. Wert y<jkshlrev| lS&DZ) 

boxes very cheaply these days from Staples, 
Office World and other such 'office superstores', 
and thoy're fine for the 3-inch variety too. Do it 
now, you know it makes sense (because we told 
you so, that's why). 

s t a t i c 

n.i[>oavMKf to the old 
protect.on* Not 4 hrt 

• Ct dUSt fMTHtltWi tho surrounding j r i ^ f lwa t tng a bwtchiar » 
loss clear frnagu. i ry proper inkjet/bubble-ie 
papij^mtcad (which: Ilka disc boxes, you rn 
cheaply from the Increasingly popular office 
superstores). The difference is incredible. 

Throw 'om away and put your discs in a 
propor disc box. You can get 3.5-inch disc 
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the Amstrad CPC6128, and if there is, 
where will I be able to get it? 
4 Why don't you put a tape-to-disc routine 
on all of the covertapes, to save us disc 
owners the wait? 
5 Hex Heroes PO library provides the best 
service (within the week) I have ever had 
f rom a PD library. 
6 Is CP/M Plus the same as CP/M 3.1? 
7 Is the Glenco Sprites Alive package still 
available anywhere? 
8 What's this GACI keep reading about? 
9 What happened to the WIMP system on 
the covertape a couple of months back? 
Bob Salter, Perth 

1 With many printers, you can 
get away without the eighth bit. 

I f t K M Y o u m a y * * a W e t 0 c h a n g e y o u r 

v ^ a j j j J K l routine to print seven bits of 
m m ^ ^ B M data on each line, and simply 
adjust the line spacing accordingly. If you do this, 
you'll also need to make sure that you don't need 
to output the eighth bit when sending the number 
of bytes you're going to print; if thaf s 640. send 
639 (4017F) and then the final byte separately. 

This might not be possible on your bubble-jet, 
so you'll need to look for an eight-bit port. No 
mail order dealers are selling them at the 
moment so i fs off to the Small Ads with you. 
Alternatively, we printed a hardware project a 
long time ago to do the job: if there's enough 
interest we'll consider repeating it. 

To convert colour blocks to shades, you'll 
need to define a 'stipple pattern' for each 
colour; a stipple pattern is basically a small 
graphic block with a dark pattern for a dark 
colour, and a light pattern for a lighter colour. 
With a 360dpi bubble-jet, you've got plenty of 
detail to play about with, too. Incorporate these 
stipple blocks into your routine, and hey presto, 
one grey-scale driver. 
2 The same way you execute any RSX from 
machine code. Set up the RSX name in RAM (with 
bit 7 of the last character set), point to it with HL, 
and CALL'ABCD4 If carry is set. then you can 
CALL-ilB to jump to the routine - otherwise, the 
command wasn't found. 
3 Not really. SPM*s Power Basic and Ocean's 
Laser Compiler were both reasonable efforts 

which you might be able to pick up via the ever-
useful Small Ads. There was also a rather nice 
commercial German compiler which mistakenly 
found its way onto the British PD circuit (oops), 
but your chances of picking this up are even less. 
Keep going with the machine code! 
4 We would if we could. Unfortunately, the 
pressures of producing AA for you make it 
difficult for us to act as master crackers and 
spend hours working on nifty tape-t(Hlisc 
routines every month. When we can. we will put 
one on for you. 
5 Three cheers for Hex Hero Richard Marra. 
6 Y u p . 
T Afraid not - you know what I'm going to say 
next, and it involves the words Ads' and Small'. 
Quantum's Aussie wizard. Richard Wilson, has 
been developing an infinitely better games 
creation system called lack, which lor the first 
time lets you produce commercial-quality games 
without machine code. We're not sure if it'll ever 
see the light of day (or if it does whether anyone 
will ever be able to get hold of a copy from the 
ever elusive Quantum) but if it does, you can be 
sure that AA will have full details. 
8 GAC stands for Graphic Adventure Creator. 
I fs a rather nice adventure programming system 
which we gave away on the covertape with AA76 
(back issues still available, folks). But no. before 
anyone asks, there are no GAC booklets left. 
9 We had second thoughts, because the tape-
owning population of Amstrad land might not be 
so keen on a disc-only WIMP system. We try to 
keep everyone happy with the contents of the 
tape. Richard 

Just a number 
L ; 1 in your littlo 

W r m black book 
^ ^ ^ I have discovered that this 
statement, run in different styles, will 
achieve different results: 

at="abcde": 'PRINI'8af 
10'a$="abcde":'PRINT'8af 

Using DATA statements produces further 
dif ferent values, which leads me to the 
opinion that the values returned are maybe 
pertinent to the amount of BASIC used, as in 
the location pointing to the next free byte 

lt'» all Greek to 

J I have a 6128. Is there 
any available disc 
software for word-
processing in Greek, and 

at what price? 
S Valavanis. Halesowen 

The best choice for 
international word-
processing is our old friend 
Protext coupled with 

the Protype print enhancer. Protext itself 
is £21.95 on disc (you can also buy a 
ROM version if you have a ROM-board), 
and Protype, perversely, is more 

expensive at £23.95. You can buy 
both of them from our old 
friends at OJ Software 
( « 0257 421915). 

Incidentally, the 
reason that I keep on 
mentioning OJ is 
because they're 
advertising the 
most comprehensive range of serious CPC kit 

around at the moment. If anyone 
\ else has got large stocks of 

ituff that they think readers 
jught to know about, drop us 

for a BASIC program or something to that 
effect? The mystery deepens when you 
realise that without assigning a string in the 
first place, this would produce a SYNTAX 
ERROR message! 

It doesn't make any difference how many 
characters you use in a$ (up to 256). which 
frustrates all my attempts to understand. 
Adding 256 to 368 would not agree with all 
those results! Very mystifying - at least to 
me it is. If you aren't aware of it. would you 
please experiment and let me know what 
your experts make of it anyway? 
Brian Bond, Bromley 

Never fear. Guru Fairhurst is 
here, the man who is incapable 

f f f l H of writing a machine code 
routine without turning it into an 

® 5 S i RSX. He doesn't eat dinner, he 
executes al=-"DINNER": • IEAT,8al. Writing a lot 
of RSXs means that you have to be aware of the 
intricacies of string storage on the CPC. Your 
confusion is understandable; it's not the most 
straightforward of subjects. 

The @ indicator before a variable, indicates at 
what address in memory the variable is stored. A 
simple example: assign an integer variable, a%, 
to equal &0532 (hex). Now print PEEX(GaX), 
which should be 50 (&32 hex), and PEEK(8aK*i), 
which should be 5. Hey presto - that's your 
variable. The reason why you can't PRINT -Sal 
before a string has been assigned to aS is 
because a$ doesn't yet exist: i fs hardly 
surprising that the computer generates an error 
when you ask it to tell you the address of a non-
existent vanable. 

Where are the variables stored? Immediately 
after the BASIC program. This explains why you 
get a different result from entering a direct 
command, as in your first example, where there 
is no BASIC program in memory, to running the 
command when there is a program in memory 
(as in your second example). 

However, if you assign two stnngs. you'll 
observe - as you've hinted - that their addresses 
don't seem to vary with the length of the string. 
To explain this, we have to look at how variables 
are stored. Integers are simple two^jyte jobs, as 
explained above. Floating point variables are 
horrible great five4)yte monsters that require a 
degree in Maths to understand. And strings? 
Three bytes. No matter how long the string is. 

The first byte (»e, PEEK (Gal)) is the length of 
the string. The second and third bytes 
(PEEX(8af*l) and PEEK<8al*2» store the 
address of the string itself, which is much higher 
in memory - near HIMEM, in fact - and so doesn't 
affect your calculations regarding low memory. 

Try it yourself. This listing inputs a string, and 
then displays it on the screen using the rules 
outlined above: 
HMNPUT-af 
20-a--PEEK (0a I ) 
30'b=PEEK(eaMl)*256*PEEK(8al*2) 
40'F0R-n=b'T0'b*a-l 
50-PRINT'CHRKPEEK(n)); 
60'NEXT 

Hope that's all clear now! Richard AA 
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Your starter for 10: how do you write a quiz 
program using DATA statements? What d'ya 
mean, 'pass'? Here's Simon wiHi the answer. 

o you've written a 
BASIC program, and 
you've come to a part 

where you have to store lots 
of information that will need 
to be accessed while the 

program is being run. How is it done? 
How can you store information 
quickly and easily and use it 
at any point? The most 
widely used method is 
the DATA statement. 
By the end of this 
month's installment, 
you'll have written a 
quiz program with a 
little library of questions 
that can be updated 
whenever necessary. 

First, you need to take a 
look at how you're going to store and 
retrieve information easily. Let"s start 
with a completely useless program that 
simply illustrates the point. The 
commands to pay special attention to 
are DATA and READ, by the way. If 
you're having trouble understanding FOR 
and NEXT, you'll need to read last 
month's installment (order a... - Dave). 
Yes. Dave, we know, back issues, page 
19. etc. Anyway: 

lO-FOR-arl'TO'3 
20-READ-al 
30-PRINT'af;"-" 
48 NEXT-a 
SO-END 

60-DATA Billy,uas,confused 
All this program is doing is printing the 
words, 'Billy was confused' on the 
screen, a task which could have been 
easily solved with: 

io•PRINT "B i l l ywas 'con fused" 
The importance of the longer program 
is that it demonstrates the use of the 
DATA system - the three words are 
stored as three separate pieces of 
information in line 60. separated by 
commas. All the READ command is 
doing is working its was though the 
information stored in DATA statements 
throughout the program, and placing 
them in the variable of your choice. In 
this case, the variable is aS. as the 
information is text. 

A C T I O N 

If we wanted to store numbers, the 
program needs to be slightly different. In 
this example, only lines 20. 30. and 60 
have changed: 

18-F0R.a=M0.3 
20-READ-a 
30-PRINT-a 
40-NEXT-a 

50•END 
60-DATA 5,78,3 

This program, instead of 
displaying the numbers 
In a row, separated by 
spaces (as happened 
with the words in the 
previous program), 

each number is on a new 
line. This is only to stress 

that each piece of data is 
entirely separate. 

Something else to remember is that 
every time the program is run, the READ 
statement starts looking at the first 
piece of data in the program again - it 
doesn't need to be reset. 

A quick 
recap 
In the true style of a 
well-planned article 
(purely accidental, I 
can assure you), this 

month's program will call upon quite a 
few things you've learnt in earlier months. 
The main commands you'll need to read 
up on are INPUT, PRINT. IF and THEN. If 
you haven't got previous issues, you can 
order them from the back issues pages 
for very reasonable prices lhang on, 
you're putting me out of a fob - Dave). 

Li Program of 

1 the month 
I In the meantime, let's 
' get on with our 

program. The way 
this is going to work is with me giving 
you the full program straight away, then 
going through it line by line. 

10q=0:c=0 
20-READ-qf 
30•IF*ql="END"•THEN'PRINT • "Vou • s 
cored"jc;"out-of";q:END 
40-q=q*l 
58'PRINT-qI 
60-INPUT'"",al 
70-READ«cl 
80-al:UPPER$(a$):cl:UPPER$(ct) 
90• IF a«=c*•THEN-PRINT•"Correct" 
!C=C*1 
100-IF-alOcI-THEN-PRINT'"Wrong • 
-•the-ans«er-was-";cl 
110'PRINT 
120-GOTO-20 
130 DATA-What-is-the-capital-of-
France?,Par is 
140-DATA-What-processor-does-the 
•CPC-have?,Z80 
150-DATA-Mhat-iS'Sinon's-niddle-
nane?, David 
160-DATA-Uho-fiakes <the-nost-tea-
in-the-off ice?,011ie 
170-DATA-END 

So there you have it - your fab quiz 
program, with four whole questions 
included. The program also has a little 
score system included that counts the 
number of questions it asks and how 
many of them the user got right. Let's 
go through it line by line, so you can see 
what"s actually going on. 
10q:0:c=0 
Before we do much else, we need to 
establish two numeric variables to keep 

Two by two 
This month we've covered several commands. READ being by far the most 
important. By way of demonstration, take a look at this: 

READ>af,bt 
All the command does is read in two pieces of data instead of one. placing the 
ftrst In AS and the second in B$. The same idea works for the INPUT command: 

INPUT;a$,bf 
For a command like this, the user has to type something like Sinon,Forrester, 
to place each word in a different variable. The comma has to be used, so Ifs best 
to warn the user before expecting them to cope with an input method like this. 



Input explained 
If you've been reading the main text closely enough, you'll have noticed that the 
INPUT command crops up in the program we've looked at this month. Though 
relatively straightforward, a little explanation of the command may be in order. 
Try typing in the following program: 

10•PRINT•"Mbat•i s•your•nane?" 
20-INPUT*nt 
30-PRINT* "H i - there , *m;x\$ 

As you can see. having a second question mark on the next line is a bit of a 
messy way of doing things. We could tidy the program up by changing line 10 to: 

10•PRINT•"What-is-your-na«e"; 
But there is an easier way of doing things. Here's a shorter program: 

10•INPUT•"What•is•your•nane?•",nl 
20-PRINT' B Hi- there , ' " ;n l 

As you can see. the INPUT command will happily print a string of text before it 
asks a question. When it does this, it also drops the question mark that normally 
procedes inputs from the user. This is why the command INPUT'"",al takes an 
input without a question mark. The fact that the Input prompt is preceded by some 
text means there's no question mark, and the fact that the text printed happens to 
be nothing at all is neither here nor there. If you really wanted to, you could use: 

INPUT-"Answer:",at 
Now you know how to tidy up your user inputs. Bear in mind, though, that you don't 
only have to ask for text, as a command like INPUT - a will take a numerical input 

some kind of score running. Q will 
represent the amount of questions the 
program finds in the DATA statements, 
and C will be increased every time a 
question is answered correctly. 

28-READ-ql 
We've already seen the uses of this 
command - it'll take the first piece of text 
found in the DATA statements at the end 
of the program, and place it in q$. 

38-IF-qf="END"-THEN-PRINT-"You-scored" 
;c;"out-of";q:B<D 
This command is fairly unimportant until 
the program comes across the single 
word END where one of the questions 
should have been. When it does, it 
displays the user's final score, and 
returns to BASIC. 

4Q-q=q*l 
If the program gets this far. though, there 
must have been a question left. For this 
reason, the Q variable, counting the 
amount of questions asked, is increased. 

50-PRINT-ql 
If you can't work out what this one does, 
you really ought to start reading this 
series from the start (back issues, blah 
blah). In our program, it displays the 
question on the screen. 

$0-INPUT••",al 
You should be fully aware of what the 
input command does - it allows the user 
to type text which, on pressing RETURN, 
will be deposited into the variable A$, 
where it can be used by the program. 
The grammar of this command is a little 
odd, and is explained in more detail in the 
box-out Input Explained (surprise, 
surprise). All you need to know for now is 
that it gives the user a chance to type 
their answer into the variable A$. 

70-READ-ct 
Similar to line 20, this command reads in 
the next piece of text which, if everything 
runs correctly, will be the correct answer 
to the question asked. 

80-al:UPPERI(al>:cl=UPPERt<cl> 
This is an odd little line, that you probably 
haven't come across before on your 
travels around the CPC. The problem, you 
see, is that at the moment, if the correct 
answer is 'kippers' but the user gives it a 
capital letter ("Kippers'), the program will 
assume he's wrong. If you were to ask 
your computer to PRINT - UPPER! 
("kippers"), it'll display KIPPERS, turning 
it into uppercase before it did so. All the 
command af=UPPERI(al) does, then, is 
convert everything in A$ to upper case. 

90-IF-al=c!-THEN-PRINT••Correct":c=c*l 
If the two answers match, the program 
tells the user they were right, and 
increases their score. 

100-IF-al<)cJ-THEN-PRINT-"Mrong--
•the-answer-uas-";cl 
If the user was wrong, though, they're told 
so. and g.ven the correct answer. The '<>' 
just means 'not equals to', by the way. 

110-PRINT 

Belt up - it just leaves a gap on the screen. 

120-GOTO-20 
When the question, whether i fs answered 
correctly or not. is finished with, the 
program lumps back to line 20, where it 
deals with the next question. 
130-DATA-What-is-the-capital-of• 
France?,Paris 
140•DATA-Mha t- processor-does - the• 
CPC-have?,Z80 
150-DATA-What - is-Si«on's-niddle-
nane?,David 
188 - DATA-Who-wakes-the-nost-tea-in-th 
e-off ice?,011ie 
170-DATA-END 
And so our DATA statements contain the 
questions and their answers, separated 
by commas. The final data statement just 
contains 'END', to indicate to the program 
that there are no more questions. 

There didn't have to be five different 
lines, though. The program would have 
been quite happy with: 

130-DATA-What-is-the-capital-of-Fr 
ance?,Paris,Uhat-processor-does-th 
e-CPC-have?,Z80,Mhat-iS'Si«on's-«i 
ddle-nane?,David,Mho-nakes-the-nos 
t - tea- in- the-of f ice?,01 lie,END 

The information being separated onto 
separate lines is purely to make things 
easier and neater us programmers. 

Former glory 
So you've got ail these 
DATA statements 
hanging off the back of 
your program, and 
you've accessed them 

all. Now we have a problem - what 
happens when you want to use them 
again? Can we expect the user to stop the 
program and run it again every time you 
want to look at a piece of information 
further up the list? If we wanted the 

program to loop, we need some way of 
telling the READ command to start looking 
at the very first chunk of data again. Lo 
and behold, we've got a command called 
RESTORE. Let's change line 30 to read: 

30- IF-qt="END"-THEN-PRINT-"You-sc 
ored";c;"out-of";q:PRINT:RESI0RE: 
GOTO-10 

We'd better go through the commands 
after THEN, then. Bear in mind that these 
four commands will only be executed if q$ 
contains "END". That means that these four 
commands are only executed when the 
quiz is completed. 

PRINT•"You*scored"jc;"out-of";q 
We've seen this command before. It 
basically prints your score. 

PRINT 
Simple - it leaves a gap on the screen, 
so the next thing to be printed won't 
appear directly underneath the score. 

RESTORE 
Thar she blows - this command makes 
sure that the next READ command looks 
at the first piece of data again, as if the 
program had been freshly run. 

GOTO-10 
Yerss - 1 think we can pretty much work 
that one out. Of course, when it comes to 
commands like RESTORE:G0T0 -10. we 
could have just used RUN, but if we'd have 
wanted to jump to a line other than the 
first one, we'd have been in real trouble. 

Well, then... 
So there we have it - our 
very own quiz program, 
and a mastery of the 
READ and DATA 

commands. Now we've learnt 
the basic principle that'll let us write 
incredibly complex software, 
using huge amounts of 
information quickly and easily. 
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HARDWARE PROJECT 

Nope, Simon's not finally getting a haircut. He's actually 
going to let the world know how easy it is to make a 
device that'll let you plug two joysticks into one socket. 

say. simpler than... well it's unprintable, 
really. It's pretty easy, though - we just have 
to connect the five control pins to the 
second common pin, marked com 2. 

What do we do, then? 
Before we get down to fiddling with bits of 
wire, we'll need to know how a joystick 
works. We won't need to know what 

Raw materials 

Have you got a copy of Gauntlet? 

Maybe you like the odd blast on 
Ikari Warriors? One of the problems 

with these lovely little games is that in two-
player mode, because both people play 
simultaneously, one unfortunate person has 
to use the keyboard. A lot of people don't 
mind this, but joystick fans (like Dave) will 
definitely get annoyed. 

There are three solutions to this problem: 
e Buy a Plus - tho newer range of CPCs 
have two joystick ports, making life 
incredibly easy. Tho older CPCs only have 
one port, though, so unless you want to 
spend huge amounts of cash for the sake of 
two joysticks, a Plus is not a viable answer. 
• Buy the Amstrad joystick - When Amstrad 
originally released the CPC, they bundled it 
with loads of games and a joystick. This 
standard black plastic joystick had a 
mysterious second socket attached.into 
which you could stick a second joystick. 
This was okay, but it meant that the second 
player was attached to the first by a bit of 
wire, and the joystick was rubbish anyway. 
These were the kind of joysticks where the 
two people would toss a coin, the lucky one 
getting to use the keyboard, 
e Read on - You'll learn how to build a 
joystick splitter of your very own. allowing 
you to use two joysticks of your choice, both 
of which will be attached to the CPC. Make 
sure you read every word of this feature 
before attempting anything yourself, though. 

To build this groovy littlo gadget, then, you'll 
noed qulto a fow parts. They're all availablo from 
your local Tandy shop (well, thafs whore we got 
ours from), brandod either Archer, Radio Shack 
or Smart. Whichever brand name they end up 
with, the part names aro always the samo. 
Anyway, you'll neod: 

2 9-position male D-subminiaturo 
connectors (soldor typo) 

1 9-position female D-subminiature 
connoctor (soldor type) 

3 Shielded D-sub connector hoods 
The three connectors cost 99p each, and the 
three hoods will cost £1.99 each, making a total 
cost of £8.94. 

You'll also need some wire (pretty obviously 
- what did you think we wore going use, 
spaghetti?) but this can be obtained by slicing 
up any old joystick you can find - failing that, 
you can buy porfectly suitable ribbon cable for 

kt wholn lot for under o tenner. 

quite a reasonable price. Bear in mind that 
whatever cable you buy. It must have six wires 
inside it (a normal power cable has throe, for 
instance), and those six wires must be very thin 
(I moan really blimmin' thin). 

The birds and the bees 
To understand exactly what's going on with 
connectors, we'll need to get one little piece 
of terminology out of the way. Some 
connectors have pins sticking out. others 
have holes that the pins slide into to make 
the connection. I think you can use your 
imagination to work out which is termed as 
male and which is termed as female but if 
you're still having problems, pose the 
situation to someone slightly older and they 
should be able to enlighten you. Anyway. I 
think we can work out what we have to do... 

No we can't 
Fair enough - I'll tell you then. What we're 
actually doing is taking one female plug and 
wiring it to two male plugs. Both joysticks 
have to have the five controls, so they'll all 
be wired directly f rom both plugs. This 
means that as if you're looking at the plugs 
from the spiky ends (the backs of the 
sockets), pins 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 have to be 
connected from the female socket to both 
male plugs. The wiring diagram for this 
looks a little odd. but it's very easy to 
understand - all the connections to male 1 
are one lead, and the connections to male 2 

microswitches are, just how the CPC looks 
at a joystick from its end of the bargain. 
Let's start with the joystick port, as you'd 
look at it f rom the outside: 

As you can see. there are nine pins (you 
can count, can't you?). Five of these 
correspond to the five movements of the 
joystick, being up. down, left, right and fire. 
The way the CPC detects these five extra 
keys is simple - when the stick is moved in 
that direction, a connection is made 
between the particular pin and the pin 
marked 'common'. It's marked 'common' 
not because it blows its nose on its sleeve 
and drops its h's, but because it's the one 
connection that's common to every other. 

Operating a second joystick with this 
system is, as my dear old granny used to 
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H A R D W A R E P R O J E C T 

to soldor two pioces of wire to ono of our socket 
connoctors as well if you want. 
1 Heat up your soldering iron, testing to see 
whether Ifs hot enough by occasionally touching a 
bit of soldor to tho tip and seeing whether it melts. 
2 Melt somo soldor onto the tip of the Iron. 
You'ro aiming for a fairly small blob, not big 
enough to fall off the tip of its own accord. 

3 Hold the wiros you want to solder firmly in 
place. In this case, you can stick the bit of 
wiro Into the thin metal tube. Mako sure 
they'ro perfectly still, and well away from any 
other wires: you don't want to be solderod. 
4 Touch tho tip of the soldering iron to tho 
wires, letting the solder run down onto the 
wire, fixing it to the second wire or metal 
tube or whatever. 
5 Take the Iron away from tho new 
connection and. still holding the wiro firmly, 
gently blow on the solder to cool it down. It 
should now bo solid, and quite strong. 

This takes quite a bit of practice, so getting 
a few odds and ends of wiro and trying to 
soldor them togethor is a good idea. Don't 
worry if you mess it up a few times - Just work 
slowly, and you should get the hang of it after 
a while. If it holps, get someone else to hold 
the wire in place while you solder it. 

Safety 
I don't want to patronise anyone, but it's best 
to talk about safety here. A hot soldering iron 

is porfectiy capable of burning a hole through 
your nosh, causing a good deal of pain in the 
process. Never touch tho tip of tho iron to test 
how hot it is - uso a bit of solder. Whon you're 
charging the tip (putting solder onto it), use a 
long piece of solder, making sure your fingers 
are nowhere near the ond that's about to melt. 
Got it? These things bloody hurt (I know - my 
hands are scarred from this sort of accident), 

have known that you were now going to use 
those cases you bought, and cover up that 
messy wiring, to pretend it doesn't exist. 

That's it, really - there's only one way you 
can plug the thing into your CPC, but you 
might have trouble working out which is 
socket one and which is socket two. The easy 
way to find out is to plug a joystick into one of 
them and waggle it. If arrows appear, you've 
found socket one and can mark it with a 1, 
and if letters appear, you've found socket two. 

Once you've sorted that out. you're all 
ready to load up your favourite two-
player game, invite the friend over 
and. of course, have fun. 

are a second lead. The diagram above 
should make things a bit clearer. 

The only important tiling to consider is the 
connection of the common pins. Both male 
sockets have the common wire connected to 
pin 8. but these two leads aren't both 
connected to pin 8 of the female plug - the 
second lead is connected to pin 9. Oh hell -
this is confusing, isn't it? Look at the diagram 
above for a clearer explanation, though we'll 
pretend the other wires we've connected 
don't exist for now. and concentrate on the 
individual pins. Don't think about the wires. -
just concentrate on the numbers. 

Step by step 
Let's break this up into simple steps, then. 
We're looking at all three plugs f rom the 
back, keeping the female in the middle, with 
a male either side. All three plugs should 
have the narrow side flat to the table (the 
same way up as the previous diagrams). 
1 Connect the top left-hand four pins of the 
female to the top right-hand four pins of each 
male. These are the directional and fire pins. 

o«t 

Why should 
Good question. If you spend most of your time 
playing one-player games, then no (but you are 
missing out). H, however, you like nothing more 
than to romp around on Bloodwych in two-player 
mode, you'll need a splitter (or a Plus or an 
Amstrad joystick, but as I've explained elsewhere, 
noither is exactly the bost solution), ft could save 

Soldoring is a method of heating metal to 
such a degree it turns to liquid, so you can pour 
it onto two pieces of wire, and it'll cool to make 
one solid conducting and connecting lump. 
Sounds a bit scary, huh? 

Look - I'd love to say. "If you haven't soldered 
before, forget this project." but that's not fair. 
Instead, we're going to go through soldering two 
pieces of wiro together. You can use this method 

2 Look at the first male plug f rom the 
back. Locate the pin on the bottom row. 
one in f rom the left, and connect it to the 
female plug, at the pin on the bottom row. 
one in f rom the right. 
3 - Connect the same pin on the second 
male (bottom row. one f rom left) to the pin 
on the far r ight of the bottom row of the 
female - and that's pretty much all the 
hard work done. 
A - Let the whole lot cool. 

Nearly done 
There we have it - a 

you bother? 
your life, even (though Tm not suro how). And it 
only costs around a tenner, so you haven't 
exactiy broken the bank, have you? 

One thing - noither Amstrad Action or Future 
Publishing will take responsibility for scarred 
flesh, damaged computers, or charred houses. If 
you mess this up, on your own head be it. 

M y n ' r t tfclakla*, "Mile «U loo*. 
Hdlcvloviftty T W a h a s — a H la. 

Soldering 

have read this whole 
thing through once 
before you dug your 
soldering iron out. 

didn't you? If so. you'll 

Right - listen up. You'll need a soldering iron with 
an incredibly fine tip. You'll also need a roll of self-
fluxing solder. The flux bit is just to stop everything 
going bubbly. This lot will cost you about £20, but 
a soldering iron will last you a lifetime if you treat it 
properly, and solder is very cheap. 
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V 

• 

isn't always the same, but it usually 
comes out at around 9k. We're going to take a 
look at rurvlength compression. 

Computer graphics are always stored 
uneconomical^. Though storing a picture pixel by 
pixel allows fine detail, it also means that huge 
expanses of one colour are stored in massive 
strings of identical bytes (a solid block of nothing 
turns into lOOodd zeros) Run-length 
compression is a system whereby we take the 
long strings of identical bytes and represent them 
with fewer numbers, keeping the strings of varying 
bytes intact, as they can be more difficult to 
compress. This will be a lot easier to understand if 
we see it in action. Take this string of numbers: 

0 0 0 4 S 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 9 2 5 6 6 6 S 6 
As you can see. we've got 
some expanses of 
identical figures that 
we can compress. 
The file we're 
trying to create 
will have an odd 
format, as ifl l be 
full of control 
bytes. For the 
minute, these will be 
represented by a number 
prefixed with a letter, 
so you can see 
exactly what's 
going on. 
These control 
bytes are 

going to signify how many 
times the following byte is going to be repeated 
(when the letter is a 'C'). or how many bytes 
have to be written normally into memory 
(represented by an 'N'). It'll help to see how our 
numbers look after compression: 

C3 0 N2 4 S C7 2 N3 3 2 S CS 6 
The first control byte (C3) states that the next 
number (0) is going to be repeated three times. 
The next control byte (N2) states that the next 
two numbers (4 and 5) are to be written 
normally. The next control byte (C7) states that 
the next number (2) is to be repeated seven 
times, and so on. 

As you can see. our string of 20 numbers has 
been reduced to a string of 13. The more 
perceptive amongst you will be wondering now 
how the control bytes are going to be 
represented, without taking up more than one 
byte. For this, we need to look at the binary 
forms of the control bytes: 

7 6 5 4 3 

If you examine the above figures closely, 
you'll notice that as well as having the number 
of repetitions or straight bytes represented in 
binary, the most significant bit of the byte 
(column seven) is either 1 (signifying 
compression) or 0 (signifying normal 
representation). The only restriction this 
places on the control byte is that it now only 
has a range of 0 to 127 - if there's a string 

of bytes longer than 127, there will be two 

the better Is Simon's 
philosophy, and 

he's going to 
prove it by 
talking about 
compression. 

Size doesn't matter? Don't you believe a 
word ot it. The smaller 

• Run-length - The form of compression relying on 
large strings of identical bytes. 

• Source file - The block of data to be compressed. 
• String - A series of bytes. A string usually refers to less than 256 

bytes in a row. whether they're identical or not. 
• Tokenisation - A compression system that relies on repeated 
phrases (strings of bytes), that can be replaced with a single token. 
An example would be 'the', which occurs several times in a text file, 
and so could be replaced with a token taking up the space of one 
letter, as opposed to three. 

ast month, we 
took a look at 
the various 

things you can do with 
a disc drive and an 
assembler. Storing 
information is all very 

well, but there's only so 
much you can fit on a 

disc. Even though you can 
actually fit 205k on a disc (by using ten sectors 
per track and 41 tracks per disc), you might still 
need to cram a little more information on there. 
There are a few ways around the problem, 
though, and the one we're going to look at this 
month is compression. 

The idea is simple - if we can crush the same 
amount of data into a smaller set of bytes, we've 
saved space before we've even saved it out. Disc 
owners can now sit up and listen because they're 
always paranoid about space, and tape owners 
can cartwheel around the living room because 
using smaller files cuts down on loading time. 

Glossary 
• ASCII - This is the code system whereby letters, numbers, and all 
other symbols are represented by bytes. There are 256 in total (0 to 
255), and a complete chart can be found in your manual. 
• Bitwise - In this case, the working of bytes by fiddling with the 
individual bits they'ro made up of. 
• Control byte - A byte in a file that doesn't appear in the 
decompressed version, as i f s there to indicate things to the 
decompression program. 

One big crunch 
Find yourself a tape user, and mention loading 
screens to them. I can guarantee they'll get 
depressed. The problem is that though ifs nice to 
look at a pretty picture while a game's loading, that 
same picture takes aeons to load, wasting your 
time. For some reason, programmers still insist on 
using them, though. For a happy medium, we're 
going to take a look at a form of compression that 
could reduce those 16k files (17k if you're usmg a 
disc) down to around 9k. The size of the new file 
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M A C H I N E C O D E 

Let's here it 
from you 

Next month 

Can you take the Hairy Challenge? The 
address to send all your Assembly Line 
submission to is: Assembled. Amstrad 

Action, Future Publishing. 30 Monmouth 
Street. Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 

It was a long time before a hospital unit 
found me - 1 was lucky to be alive. After 

the horror of this month's Assembly Line 
came the terrorising fear that it could 
happen again today - or tomorrow. 
The cold dread of next month's 
journey Into Z80 hung over humanity 

^ like the Sword of Damocles. Only 
timo could tell... 

But what about code? 
swoop, which is probably the most 
effective form of compression when it 
comes to coding. 

Remember, though, that instead of 
tokenising words in a text file, we're 
working with common commands in 
machine code such as 'call &bb5a', which 
comes out as &cd. &5a. and &bb, three 
numbers that repeat themselves and could 
be replaced with a control byte followed by 
a token reference number, making only two 
bytes instead of three. Though this is only a 
saving of one byte, the cumulative effect of 
performing this operation on several 
phrases in a large Ale could be massive. 

the a letter, or a token). Next, we'll take 
advantage of the fact that 'the' and 'on' are very 
common words, and assign them the tokens 
[T27J and [T28]: 

(1271 •je(T12)y volT2)led-17281•(127)-plate 
So from a string of 30 bytes representing 

the letters of 'the jelly wobbled on the plate', 
we've produced a string of 23 bytes that 
represent the same thing. If we take a 30k text 
file, then, we'd have reduced it to around 23k, 
or even less, considering most words are five 
letters long, and roughly half of them 
will be reduced to single byte 
tokens. A quick bit of mental 
calculation reveals that 
you'd come out with a 
text file about 18k long 
- you've knocked 
40 per cent off the 
length of your file, 
producing a string 
of bytes 60 per 
cent of the size of 
the original. That's 
the kind of saving 
Texas Superstores 
love to offer you (in 
the form of very loud, 
hangover-unfriendly TV ads) 
during the week between 
Christmas and New Year. 

Once again. Cm throwing this 
challenge over to you lot. If anyone 
would like to write it instead of me (please), 
there'll be some sort of juicy prize involved,e 

Failing that. I'll just have to do it myself, ^ J T ^ 
you callous lot. + + 
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That's a good question, really -
" what about compressing actual 

chunks of machine code? Well, there 
are soveral ways you can do this. By 

far the easiest is to find two numbers 
that are never used In machine code 

programs. Though difficult, there 
are always some. These two 
numbers are usually 175 and 181 
(take a look - you'll see what I 

| p mean), and can be used as 
control bytes to signify either a 

phrase or an identical string of 
bytes. This method combines run-
length coding and tokenisation in one 

identical control bytes in a row (130 
bytes, all being 0 would be represented 
with CI 27 0 C3 0). 
NB: In a vain attempt to find out how 
much you've learnt in the past months. I'm 
going to throw all of the routines over to 
you - lefs see what you can do. Can you 
come up a decent run-length compression 
program. In two months (to give everyone 
time), HI print the winning entries, or 
my own routines if no-one else has 
got what it takes. ^ 

Words and music 
One of the things to remember 
about run-length compression is that 
it relies on whole bytes being identical. 
When it comes to something like a text 
file, it's very rare that you'd get too many 
identical bytes knocking around, as at the most 
letters are only ever repeated twice in succession 
in the same word ('succession' has two 
repetitions, 'c' and's'). Run-length would be 
heavily impractical, then, as you'd never save any 
space (replacing two identical bytes with a control 
byte and a normal byte is pointless, as i fs still 
two bytes). Ifs for things like text compression 
that we can introduce bitwise operations 

Lefs take a look at a string of 
bytes that might be found in a 
text file. The reason these bytes, 
though I've selected them at 
random, could appear in a 
text file is because their values 
are all lower than 128. 
There isn't any particular 
reason why the bytes in text 
are only 7 bit numbers, apart 
from the fact that the ASCII 
characters over 127 are odd 
symbols that are very rarely 
used. Lefs take a look at eight 7-bit 
numbers laid out as bits in bytes. The 
bit values themselves aren't shown, as they're 
largely irrelevant - the numbers that are placed 
where the bits should be represent which byte in 
the string each bit belongs to. Anyhow: 

Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
1 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

It may look unintelligible at first, but if you take a 
closer look, you'll see that the bytes 1 to 8 are 
all represented by their seven bits, but the whole 
lot fits into 7 bytes as the first byte straddles the 
unused bit of the other seven. If this method is 
repeated with every string of eight bytes, you'll 
have shaved an eighth off the total length of the 
file. One eighth isn't all that much, though... 

When I was writing BooTracker (that excellent, 
wonderful, etc), I was faced with storing strings 
of notes, where each note had to have an octave 
and an instrument value. For this, I used four bits 
of the byte to store the note, and the other four 
to store the octave. This is very similar to our 

text compression, as it uses one byte to store 
more than one value - the values were stored 
with a form of bitwise compression. 

The unfortunate side to this is that you can't 
write a bitwise compressor unless you can 
predict exactly what type of file is going to be 
used. A bitwise text compressor is pointless, as 
shaving an eighth off the length of a file is 

hardly worth the time. The principle is 

important, though, because bitwise 
compression will be invaluable if you're 

writing a program that deals with large chunks 
of data, such as a music package. 

A token gesture 
Text files aren't completely useless, though - the 
fact that there's a bit going spare on the end of 
each byte can be useful for other reasons. 
Token compression is the system of identifying 
well-used strings of bytes, and replacing them 
with tokens. Lefs take a few words, and see 
what we can do with them: 

the'jelly'wobbled*on-the-plate 
When we set about tokenising this, there are 
letters that are repeated, so the first 26 token 
values will correspond to double letters: 

the-jetT121y-wolT2Jled-on-the-pUte 
Remember, of course, 
that (T121 and IT21 are 
represented by 
single bytes, as 4 
are the letters, so 
we've shaved 
two bytes off 
already (as 
each byte 
holds the 
ASCII value of 
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Simon casts his expert ear over a forthcoming music 
package that can actually read music.— you know, demi-
semi-quavers and things like that. 

I've got to say something for this guy's 
bravery, you know. He sends a music 
package along to Amstrad Action knowing 

damned well who'll be reviewing it, and states in 
the documentation that it's better than 'other 
sound packages that use interrupts', because 
apparently 'they crash!*. 

BooTracker didn't crash. Mark. That was what 
it was supposed to sound like (we believe you. 
Simon - Dave). 

Anyway, Mark Payne from Reveal Software 
thinks he's got the answer to all our sound 
tracking problems - a music package that 
actually works with musical notation instead of 
lists of numbers. Whether this is a fabulously 
good idea or not is definitely debatable, but i fs 
the method every Amiga, ST, Mac and PC music 
package has used since the beginnings of time. 

Okay, so tho sound quality differs, but 
those editors are still perfectly possible. 

tm si tt mi 

ffMUl 
suiLr ts I ter nd m u d r w r U C 

£* u alt ouiiil* fr t* rf * r** IT*. 
Br <m i m (fc -.m wwm m • smr i j n m s 

a b t» oir tMi csract 

* rftab, i t w M ikabraid k i t e n 
ntft ft» iamitt md Hrta - tfcis wmU m i If 
t» tfc ate< Or u t t za : ntfc» «r otto-tab 

so bringing us up to date on that front could be 
quite a good idea. His other idea was sending 
this in as a preview version, as I don't get to 
make any evaluative statements just yet. after 
that last insult. 

Teething troubles 
The first part of the package, the musical 
notation section, is, unfortunately not yet 
complete, as it experienced some quite major 
teething troubles when running on 
our office CPC. These problems * 1 i a j , < 7 

shouldn't be too difficult to iron out i 

though, as they simply involve a bit 
of re-structuring on the part of the i t mil 
author to allow vital memory to be 
used in some sections. % g, < * « 

This is not the end of the 5 5 j v 
preview, though - there's more to jSrc'J? 
this music package than a notator ISSS^n 

section. To fully iSrc.'aX1' 
^ ^ a understand exactly whafs umcnjuri 

going on. we'll have to 
take a look at exactly what ** * 

3 H a CPC music package is • 
v - i i l and how it works, 
l i m I The incredibly simple explanation is 
H I this - it's a package which enables you 
™ I to write music for inclusion in your own 

I programs; only being able to play a 
tune you've written from within the 

original music package 
isn't going to do the title 

m Nice, long screen of your latest 

text flies game all that much 
slagging off g o o d f js (t? | n s t e a d o f 

Other Music ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Program'.. 

situation of having 
written a symphony and 
it being utterly trapped 
inside the package, 
most music programs 
come complete with an 

9 external driver that can 
be loaded from BASIC or 
machine code and set 
running, so that it looks 
as if the work was all on 
your part, and you 

Nice, long 
text flies 
slagging off 
Other Music 
Programs. 

iur-.»' 1 »U 
T l " ' " * " " T a — — 

There are many sophisticated music 
packages out there. Hera's your chance. 

weren't helped out by a sophisbcated 
music package at all, no. 

The BASIC driver is probably the most 
advanced we've seen so far, by the way, using 
some rather self-explanatory RSX commands, 
instead of long and forgettable machine code 
hex addresses, to do the job. 

No naff addressing 
Running from BASIC, this package looks as if i fs 
really going to leave a mark - not only are all of 
your sound envelopes left untouched, but the naff 
hardware addressing thing isn't used as it 
normally is - you don't have to go into the realms 
of stupidity when writing programs to cope with 
the tunes in anything other than terror. 

Music Makor has 
many RSXs to make 
your IHo easy. 

The RSXs that have been planned are 
nothing if not comprehensive - they're the 
standard commands for initialising tunes and 
turning them off again, but it doesn't end there. 
First, the package has capabilities for sound 
effects, meaning those long, tiresome ENV and 
ENT commands won't be necessary - it can alt 
be loaded and used with the rest of Music 
Maker's facilities. 

Secondly, the RSXs give you an incredible 
control over exactly whafs happening and when 
- you can disable all sound effects if you feel it's 
really necessary, as you can with the music, to 
make sure things don't crash. 

You don't need to take it that far. though - the 
sound system is billed as a multi-tasking affair, 
so i fs running happily in the background without 
any interference from anything you happen to get 
up to in the meanbme. Having this rather special 
ability does come with a few drawbacks, though 
- a lot of work (on the part of the programmer, 
you lazy mob) has to be done to actually get 
tunes, sound effects, and normal sounds working 
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impossibly small, probably too small to work 
with. Instead, the planot has been sliced 
horizontally like an orange, letting you load up 
a fraction of tho planet at a time. 

Unfortunately, the world maps are 
nowhere near as detailed as the 

UK maps. Okay, we don't 
want to see tho main dirt 

f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ E r a l L , r a c k from Woolawonga 
fc^SSSKSk to Sydnoy. but a few 
y f l M N ^ H i more country 

. . . H b boundaries or major 
K ^ j S j ^ ^ S B S deserts and mountain 

ranges 

I K h ^ V m a d c , h i s package a 
, W ^ m more valuable. 

ffO^^yM^ But whatever Ifs failings. 
^ S m R & S f this Is a package that'll 
^ j / S k ? roally let you see the world... (I 

can't believe I just said that). 

A couplo of months back we reviowed a map 
package for use with MIcroDesign which 
allowed the user to print out various maps of 
the UK for the to include in their DTPed pagos, 
posters, reports, newsletters or 
whatever else they felt would be 
better off with a map stuck on j j ^ B R R ^ 
it. Now along comes an J j S j g ^ Z ^ 
accompanying package 
that givos you the whole i B g ^ J S M ' " 
world to play around M 
with. Ij l i l^l 

The variety of M M 
different views is quite M ^ H 
astonishing, as you'll And • 
not only several maps of 
each individual continent, . 
but a view of the whole 
planet from different angles. 

The planetary view is slightly 
odd becauso of the 
limitations of the original 
MicroDosign package - first, 
the size of picture you can 
import with the package is quito limited, 
meaning that if you wanted to fit the entire 
planet onto your screen i fd havo to be 

PRODUCT: World Map Collection 
PRICE: XI 1.99 
AVAILABLE FROM: Campursoft 
re 041 554 4735 

MicroDesign World Maps 
being thrown m at the deep end. For those of us 
who've already got a working knowledge of 
musical notation, this should be a welcome 
breath of fresh air after using so many computer 
programmer-orientated music packages that 
care more about the way the driver works than 
the tune being played. 

Of course, you'll have a while to wait before 
having to make the decision whether or not to 
part with your cash - this is only a preview, but 
we expect the full version along for its review 
(and nit-picking session, knowing you - Dave) 
quite soon. Until that time, you'll just have to 
make do with the rather excellent 
BooTracker. won't you? (He never stops A s m 
frying, does he? - Dave.) 

happily together without combining into a 
cacophony of cack. Music Maker's own sounds 
are incredibly well co-ordinated. Two of the three 
channels of the tune cut out for the length of time 
it takes to play any particular sound effect 
automatically, and the whole lot sits in the 
background for normal CPC beeps and squeaks. 

It's looking good 
In all, this looks as if it could definitely be the kind 
of package you'd want to use - if you don't have 
a very good understanding of musical notation, 
staves, semi-quavers and crotchets you might 
like to think carefully before sending off your 
cheque, but there's no better way to learn than 

Details 
PRODUCT: Music Maker 
PRICE: To bo announced 
AVAILABLE FROM: Reveal Computer 
Software at PO Box 1818, Redditch, Worcs, 
B97 4A2 or ring t r 0527 597707 

Stop Press! 
How you can 
get ParaDOS 

Campursoft have just taken over the sales of 
ParaDOS. the high capacity disc operating 
system, previously sold (or attempted to be 
sold) by tho hideously unreliable Quantum. The 
package will now be available for an amazing 
£14.99. so order now while stocks last. 

Contact Campursoft on IT 041 554 4735. 

ROM 
Information 

Ifs come to our attention recently (owing to a 
constantly ringing reader call telephone in the 
office) that you lot seem to be running around 
desperately trying to find ROM boxes so that 
you can run Campursoff s rather excellent 
ROM-based desktop system DES. and you're 

Set uwr nuntoer 
fit tributes 
Info 

I Q C J C U B B i l 
Otw»cl all | 

SC«IINCC MS 

not having much luck by 
the sound of it. 

Vsee. one of the 
places we always used to 
recommond you get 
ROMboxes from. Avatar, 
seem to havo gone well 
and truly down the 
plughole, and there's no 
point sending any money 
off to them any more. 

This still leaves the 
problem of finding a 
ROMboard. though. 
doesn't it? An infinitely 
moro reliable company, namely Siron 

Software, are currently soiling 
single-slot boards for £14.99, 

[ • I B ! though these won't be suitable for 
flU-H DCS. which sits happily on two 
•Mil ROMS. Instead. Siren are looking 

into collaborating with Campursoft 
K B to produce a special DES box along 
C f l the same lines 

C ® " * o w as the Hackh. 
m m ! , Z y ° U Siren's other ust looking . 

down of two ROM-based 
unused chips ' u c c e " <aPart 

m a Instead? f r om ROMDOS). 

<Q CwrSoft 

TXTCONV.MS 

You bought DKS. You need a ROMbox 
now, though, don't you? 

For more information on these lovely little 
boxes, you can contact Siren on 061 724 
7572. as they should have some firmer details 
by the time you're reading this. 

Failing that, if anyone thinks thoy could 
write us a hardware project for producing your 
own working ROMboard. please send K along 
to tho mag at the usual addross and maybe 
we'll even publish it in these very pages, and 
thus you'll eam yourself long-lasting glory in 
the eyes of the thousands of would-be DES 
owners. It could be the start of somothing big. 
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Simon discovers that embarrassing one person per month 
is really good fun. So lor a whole three pages, it's over to 
Chris Morgan and his amazing programming powers. 

This Chris Morgan really does seem to be 
an excellent programmer (and I'm saying 
that partly because he's used a lot of 

techniques I've covered in AA over the time I've 
been here, and I'm flattered). Full credit to Chris 
for some wonderfully programmed games, the 
first being a listing called simply Platform Game. 

Platform Game 
This one's a platform game (just in case you 
hadn't worked that out). 
GAEG lOREMPUtforn-Gane 
CAOP 20 REH-by-Chris Morgan 
DACB 30•REM•(c>1994 
BAIG 40 REM 
IAIL SO-SYMBOL-253,60,102,195,19Sy195,231,98, 

60 

IACA 60"SYMBOL-252,66,66,66,126,66,66,66,66 
CAPL 70 C0SUB 530 
CAFF 80"DEFIMT•a-z:DIM*p<21,25) 

H U t r o r n ua«« 

you can 

C o n t r o l s - t h » o u r t o r k e y s i Op - j u m > / o l l n b Tatdder 
d o w n . — c l i n n d o w n l a d d e r . I e 7 t / r i o h t - M O V * I e f t / r i»ht 

P r r t t « k * M t o 
Bullt'in Instructions mako my fob so much 
easier. That's a tip for getting into print_ 

CAPC 90"ENV"1,5,1,1,5,1,1,5,1,1,5,1,1 
DAfiJ 100-ENU2,100,-1,1 
FAFH 110ENU"3,10,0.S,5,10.-0.5,5 
LAHB 120"l»vtUl:ltv=l:ii»n=3:INK"2.18:INK"3,2 

5 
FACM 130-MODE *0:c=248:C0T0•590 
HAEB 140ti=ti-(leveMev)*4 
FBCK 150-LOCATE-1,25 :PRINriev';level;"-nen"; 

nen;*-sc';$c;{LOCATE*14,1:PFIMT"TI";ti 
HAAD 160 LOCATE-1,2:PRINT'CHRI(248); 
MAMF 17O-tt:TIME/308:DEFFNti*:tt»ti-INT(TIME 

/380) 
FAND 180-REM-nain-loop 
FBBC 190-IF "FNtinO It-THEN-LOCATE-16,1 :PRINT • 

FMtin;:1t:FHtin:IF"FHti«:0•THEN 490 
MCMG 200•IF•1/4< >IMT(t/4)THEM•228•ELSE•FOR•a= 

l"T0bad:L0CATE"XX<a).y(a>:PRINT""";:p<x 
x(a),y(a)):32:xx(a)rxx(a)«dir(a):IF-xx(a 
)=xnax(a)OR-xx<a>=x<a)THEN-dir<a):-dir<a 
) 

PAKN 210-L0CATE"Xx(a),y(a):PRINT"CHR1(255);:p 
(xx(a)#y(a))=25S:NEXI 
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HAB0 220-t:t»l:IF-p<x,y):2S5-THEN"490 
GAMH 230-IF-p(x,y*l):207-THEN270 
DBAX 240"IF"P(x,^l):165"AND t/3:INT(t/3)AND" 

x>lAND-p<x-l,y)=32-THEN-x=x-l:G0T0260 
DBEX 2S0"IF"p(x,^l):166"AND t/3:INT(t/3)AND. 

x<20-AND "p(x*l, <j)=32" THEN "x:x+l" ELSE "270 
CAPO 260-G0SUB-430 
JBHB 270 • IF • juwp.-O • THEN • 290 • ELSE • IF<P<X,y-1X 

>32AND"p(x,y-l)<>253)0R"«j=l'THEN"fall:l 
5OU«p:0:COTO"290 

DBFP 280"»:s-l;G0SUB"430:junp:junp*l:IF"junp: 
5•THEN•fa 11=1:junp:0•ELSE•300 

MA0A 290-IF-fall>0AND-INT<fall/3)=fall/3-IHE 
H- 370 

0BHM 380-IF-INKEY(8)=O"AND(p(x-l,y)=32-0R-p(x 
-l,y)=25S-0R-p<x-l,y):2S3)ANDx>l'ANDp( 
x,a)<>2S2"THEN"x:x-l:c:251:COSUB"430:COT 
0*320 

0BHO 310"IFINKEY(l)^AND(p(x*l,y)r32"OR"P(x 
•l,y)=2SS-0Rp<x*l,y)=2S3)AND"X<20ANDp 
<x,y)<>2S2"IHENx=xU:c:25Q:C0SUB"430:G0 
10-320 

HAFM 315•IF•c>248•THEN•c=248:C0SUB 430 
FAXH 320•IF•fa 11>0•THEN•370 
FAIJ 330•IF•junp>0•THEN•190 
FAPN 340•IF•INKEY(0)=0•THEN•390 
GBEH 350"IF"INXEY(2)=8"AND*junp:0'ANlKp(x,y): 

252-OR"p<x,y*l):252)IHEN-y:y»l:GOSUB430 
:G0I0-190 

BBHD 360 IFfaU=0AND(p<x,yU)=207-OR-p<x,y> 
:2S2"0Rp(x,yU):252)THEN190 

KBDP 370"IF"p(x,y*l)032 ANDp(x,yU)0253-AN 
D-P<x,y+l)<>2SSIHEN"380"ELSEy=y»l:C0SU 
B"430:fall:fall4:COTO"190 

LAMF 380-IF fal1)16-THEN•490•ELSE•fa 11=0:G0T0 
190 

ABJC 390 IF"p(x,y-l)<>252" AND-p(x,y)0252-THE 
H 410 ELSE g=g-l:C0SUB 430 

CAHK 400 GOTO"190 
FAMA 410•junp=l:G0T0•190 
KAEK 420"REM print"new-char-position 
FBHK 430-LOCATE-xx,yy:PRINT-CHRS(p(xx,yy))j:L 

0CATE-x,y:PRINT-CHRI(c);:xx=x:yy=y 
HAGD 440•IF-p(x,y>=32•THEN"RETURN 
DEDA 450 IF"P(x,«)=2S3"IHEN p(x,»):32:coin:co 

in*l:se=scU:LOCATE"17,2S:PRINI-sc;:SOUN 
D"l,38,34,15,l:IF"Coin/10OINT(coin/lO)T 
HEN RETURN ELSE' leveUlevel+1: lev=lev+l: 
FOR•a=l•TO•3:SOUND•1,100-a»10,80,15,3:NE 
XT:IF -1ev=5•THEN-1ev:l:RESTORE:GOTO -130 -
ELSE 130 

GANC 480 IF p(x,g>=2S5 THEN"490 
CALJ 470"RETURN 
CACP 480-REM-die 

Level two - it's even got conveyor bolts. 
No cuddly toys, though, strangely enough. 

ADGI 490•SOUND•1,2000,70,IS,2:F0R*a=l•TO•8000 
:NEXT:IF-«en:l-THEN510-ELSE-nen:Aen-l:I 
F-level=l- THEN • RESTORE • ELSE • IF • 1 m l :2 • T 
HEN•RESTORE•770•ELSE - IF•1eve 1:3•THEN•RES 
TORE•840•ELSE•RESTORE•930 

JAUI 500 • com=0: fa 11 =0: junp=0:G0T0• 130 
PBJJ 510-MODE•I:PRINT"You•scored'sc'points":P 

RINT:PRINrPress-any-keyto-playagain-: 
CALL•ABB18:CLEAR:C0T0-80 

GANH 520-REM-title-screen 
XAGI S30-MODE•1:PEN•1:PRINT"Platfor«-Cane" 
GEIE S40-PRINT :PRINI"-You-nust-col led-all-10 

• the-coins" to-"conplete-a-level. -Eacli-1 
evelcontaws-a-feu-baddies, -uhich-you-n 
ust-avoid.-You--nay-clinb"up-and-down la 
dders, •and'Junp.but-you-nay-only-fall-so 
- far... 

XCGG S50•PRINT'- In -sone•1 eve1s- you -wi11-a 1 so -
neet converor-belts.'By-standing-on 
•these-youui11-nove-in-a-certain-directi 
on. 

0DHN SSO-PRINTMhere-are-four-different-leve 
ls-for-youto-cowplete,"and-the-renaining 
-tine-is--shoun-at-the-top-right-corner, 
-You"have-three-lives-to-colled-as-nany 
-coins-asyou-can" 

ADGK S70•PRIMT:PRINT:PRINI'ControIs--•the•cur 
sor-keys-:':PR INT"Up•- -junp/c1inb•ladder 
":PRINT"do«n'-«clinb-down-ladder":PRINT* 
left/right—nove-left/right" 

ABHL S80L0CATE-l,25:PRINT"Press-a-key-t0-Pla 
y"jCALLIBB18:RETURN 

HAGC 590-REMset-up-screens 
NAGA 600 F0R x:M0"20:F0R y:l"T0"25:p(x,g):3 

2:NEXT:NEXT 
ACNL 61OPEN-2:xl=liHHIlE-xl<>0:READ-xx,yy,xl 

:LOCATE-xx,yy:PRINT - STRINGt(x1,207);:FOR 
•a:xx"T0"XX*xl-l:p(a,yy):207:NEXT:MEND 

0BNB 620ch:207:F0R"a=l-I0-2:x=l:y:2:yl:l:MHI 
LE-yl<)0:READ-xx,yy,yl:LOCATE-xx,yy:FOR" 
b:yyT0'yy*yl-l:L0CATE"Xx,b 

PAC0 630•PRINT*CHRI<ch);:p(xx,b)=ch:NEXT:MEND 
:ch=252:PENl:NEXT 

PBHF 640-xl=l:UHILE-xlOO:READ xx,yy,xl:LOCAT 
E-xx,yy:PRINT•STRINGS(x1,165); :F0R-a:xx" 
TO"XX*xl-l:p(a,yy):165:NEXT:HEND 

PBXF 65O xl:l:MHILE"XlO0:READ xx,yy,xl:LOCAT 
E"XX,yy:PRINT-STTlIHCS(xl,166);:FOR-a:xx-
TO-xx«xl-l:p(a,yy):166:NEXT:UEMD 

EBM0 66O-PEN-3:FOR-a=l-TO-10:READ"X,y:LOCATE" 
x,y:PRINT-CHRt(2S3);:p(x,y):2S3:NEXT:PEN 
•1 

FCNI 670•READ•bad:FOR -a=l-10•bad:READ•x <a),y < 
a),xnax(a):LOCATE*x(a),y(a):PRINT • CHR J < 2 
55);:xx(a)=x(a):dir(a)=l:NEXT:x=l:xx=l:y 
:2:yy:2:READ"ti 



LISTINGS 

Imaginative title - Platform Game. 

CAMK 680-GOTO•140 
EAMA 690-REM-Level-1 
XCLC 700-DATA-1,24,20,12,22,6,4,11,6,1,3,5,5, 

8,1,3,5.1,4,19,2,1,10,1,7,18,3.13.2,8,13 
.1,1,11,6,1,12,5,1,13,6,1,14,4,1.13,10,1 
.14,9,1,15,8,1,16,7,1,17,6.1.18,5,1,15,1 
1,1,13,16,1,15,16,1,17,16,1,19.16.2,16.1 
4.1,18,14,1,11,21,1,1,1,0 

GAPH 710'DATA'3.7,13,6,12,8,10,1,6,1,1,0 
JACK 720-DATA-4,5,13,12,11,10,1,14,7,9,4,4,20 

,5,9,1,1,0 
DAEP 730-DATA-l,1,0,1,1,0 
LAJG 740 DATAa3,6,5,15,5,9,7,17,9,3,10,14,11, 

3.15.10.15.21.20.15 
FAFJ 750 DATA>2,1,23,20.5,10,9.99 
EALA 760•REM-Leve1•2 
PBIB 770 DATA-1,3.1,1,15,5,3,6,1,5,3,1,5,11,3 

,7,4,5,8.7,5,12,5,7.13,2,8,13.8,1,14,7,3 
.17,8.1,11,12,10,9,17,2,10,22,3,12,21,3, 
15,20.1,15,19,5.17,8,1,17,21,4,17,22,2,1 

BBPC 780-DATA-20,5,6,3,22,1,4,21,2,5,19,2.6,1 
7,2,7,19.2,9,9,3,10,9,2,11,1,3,12,1,2,18 
,5,3,1,1,0 

JAFC 790-DATA-4,6,8,6,2,8,7,7,3,8,12,11,20,5, 
6,1,1,6 

FAPC 800-DATA*1,24,20,1,1,0,1,1,0 
LAHM 810'DATA-2,18,4,23,7,18,9,16,10,3,13,3,1 

4,20,15,10,17,7,20.20 
HAHG 820-DATA>3,7,6,11,12,6,17,10,11,20,120 
EAKC 830'REM'level-3 
NCMG 840-DATA*1,3,3,1,18,2,1,24,20,2,7,2,2,16 

,2,2,20,2,2,22,2,2,23,2.3.1,2,4.4,2,4,12 
,1,5,2,2,5,7,2,5,20,9,5,21,3,6,10,1,6,13 
,1,7,3,1,7,8,3.7,11,1,8,2,4,9,6,1,11,21, 
5,10,4,2,11,11,3,11,16.4,12,19,3,13,13,4 
,14,2,7,16,11,1,16,16,1,16,19,1,18,9,2,1 
8 

PAOK 850'DATA<15,3,18,17,1,18,19,1,18,23,2,19 
,13,1,19,21,1,20,5,1,20,12,1,20,17,1,1,1 
,0 

EBHJ 860'DATA*3,8,8,6,23,1,9,4,4,9.14,4,18,9, 
5,12,14,5,13,1,3,15,3,10,15,3,10,18,4,2, 
19,6,2,20,19,1,20,19,2,1,1,0 

MAFD 870-DATA<1,7,10.4,16,7,6,4,5,14,6,6,16,4 
,6,17,6,7,17,14,8,1,1,0 

JAPN 880-DATA>5,15,3,7,23,1,8,19,4,10,23,2,15 
,23,3,1,1,0 

IACG 890-DATA*5,19,3,6,17,3,8,23,2,12,23,3,1, 
1 ,0 

LAKG 900'DATA<1,23,7,2,7.7,7,10,9,9,13,14,11, 
10.16.10.19.5.20.16 

CADC 910'DATA>2,6,22,16,13,17,16,140 
EALC 920-REM-level*4 
OBJC 930-DATA-1,3,1.1,12,1,2,5,3,2,13,9,5,2,1 

,6.4,2,6,6,2,7,1,3,10,3,3,10,5,3,10,8,1, 
12,10,4,12,13,2,13,2,8,14,2,2,14,4,2,16, 
6.2,17,15,1,18,17,1,19,4,1,20,24,1,1,1,0 

HBAO 940-DATA-1,22,2.2,8,4,3,1,4,3,22,2,4,8,4 
,5,22,2,6,3,2,6.6,6,7,12,1,7,22,2.9,1,11 
,11,15,4,12,14,2,13,1,1,16,14,4,19,14,11 
,1,1,0 

CABO 950'DATA-2,15,4,5,5,7,17,18,5,1,1,0 
XALD 960-DATA*1,24,18,5,19,3,12,21,2,13,17,1, 

14,13,4,1,1,0 

HALN 970'DATA>1,20,8,3,16,8,9,21,1,10,22,1,12 
,19,1,18,13,2,IS,16,1,1,1,0 

LADC 980-DATA'1,11,2,23,4,6,6,5,9,17,10,4,14, 
14,17,14,20,3,20,10 

HAID 990'DATA>3,2,12,6,3,14,11,3,15,10,200 

Puzxle 
Okay, the title's not up to much to much, But 
Chris was obviously saving his creative talents 
for the game itself. He's come up with a 
computer version of those simple little slide-the-
tiles puzzle games that used to frustrate us all 
until we worked out the simple method of 
completing them - taking them to bits. There is 
another method, but I'm not going to tell you -
you can work it out for yourself instead ('cos you 
can't take apart a computer version). Anyway... 
GAPJ lO-REM-Letter-Puzzle 
GA0N 20-REH-By-Chris-Morgan 
ABCC 30 DEFIHT'a-z:DIH n(16):x(l): l :g<l): l :SV 

HB0L-AFTER-64:SYMBOL-64,0 
GAUM 40-FOR-x=l•10-4:F0R•y:l•10-4 
0APC 50'Z:INI(RND*16):IF'n<z):0-IHEH-n(2):l:p 

(x,y)=z-ELSE SO 
HAJC 60-IF-z:0-THEN-x(3>:x:y<3)=y 
DAPD TO-NEXTiNEXT 
LAAN 80'M0DE-O:PEN-l:PAPER-0:LOCATE-l,l:PRINI 

"MOVES'0 
CBH0 90 - FOR x=l-10 -4:FOR-y=l-I0- 4:LOCATE(x*3) 

•2*x,<y46)*2*y:PRINT-CHRf<p(x,yM4) 
DAJG 100-NEXT:NEXT 
HBJO 110x<2)=x<lky<2)=y<l):PAPERl:PENO:LO 

CATE(x(l)*3)»2*x(l).(y(l)*6)*2*y(l):PRIN 
T-CHRf(p(x<i),y<l))»64) 

MAKH 12G-IF-INKEY(0):8-ANDy<l)>l-IHENy(l)=y 
<1>-1:G0I0-19Q 

MAMH 130-IF'IMKEY(2)^'AND«(lX4'THEN'g(l):i) 
<1)+1:G0I0•190 

MABI 140•IF•IHKEy < 8)=0•AND•x <1)>1•THEN•k(1)=x 
( I W l t t l O V l t t 

MAKH lSQIF-INKEY(1)=0-AND x(l)<4'THEN-x(l):x 
(1>+1:G0T0•190 

OALH 160-IF-INKEY(9)^'THEN'x:x(l):g:g(l):PEN 
•liPAPER-0:0010-200 

JADB 170•IF•INKEY(67):32•THEN-CLEAR:G0T0•30 
CAFK 180-GOTO 120 
HCJN 190-PAPER-l:PEN-0:L0CATE(x(lH3)*2*x(l), 

<y<l)»6)»2*yU):PRINT-CHRI(p<x<l>,y<l>>* 
64):PAPER-0:PEN-l:LOCATE<x<2)»3>»2*x<2>, 
(y(2)»6)^2*g(2):PRINT'CHRI(p(x(2),y(2))t 
84):G0T0-110 

KCOO 200-IF-x>x<3)AND-y=y<3)THEN-st:l-ELSE-IF 
.x<x<3)AND-y:g(3)THEN-st:-lELSE-IF-xrx< 
3)AND'«<y(3>THEN-st:-l'ELSE'IF-x^(3)AND 
• y>y (3)IHEN-st=l-ELSE-PRINT-CHRK7); :G0T 
0-110 

PBBD 210-IF-y=y(3)THEN-FOR-a=x(3)IO'X-STEP-st 
:p(a,y>=p<a*st,y>iLOCATE<aO>*2*a,(y*6)* 
2*y:PRINI-CHRf<p(a.yh64):NEXT:GOTO-230 

JBGF 220 FOR'a=g(3)TOySTEP-st:p(x,a):p(x,a+ 
st):LOCATE(xi3)*2«x,<a»6)+2*a:PRINT'CHRI 
(p(x,a)+64):NEXT 

LAKJ 230'L0CATE(xt3b2»x,<y+6H2*y:PRINr."!p 
<x,y)=0 

GCJI 240 • t=t•1:cor=0:FOR•y=l•TO-4:FOR xrl.TO• 
4:IF<p<x,y)=x-AND-y=l)0R(p(x,y>=xMAND' 
y:2)0R<p<x,y)=x»8-AND y:3)OR(p(x,y)=x»12 
• AND•y=4)THEN-cor=cor+l 

IAOL 250-IF-p(x,y):O'THEN'X(3)^<:y(3):y 
NAAE 260-NEXT:NEXT:LOCATE-6,l:PRINT't:IF-cor< 

IS-THEN-110 
ADID 27fl-M0DE-l:PRINT'Hell-done.-You-have-co* 

pleted'the-puzzlein"t"eoves.":PRINT:PRIN 
T'Press-anykeyto-playagain'iHHILE-INK 
EYIO" :HEND:CALL'4BB18:CLEAR:GOTO'30 

n 
Typing 
listings 

If you've never typed in a listing 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ from AA before, then reading this 
following blurb is a REALLY GOOD IDEA. 
• Basically, all you need to do is make sure you 
type in exactly what we print EXCEPT the first four 
letters in each line. 
• The first four letters are a code which work in 
conjunction with our unique and uttorly 
excellent TypeChecker program below. 
• Only press RETURN when you get to the end 
of a command line. If a command line goes on 
to two lines do not press RETURN at the break 
in the line. Your lines on screen should break in 
exactly the same place as they do in the mag. 
• The dots you see in some lines (like the one 
between well and done in PRINT"Hel!'don*.') do 
not have to be typed in. They Indicate spaces. 
Thoy are thero so that you don't havo to guess 
how many spaces to put in when there are moro 
than one. 

TypeChecker 
This is a program that enables you to check 
whether you have typed AA listings in correctly. 
Type It in. then SAVE it for future use. So. when 
you want to type in an AA listing, and you want 
to double check that you got it right: 
• Load up TypeChecker. 
• Type NEW. 
• Type in the listing of your choice. 
• When you've finished type UST. 
• At tho end of every line a highlighted code 
will appear, h should correspond with the code 0 

printed in front of tho same line in AA. If it 
doesn't you have typed in that line incorrectly. 

PAML 10-MypeChecktr-V1.0—-By-Sinon-Forrest 
er--Dec-1992 

MAO J 20-'-For'Aastrad-Action—Public-Domain 
DANK 30 MEMORY-49FFF 
CAJK 40-csua=8 
CAME SO•FOR•addr =1A000•TO•A AG SB 
DAKJ 60-READ-bytet 
GAJB 70-byU=UAL("4"*byte» 
FACF 80•POKE-addr,byte 
GAFB 90*csufl=csuMbytf 
DALK 100-NEXT-addr 
0ACI 110•IF•csua<)42ADD•THEN•PRINT-"Checksum 

Error":EHD 
LAKE 115•POKE-4A001,PEEK'(4BBSB):POKE-AA002,P 

EEK-(4BBSC) 
KAHI 120-P0XE-4BBSA,4C3:P0KE -4BB5B ,43:P0KE -IB 

BSC,MB 
NACN 130-PRINT-"TypeChecker-VI.0-Installed":! 

ND 
MABC 140-DATA-CF,FE,93,FE,OA,CA,OO,AO,FS,CS,D 

S,ES,FE,0D,CA,22 
LACJ 1S0-DATA-AO,5F,16,00,2A,5A,AO,19,22,SA.A 

0,E1,D1,C1,F1,C3 
LAFJ 160-DATA-00,AO,3E,20,CD,00,AO,3E,18,CD,0 

0,A0,2A,5A,AO,7C 
LADI 170-DATA-CD,4S,A0,7D,CMS,A6,3E,18,CD,0 

0,AO,21,00,00,22 
LACN 180-DAIA-5A,AO,C3,1B,AO,FS,E6,OF,C6,41,C 

D,00,AO,F1,E6,FO 
KAJC 19O-DAIA'1F,1F,1F,1F,C6,41,CD,0O,A0,C9,O 

0,00,END 

Turning TypeChecker off (it is automatically 
initialised when you RUN the program above) 
and back on again is quito simple: 

POKE 4BBSB,0 To turn rt off 
POKE 4BBSB ,3 To turn it back on again 

Isn't scienco amazing? (Now don't argue.) 
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30 LISTINGS 

rksh 
This Month's dissected program U a fabulous little listing 
by that Chris Morgan blolco, a gamo callod Crusher. Tho 
concept Is really quite original, so you should have a bit of 
fun with this. The screens, nurse— 

Line 90 
This Chris Morgan is a man who believes in doing 
things the quick way - instead of dimensioning 
these variables one by 
one. he's done about four 
million on the one line. In 
case you're wondering 
dimension variables are 
simply variablos that 
have depth - they can 
act liko a pile of numbers 
instead of a single one. 
Let's take a look and 
see how it works: 

lO-DIN-aKS) 
tt*m*ui<to*s 
30•INPUT *a$<1) 

40'NEXT'1 

Instead of working with 
fivo different variablos. 
we've worked with five 
variables, all of which 
have tho same name. 
This has obvious 
advantages, as wo'vo just 
seen - the other method 
would have involved five 
INPUT commands. The 
other advantage to this is 
that wo could easily get 
the computer to pick a 
string at random, or deal 
with hundreds of text 
strings in one go. 

characters by five characters at the top-right of 
the scroen, we'd use this command: 

UINDOtMl,36,40,l,S 

The first figure. #1, refers to tho reforence 

CRUSHER 

Line 
140 

This lino demonstrates 
one of Locomotivo 
BASIC'S most incredibly 
handy features - its 
ability to smarten up 
your programs by using 
windows. Though they're 
not nearly as advanced 
as the windows In the package by the same 
name that used on tho PC. they'll still be a 
great help. Let's say that we want a window five 

EABC 10 REN Crusher 

CAOP 28-FEN-by-Chris-Morgan 

DACD 30 REN-(c)-1994 

BAIC 40-REN 

GAL1 SO'DEFINI-a-x:DEFSTR'C,s 

EBOD 60 • INK • 0,0; INK • 1,24: INK • 2,22: INK • 3,20: IN 

K•4,6:INK•5,19:INK•6,26:INK•7,17:INK•8,1 

1:BORDER-8 

JAAE 78-SVNB0L'254,126,126,126,126,126,126,12 

6,126 

HAftO 88-SYMBOL'25S,24,24,24,60,60,60,126,98 

JAM 98MN-b(14),e(14),y<14),yy(14),dir(14) 

PAGO 100 • sc'/.-O:N0DE 0: PEN•2:PRINT'Score: -0* :P 

RINT"Hiseore:";hi 

EBPL 110-PEHtl,1:UIND0Uil,3,3,7,14:PRINTI1,"C 

RUSHER"; isrCHRI (255) :al:CHRf(2S4)*KHRI< 

18KHRK8) 

JANE 12O*cc=M":F0R<a:l'T0'3:cc=cc+at:NEXI 

DBBL 130-PENI1,3:MINWW»1,1,6,16,22:PRINT»1<" 

•Bji Chris-Norwn " ; C H R I ( 1 6 4 

);"1994 

PA0P 148-HINI>OW-I1,1S,28,8,10:PEN-I1,?:PRINH 

1,Avoid-the-blocks'} 

CBIH lSOMINDOUil,16,20,18.20:PENI1,8:PRINT»1 

."Keys x";CHRI(242)j''";CHR»(243);" 

OANH 16O-PLOT'190,1O,6:DRAU-19O,296:DRAM-45O, 

290:DRAU•450,10:DRAW•190,18 

HACN 178F0R-«:7-T014:COSUB-43O:NEXr 

FAAN 18O-xx:lO:x:18:COTO'240 

FACD 190-REN-controls 

BBFH 200•c=LEFTI<UPPER!(INKEYI>,1):IF•c:""THE 

N.270-nSEHHILE-INKEYtO"'iHEND 

JAM 21O'IF-c:"Z"AN» x)7.THEN x:x-l:COTO.240 

JANN 220• IF• c:"X-ftHI»-k< 14 • THEN-x=x»l :C0T0 • 240 

CAHK 230-GOTO-270 

ABF0 240-LOCATE'XX,24:PRINT"'*;:L0CATE-x,24:P 

EN4:PRINT-s;:PEMl:xx=* 

FANH 2Se iF yy(x)>24 IHEH-3S8 

FABP 260'REN Nove-blocks 

JAEF 270-FOR• a=7• TO• 14:IF dirU)=-l • THEN• 300 

0AJ0 280<IF'9y(a):25*THDI'L0CATE>a,24:PRINT"< 

•i:C0SUB•338:COTO•320 

IBPC 29QLOCATE-a,y(a):PRINT*:L0CATE-a,yy( 

a):PRINTCHRI(254)j:yy(a):yy(a)*l:y(a)=y 

<a:C0T0•320 

NBKC 300-IF•y<a)>8-TNEM•yy(a)=yy(a)-l:L0CATE• 

a.yy(a):PRINT"•*; :yU):y<a)-1:LOCATE-a.y 

(a):PRINTCHR$(254); :COIO'328 

HBC0 318-LOCATE-a,8:PRINT':L0CATE-a,yy(a): 

PRINT•CHRf(2S4);:yy(a)=yy(a)*l:y(a)=y(a) 

•l:dirU)=l 

JAPD 320 NEXT:IF•yy(x)>24-THEN-360-ELSE-200 

CBFK 338-IF-LEN(c(i)):MHEN-sc/.:sc/.H:L0CflTE 

•7,1:PEN'2:PRINT'SC'/.:PEN'1:G0T0'430 

ftBNI 340 c(a):LEFTI(c(a).LEN(c(a))-3):dir(a)= 

-l:yy(a)=yy(a)-l:RETURN 

EAKK 350 REN crushed 

IBFH 360•FOR•a -1•TO•250:FOR•b=1•TO•2:OUT•4BC0 

e,6:0UTABPO0.2S:0UT«BCO8,?t0UT«BD0e.3 

3:NEXT:0UT«BM0,2B:NEXT 

DA0C 370-0UMBW8,31 

NBKK 388 PEN l:L0CATE<x,24:PRINT"CHRf(254){:L 

0CATE•1,3:PEN•4:PRINT"You've•been•croshe 

da:IF-scX)hi-THENhi:scX 

JALD 390'PRINT"Press*a'key-to-play 

JAAG 400•IF•INKEYI<>""THEN•400 ELSE•CALL•ABB1 

display eight windows numbered O to 7, though 
window O is the window that's normally the screen. 
Printing to window #8 will send text to a printer if 

you've got one, and #9 
will send text to any file 
you've got open, but you 
don't need to worry 
about that right now. 

Lines 
360 

to 370 
I just thought I'd montion 
this little routine, as it 
was featured in the Easy 
Street feature in issue 
98 All ifs really doing is 
shaking the screen using 
the CRTC chip, which 
controls tho scroen 
picture. You don't noed 
to know exactly how it 
works, just that you can 
use it to shake the 
screen for whatever 
reason you have. 

Line 
430 

CAPJ 410-C0T0-100 

GAHH 420-REN-create-blocks 

ABFN 430'PEN l:c(a):cc:b(a)=INT(RND*8)»INT(sc 

Z/5):IFb(a))14THEN-b(a):14 

IBKN 440-F0R-b:l-T0'b(a):c(a):c(a)taf:NEXT:c( 

a):LEFTI(c(a),LEN(c(a))-2):b(a)=b(a)»3:y 

y(a)=8+b(a):y(a):8 

IAHK 4S0'L0CATE-a,8:PRINT'C(a);:RETURN 

number of the window we're setting up. The next 
four numbers are the left, right, top and bottom 
odgos of the window, in character measurements 
(the same as the LOCATE command). Obviously, 
this window would appear roughly in the middle of 
the screen If we were In mode 2. but we'll work in 
modo 1 for now. 

If we wanted to change the colour of the paper 
or the pen. we'd use tho following commands: 

PAPER-ll,(pen] 

PEN'll.tpenl 

Obviously, you'd replace the [penjs with the 
pen colour you wanted to use, but that's how you'd 
do it. Printing is also very easy: 

PRINTI1,"Hi-there" 
Using these modified commands, we can 

Have wo discussed how 
to produce random 
numbers? It's quite 
simple, so a quick recap 
wouldn't be too painful. 
There is a system 
variable called RND, 
which produces random 
numbers. It's called a 
system variable because 
you can't give it a value -
it's variable, and 
generated by the 

system. The random numbers this variable 
produces are between O and 1, so we need to do 
something to get more utilisable figures, such as 
multiplying RNO by the maximum number we want 
to produce. For example, if we wanted to produce 
a random number from 1 to 5, we'd multiply RND 
by 5. Wo would also like it to be a whole number, 
though, (none of those messy little fractions, thank 
you) so we noed to use the INT operation. So if we 
wanted to print this value, we would use: 

PRINT -INKRNDiS) 

Random numbers are damned useful, by the 
way - if you want your prize-winning game to have 
any unpredictable alien movements or 
starting position, you're going to need to 
know how to generate thom. © 
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A D V E N T U R E S [31 

3 
Looking for that adventure of a l i fet ime? This month Debbie Howard recommends 
a couple of adventure-or ientated fanzines that |ust might help you f ind it— 

M r 

Lords & Ladies of Adventure 
If you are stuck on one of the 
games listed below, these kind 
souls are will ing to help you. 
Please remember to enclose an 
SAE with your enquiry and 
DONT ask for a full solution, as 
you might be disappointed. If 
you want to become a Lord or 
Lady please write to The 
Examiner. Amstrad Action. 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath. Avon 
BA1 2BW. Go on. you know it 
makes sense. 

O Five On A Treasure Island. 
Werewolf Simulator - Samantha 
Blair. 2 1 Obelisk Rise, 
Kingsthorpe, Northampton 
NN2 8QT. 

e Five On A Treasure Island -
Tommy MacDonald. 7 County 
Cottages. Piperhill. Nairn. 

e Adult II, Bew Bern, Blue 
Raider 2, Can I Cheat Death?, 
Doomlords 1-3, Dick-Ed, 

Escape From The Planet Of Doom, 
Firestone, Jason And The Argonauts, Lords 
Of Time, Nite-Time, Red Moon, Spaced-
Out, Welladay. Yawn - Paul White. 18 
Conifer Road, Coxford. Southampton. 
Hampshire SOI 6FX. 

O Shard Of Inovar, Five On A Treasure 
Island. Holiday 2, Me//. Hobbit, Lords Of 
The Rings, Shadows Of Mordor, all Dizzy 
Games - Andrew 
Hughes. 12 
Colliers Close, 
Woodhouse, 
Sheffield, S Yorks 
SY3 7DE. 

O 4th Protocol 
(parts 1 &2), 
Knightmare. 
Mega Bucks, 
N.E.X.U.S. -
Andy Riddings, 
10 Berkshire 
Street. 
Chaddesden. 
Derby DE21 6SQ. 

e tiers 
Cluepot 

The test In the 
Treasure bland \ 

33 Go to towor 
crumbs and 
34 Eat . 
35 It is oasy to Vive the mdttffio,'. .mo tin 
sticks to / 
36 Wait 
3 7 Enter whole 
33 Wait for you 
39 Drop sticks. 
40 Light paper with match. 
4 1 Light stick with burning papor. 
42 Drop paper. 
43 The storm had gone now. go to Rocky 
Headland and onter boat {wrocked ship). 

I have had several letters 
f rom readers asking if 
there are any magazines 
aimed solely for Amstrad 
adventurers. Unfortunately 
there are none to my 
knowledge that deal only 
with the Amstrad but there 
are a couple that include 
all computer formats. So 
this month instead of the 
usual adventure review, I 
thought I would review 
these magazines instead. 

Adventure 
Probe 
Price: £ 2 . 
Address: 5 2 Burford 
Road, Liverpool, L I 6 
1QH. 
Cheques/Postal 
Orders payable to: 
Adventure Probe 
Now in its sixth year. 
Adventure Probe has gone 
on f rom strength to 
strength outlasting all other 
adventure magazines. With 
its friendly and informative 
manner, i f s easy to 
understand why. There are 
approximately 60 pages 

each issue, filled with 
reviews, tips, objects and 
their uses, letters and so 
on. Tho magazine has 
become so popular with 
adventurers that every 
year the 'zine holds a 
convention just so that 
they can meet. 

Red Herring 
Price: £4 
Address: 5 0 4 Ben 
Jonson House, 
Barbican, London, 
EC2Y 8NN. 
Cheques/Postal 
Orders payable to: 
Marion Taylor 
Released bi-monthly, Rod 
Herring has boen running 
for just over two years. Its 
main aim is to include 
maps and full solutions, but 
It carr ies other features as 
well; hints, letters and 
general information are all 
to be found amongst its 
pages. Although you may 
find it rather pricey it is 
beautifully presented and 
the February issue had 
over 85 pages. 

Wll^i, 
If IJA. -F 



Bargains galore and much, much more in the CPC second-hand 
superstore. Orv in other words, here are the small ads... 

FOR SALE 

Master System 2 with three games, main-, 
adaptor and lead to connect to TV £90 or 
nearest offer. Tel 0748 834295 after 5pm. 
CPC disc and tapo garnet Including 
Lemnwigs. Roadblaslers, Mim Office 2 Worth 
£200 plus Will seR all for £70 or separately 
Also DMP 2000 prmfer only £85. Phone 0573 
223459 for details 
CPC6128. colour with HR5 printer. 3 ^nch 
drrve. Not been used Tape lead Over 40 discs 
pkrs sonie Wanks and a tew tapes £300 the tot 
o*no. Ash for Geoft. 0246 570215. 
Amstrad CPC464, colour morxtor. £80. 
CPC6128 ROM tho £15. Dart Hectfortcs Light 
Pen £20. ProText CPMt (disc] £30. Mm Office 2 
(d«c)£8 Many games and magazines Fordetafc 
SSA£ to Julian Cater. 29 St Leonards Road. 
London, SW14 7LY. 
Magazlnot, gamos. books for CPCs for sole 
((ldudng Soft 158 Firmware Guide) Second 
hand Good condition Send SSAE for list to A 
Swinboume. 11 Vcarage View, RwJditrrh, Worts 
B97 4RF Phone 0527 68419 
Colour monitor Amstrad CTM 644 £80ono. 
0323 647318 
Amitrad 464 Plus, comprises cokxt monitor, 
keyboard, 3.5«nch disc drwe. pnnter, 20 ptos 
software titles, PD software, magazines, joypad. 
al manuals provided Pristine conation. A bargain 
at £275ono. Phone 081 443 4586 
Amstrad CPC6128 colour monitor. pystick. 
Muttiface 2.20 desk games, mMJBb £115ono 
the tot Also TV modulator £25. Cash only. Buyer 
coOectv Ray Edwards Tel 021 743 3569 after 
6.30pm. (West lAdlandsi 
DMP2000 printer, modem, Multiface 2, P2 
Interface. DDI disc drive, c&tc botes, Eprnrm. 
Eprom Eraser. Pools winner, MAXAM, manuals 
and books For list and prices wnte to tan, 245 
Tarbock Road. Huyton, L36 050 Telephone 
051 480 9931. 

Muffifaco 2 for 6128 £20 Advanced Art StuHo 
on d « £12. Drsc games £5 Tape games £1 
Please phone for details. Everythng r exceient 
condrtion with manuals, etc Tel 0234 870571 

Soccer Management game, many leatures 
mctocfrig team selection, transfers, suspensions, 
njurws, tacbc* and more. Send £3 phis 30p pAp 
to Demon Games, 6 Greave House Terrace, 
Leoton, rtjddwsfietd. West Yorkshire, HD8 000 
Great value Tape only. 
Software Cassettes from 60p each Discs from 
£1 each Cassette deck, good loader. Over 300 
items Ail originate Some blank discs. SEnd SAE 
for kst to Mr W Learoyd. 42 Startey View. Armtey, 
Leeds. LSI 2 1TS or phone 0532 319383. 
Amstrad 6128. Some cfrsc games Loads of 
tape games, tape recorder leads. Colour monitor. 
Printer cabio, CPM discs, manual. Amstrad 
magaznes. loysticks £100ono. 0827 716116 
Amstrad CPC 6128. C7M664 colour morafor, 
tape deck. Advanced Art Studo, ProSpel. ProText, 
tots of Software, mouse, joystick. £260ono. Rmg 
John on 0252 319312. Aider shot. Hants 
Bargain: CPC6128 wrth cotour monger, tape 
deck, manual, four t w desk, joysticks, many 
Karnes and Mm Office 2. Al vgc. al for £100 CaU 
M i on 081 657 2795 

3.5 external plug-In drsc drive. Fits Amstrad 
6128,464 computers. Brand new. Never used 
ShB m box with instructions. Cost £70. Wii 
accept £42ono. Jonathan, Setoy, North Yorks 
0757 248756 
CPC6128. cotour monitor, datacorder, MuMace 
2. Insider, M n Office 2. magazines, games on 
disc and tape £140. Phone Terry 0536 518902. 
36 Upo games lor sale. Amstrad CPC464 Al 
onginals. Price £20 for the whole tot. ono. Send a 
SSAE for • ist to Matttiew Gtover, 12 Gvnck 
Street. Afcaston. Derby DC24 8PT 
Printer for sale. Amstrad DMP2000 Package 
includes four nbbons. printer lead and fu> user 
manual Immaculate condHion. £70 plus p ip 
Phone Chris on 0785 841010 
CPC464, colour monrtor. games, magazines, 
joysticks. £120ono Aho Megadnve, six games, 
two pypads. Aviator 3 joystick mags, 2.5 year 
guarantee. £90ovno. Buyer cotects MJ 
Richardson. 25 Beckenham Gardens. 
Hemlrgton. Mtodlesborough. Cleveland TS8 9JU. 
Amstrad CPC6128. Colour monitor, tape 
recorder, joystick, tots of games on tape, cfcscs, 
books, exceient condition. £160ono Tel: 0327 
310297. Northants 

Amstrad CPC464 coloiir monitor. DMP3250di 
printer, tutorial tape. Tasword, approx 90 games 
lassorted). joysticks, some magaznes, standard 
manual. smaA desk included. £120ono the tot. 
Call Steve evenings 0264 4772223 or mobile 
0860 571683 
CPC464. Vgt. Cotour monitor. 60 games 
nctodmg rwie carts, manuals. Joypad, £150ono 
Boxed games from £1. AAs 30-99 wth tapes from 
75p. For details Phone Andrew 0602 202877 
CPC464 (worn cassette) GT64, MP-1.001-1 
(needs attention), toysbek. prrter cable. Soft 158 
specification, dscs. software. Good condition 
except as noted £120 complete or wiH spit Tel 
0707 334346 (eveiwgsl. 
Just about every Amstrad magazine irver 
printed lor sale. Al to be sold together If not sold 
ml be thrown away. Wtfe's orders Carl Surry. 37 
Farfield Way. Bomet. Herts EN5 2BQ. 
Amstrad CPC464. 664. 6128 cassette 
games from £2 List avalabk AA back issues 
91.93.95.96.98. 100 £1 eoch Winter Games. 
Star Strike, Super HangOn, Buggy Boy, Robocop 
Tel 0582 581259, 

Amstrad 6128 Plus Iboxed) wth colour momtor. 
•nmaoiate condrtion manual, joypad, cassette 
player, games (disc and tape) Altogether worth 
£500 W4 sel for £300 ovno Everything must gtf 
Phone Adnan 061 681 3354 
Cassette and disc software. O m 50 titles al 
gtxng at £2 or under Inducing Potsworth & Co. 
Hard Onvn'. Robocop and many more. For detals 
sendSAEtoASeaton, 37 Whriowdate Crs, 
WhrVw, Sheffield S7 2NA. 
Amstrad 464 cotour monitor, DO dnvr*. Star 
printer. Miitiface 2.6128 expansion, mouse, kght 
pen, MP1 TV tuner and £300worth of software. 
Including Advanced Art Studio ObOono TelUn 
0506 414876 ajwigston) 
Printer AEG Ofympn ESW 2500i daisywfwef, 
RS232 or Certroncs, wide carnage, ful wortaig 
order, n superb condtan. Includes dust cow. 
Only £50 Ring 0883 715193 
CPC464 keyboard £25 Green monitor £25 
Colour monitor £50. Games 50p each. Joysbek 
new and boxed £4. Rmg 0883 715193. 
CPC6128 with green screen monitor, MPI. Ine 
printer, discs, tapes, books and mags. £100 Jeff. 
Colchester. 863937. 

Games over 100 c las yes on tape and <ksc 
nctockng Bards Tale, Mni Office Z XOuf Cheap 
prices For list send SAE to Mr KM Wlli.ims, 4 
Kingston Gardens. Beddngton, Croydon CRO 4TX. 
40 Amstrad Actions A<1h tjp«?s. £40 plus £5 
p ip RAMDOS £10. MAXAM plus ROMbox £25 
MAXAM plus ROMboard £20 plus p&p Tel 0302 
864730 
165 tape games 10 compilations from 50p to 
£5 SAE to Darren Utlcwood. 33 Clay Flat lane, 
Rossmgton. Doncaster Soutfi Yorks DN11 OAZ 
Amstrad 6128 Plus «wth mouse. ROMbox. Pretext 
ROM, cartridge games, con&olo and joystick 
£200. Amstrad Action magazines in Binders issues 
141 Best offer secures 071652 1197. 
Amstrad 464 Plus .xth monitor, joypad. prwiter. 
disc drive, manual, disc games and tots of games 
on cassette worth over £800. Sel for £500 ono. 
0246 239113 after 6pm 
Amstrad CPC6128 cokx# monrtor with system 
discs. Mro Office 2 £75 Protext. CP/M* version 
with ProMwge. ProSpel £30. Gunshp <4sc £5. 
EMe manual 12 Plus Postage. 061 620 2118 
Bob. Oldham 

Amstrad CPC464 green screen monitor. 140 
ptos games, Bug joystick. Exceient wortong 
order. £I40ono or exchange for Amiga 500 or 
500 Plus With or without game dftcs or exchange 
for CD player dependng on make Also Amstrad 
Action mags plus covertapes. Wit not split. 0287 
650720 after 3pm 
Tape games sale AD under £4. Send SAE for 
*st to Kart Phfcps. 21B Lewi sham Park. London. 
SE136Q2 
Atari 800XL. handbook. 70 games, £15ono. 
Wil swap for DDI drive rterface Also Amstrad 
cassette games for sale. For a Ml list write to 
Andrew Hurt. 46 Henry Street. Oebertfwn, 
Suffolk P I4 6RH 
CPC6128 CTM644. ProText. ProMergr Plus, 
Utopia. MAXAM 1 *>, SDOS. ROMs. 3.5-*ich ckrve, 
Stop Press with mouse. MuMface 2. Soft968. 
applications and games ACU and AA magazines, 
etc Alitor£150.041 634 2344. 
CPC6128 with manuals, colou monitor, 3<nch 
drive, cassette deck with leads, joystick. 11 
magazines with covertapes and over £180 of 
games £330ono Btiyer coBocts. Cal Paul on 
0945 860389 
464 Plus as new Two joysticks 1200 printer 
Laser Gun. All leads. 40 plus games 3 cartridges 
15 copies of AA and taoes Tel 0630 654597 
I Shropshire). £250ono 
Amstrad CPC 6128 with CTM644 cotour 
monitor, joystick and user instruction book. Hardy 
used. Includes Amsoft utilities due and Dr logo 
Cal 0373 452680 for Mke (Frome). Bargati 
£120ono 
MP-3 Modulator TV tuner boxed as new. Never 
used £20 or w« swap for speech synthesisers 
for 464. Epyx cart for Ptos machines £650. Cal 
Cannock 0543 506095 after 4pm (Tim) 
30 Amstrad Games £11 and also Sonic 3. Zool 
and Sensible Soccer for £35 each. Send cheque 
to 11 Flamborough Close. Skegness. Ltocs PG25 
IHR. PS Send to James 0 Eptoa 
CPC464 cotour momtor. joystick 150 top 
games. Nler. demonstration tape and book al m 
very good condition Ask for Donv* . All lor 
£125ono 081 952 6932. 
Oragon 32 games for sale starting from £2.50. 
For ful kst send SA£ to Craig Chadwick. 70 
Wefcigton Road. Todmorden. Lanes 0L14 5EH. 
Magazines for sale. Amstrad Computer User, 
also Compuhng Wth The Amstrad. ptos CWTA 
Incorporabng Amtix. Various issues from August 
85 to June "88 Phone for detals 071-822 3727. 
Ask for Roger 

18 Sega Game Gear games VMde range 
inducing Poo.lv Olympic Gold. Super Otf Road. All 
with boxes and instruct ions In VGC £12 each 
ono. Tel 061 9691847. 
Amstrad CPC 6128 Aith colour morttor. Mini 
Office 2. CPM discs. CPM Plus, many dscs, mags 
and manual, £180. Price rctodes couner defrvery, 
Tel Arthur 041 883 4421 (Glasgow) 
Multiface 2 for sale Exceient conrttion and 
hardty used All fully boxed and with wtrucbons. If 
rterested ptease contact M.vk on 0202 891250 
between &8pm 
Amstrad CPC464 mono monrtor. manual, £200 
plus software, joystick. 12 AAs, word processor. 
Epsom MX80 printer £210ono Write to Knss at 
19 George Ehot Avenue. Bedworth, Nuneaton, 
W.vxs CV12 9ET Tel 0203 318575 
464 with ProText OOU. discs, 35 AAs. tons of 
discs, tapes, toads of software, etc £300ono. Al 
reasonable offers considered Rmg now on 0529 
306256 after 6pm weekdays, anytime weekends. 

Buying goods through the post 

There are loads of great 
bargains to be found in this 
Reader Ads section and the 

other adverts scattered through 
the magazino, but some of you 
might be a bit reticent about 
sending money through the post 
for goods you haven't seen to 
somebody you've only talked to 
over the phone. But don't panic. 
Just follow our simple guide to 
buying goods by post to minimise 
any risks. 

X Before ordering anything try to 
contact by phone to the person or 

company advertising the goods 
you want. Write down a list of 
questions you want to ask them -
clarify the price, who will pay for 
delivery, compatibility, etc. 
X Confirm a delivery date - ask 
how long you can expect to wait 
before the goods will be delivered 
(with official companies it should 
be within 28 days). 
X Never send cash through the 
post. If possible use a credit card 
because it will probably give you 
some form of insurance. Failing 
that use a cheque or PO. 

X Keep records of all 
correspondence and phone 
conversations with the people 
you're ordering stuff from. 
X If a problem does occur, the first 
place to contact is tho person or 
company you're ordering the goods 
from. Be calm and explain the 
problem clearly. Most faults are just 
mix-ups and can be sorted out 
X If. however, you continue to 
have problems write to us here at 
Advertising Complaints. Amstrad 
Action, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, 
Avon BA1 2BW. 



SERVICES 
Two rare to come by tape games Armageddon 
Man, £3 and Mnd Fighter ndudwig novel $4 
Phone Karl on 081 690 7940 
DDI disc drive good condbon. w«h CP/M 2 2 
Woai for CPC464, £75ono. contact T MMer. 
PakeMd. Lowestoft. Suftt* NR33 
Amstrad CPC464. colour monitor with 
keyboard, tape drrver. two foysticks. 100 games 
with manual. £1100634 370631. 
CPC464 Plus. vgc Colour monitor, 60 games 
Including 9 carts, manual, iciypad £l50ono. 
Boxed games from £1. AAs 30-99 with tapes 
from 75p. For details telephone Andrew on 
0602 202877 
CPC464. colour monitor, 00) disk drnre. FDI 
disk drive, Mulbface 2. TV modulator. 41 AA 
mags. 44 discs. 80 tapes. Light Pen. Joystick 
utility discs. Mini Office 2. £295. Tel Alan 
0293 771693. 
Budget release cassettes tides including 
Mrtson Genocide, The Trap Door, Super Hero. 
Classic Muncher. Zub. Fast Food. Phone for 
complete fist. 071 822 3727. Ask for Roger 
Pretext ROM and Graduate Software CP/M 
PVis ROM for sale £10 for Protert £15 for CPU 
Can Ronald on 0738 29536 M i l 
Rombo ROMbox with 8 ROM-. ProText. 
ProMerge, ProSped. Odd JoO, etc £60 MP2 
modulator £20. Books and games, tape and 
dsc Phone for M John 0633 857376. 
Newport Gwent Postage extra 
Amstrad Action issues 51, 53 to 100, each 
£1 30 or £13 per 12. Also SY8X programmng 
programmng the 280 by Rodnay Zaks £15 
Write to lain Qwgley, 14 Bute Court. Greenock. 
Inverdyde, Strathclyde. Scotland PA 16 7AG. 
CPC games lor saAe including Salman The 
Movie, Seymour Goes To Hollywood. HUdson 
Hawk, compiabons and more Tape and discs 
from 50p. Send SSAE tor kst. 21 Oane Bank 
Avenue, Crewe. Cheshire CW28AE 
Amstrad CPC6128, green screen. Fo l 2nd 
disc drive, business software £70. 3 5mch 
2nd disc dnve with 3rd drrvo switch and 
MS800 formatting software 145 Tel 0727 
856181 after 4pm 

Great tapo games for sale. Prices up to £8 
Titus The Fox. Soccer Stars. Hudson Hawk and 
loads more Write to John S*iclw. Ivybank. 2 
Low Green Road, trvme. Ayshire KA12 8RA 
CPC6128 WCTronics 256K memory £75 
Miitrtace 2 £20 many books (manuals and 
general CPC stuff). 0404 44154. 

WANTED 

Help! i am looking to purchase an Amstrad 
computer new/secondhand and IBM/PC 
compatible For spreadsheet, database, 
wordprocessor. drawing, etc. Write to Chris. 8 
Shipton Street. York. Y03 7AU. 0904 679914. 

001-1 disk drive for 464 Plus. Also wanted. 
Stfti City on tape. Good price pa»d. Phone Garry 
Nelson on 049 0843061after 4pm> 
PO games wanted for a new PD kbrary. Tape 
or (isc Send to TPD. 88 Sbo Road. Pakeheld. 
Lowestoft. Suffolk 
RAM Music Machino interface and software. 
Will pay up to £10. Tel 0225 722899 after 7pm 
Amstrad 6128 gomes wanted Disc or l.ipe 
Also some for sate or swap. Also anything else 
interesting you may have. SAE with your iist to 
28. The Rally. Arlesey. Beds SGI 5 6UJ. 
Wantod: Extreme. Spindirzy. Scooby Doo, 
Helter Skefter. Nebulus. Pang Telephone Ben. 
0902 676171 
Wanted: A 3«ich disk drive for the 464.1 will 
swap for two megadrives games. Phone for 
details on 0473 216891 after 4pm 
Atari 130XE TV-swItchbox wanted urgently 
Telephone 0295 267140 after 5pm and ask 
lor Mr F Merntt 
MPI modulator m exchange for GT65 green 
monitor Contact Adam on 0507 605120 after 
6pm. H you get answering machine leave 
message and telephone number 
Wanted: Heroque- I and Football Manager One 
Will swap lor Midnight Resistance, Turbo 
Tortoise or Afterburner. All cassette Wanted 
for CPC464. Write to Lee Cleary. 20 Arcacia 
Avenue. Mattby Near Rotherham, South 
Yorkstwe S66 80S. 
CPC 464 Plus, cokxi monitor or modiiator 
MPI Plus Phone Jamie on 0743 874156 
Wanted: Contrental Circus, Nigel Mansers 
World Championship and Power drift. I wil give a 
good game for any of these Telephone Alasdan 
0828 4483 after 5pm Cassette only. 
Public Domain software wanted for new di:.k 
PO kbrary. Anything from games to utities. 
Please send to Colm Moriarty. Bree, 
Enniscnrtfiy. Co Wexford, Ireland 
Keyboard for Amstrad PCW8512 Contact 
Mr H Greer. 15 Wlgton Avenue, Leyland. 
Preston. Uncs PR5 1AJ 
Wantod: Sim City on cassette Also Multiface 2 
Phone me after school hours on 0343 549408 
or il you prefer write to 4 St Andrews Square. 
PmeWd, Elgin, Moray, Scotland IV30 3HX 
Wantod: AA covertapes 4 and 7 from the 
magazines AA70 and AA73 Also want magazine 
orty - AA83. Phone 081 575 2979 everwigs 
only. Will pay up to cover price. Ask for Robert 
Multiface 2 f v 6128 Pta WM pay up to £20 
Phone Steve on 061 652 5242 (Oldham] Or wd 
do swaps. 

Help! I'm stuck on programming. I need a pen 
pal to help me do some programming on my 
CPC 6128 dsc drive. If you can help contact 
George on 0981 240057 (everwigs). 
Amstrad Actions 1-65. 71, 72 and 74 with 
covertapes in good condrtion. Wfl pay 50p each 
or £35 for the lot. Stuart Mainland. 2 Douglas 
Road. Coytton, Ayrshire. KA6 6JJ 

Printer compatWe for Amstrad CPC464, cokxi 
or mono. Write to: Emily Parle. 32 Broadhurst 
Gardens. Sandford. Oxford. 0X44 4YQ. 
PC 286 Most be cheap and have hard drrve 
RAM does not matter WiH pay up to £150. 
Exchange 464 extras £300 software Write 
Kris. 19 George Eliot Avenue. Bechvorth. Warks 
CV12 9FT. 
Wantod: Absolutely anything to do with 
Amstrad programming from hints/Tips to 
game/demo programming and cheat type<n 
pokes. Anything PD If enough responses with 
aim to start Amstrad programming help tape 
with possible mag later 
Software disc to control DK'Trontcs 256K 
memory expansion unit for 6128 an anyone 
help? Peter Pnffreyman, 33 St Mary's DRrve. 
Thorngumbald. North Humtoerside HU12 9NS 
0964 623656 

EMR MIDItrack -^stem (tape) desper.ilely 
wanted Will pay reasonable pnee. 464 version 
Crease Contact Ronnie ORourke. 166 Westbum 
Road, Westbum, Cambusiang. Glasgow. Or 
phone 041 641 1179. 
Prince of Persia or Jack Mcklaus Golf wanted 
on disc for 6128 Plus. Wii pay reasonable price 
Also wanted Kick Oft 2 also for 6128 Plus. 
Phone 06626 70490 after 5pm weekdays 
Penpals, any age (yes. even yours. Ed) male or 
female who can help me understand the 
Amstrad 464 Am I too old to team? I know 
Basic, ifs the technical part I would kke to get to 
know better. I am 57 with no job. I h a * plenty ol 
time on my hands. Nora Less. 285 Franklin 
Road. Cotterbndge. Bmwgham B30 1NH 
Colour monitor. Exchange Green monitor plus 
cash For CPC 464 Also leads for colour TV 
Also games ksts wanted. 0200 24601 
Light Gun tor Amstrad CPC464 Wdpayipto 
£5 Telephone. 0872 77936 and ask for Joseph 
or wnto to Wdow Green Farm. 3 Mile Stone, 
Truro. ComwaL 

Ponpals wanted aged 14-18. Needed to hop 
me understand the CPC464 HI reply to 
everyone that writes. Write to: Sherry Field. 
73 Bach Close. Brighton Hill. Basingstoke. 
Hants RG22 4JZ 
Wanted desperately Rambird's Advanced 
Music System on disc (boxed). A fair nee 
part. Please ring Howard on 0403 241240 
anytime If answerphone please leave your 
name and number 
Halpl Could anybody help me with any ol the 
Dizzy games. Hints, tips or maps. Help before I 
go insane Paul Pryers, 4 Gaddeston Grove, 
Wdyn Garden City. Herts 371805. 
Wanted! Wantodf Wanted! AA1 and AA2 (m 
readable conation if possWe). Write to Brwo, 
Postfach 43.8804 Au. Switzerland (sorry about 
last time - Ed). 
Wanted: tape deck tor Amstrad CPC6128 Wa 
pay up to £8. Contact Simon from 5.30pm to 
9pm on 0634 574007. 

Amstrad CPC/Plus nomeprogrammed 
software for sate (not PD) For a paper catalogue 
of Amstrad software send SAE and lOp to 
Derek Payne. 89 Wolverhampton Road. Codsal. 
Wolverhampton W 8 1PL 
PBM games If you like PBM games write to 
PBM Rock Group. Lower Dexbeer, Dexbeer 
Holsworttry. Devon EX22 71A Or ptwne 0288 
82348 after 6pm and ask for Paul 
Tho Office Disc: looking lor top serious PD 
programs kke word processors, speadsheets 
and databases' Send disc. SAE and £1 to 
David Crookes, 37 Tnmmgham Drive. Bury. 
Lanes B181JW 
Tho Entortainment Disc: lots of PD games 
(TaptTBafls, POww Tetns Puzzntx. etc). SEnd a 
dnc and SAE and £1 to Da^d Crookes. 37 
Trimingham Drive, Bury. Lanes BL8 1JW. 
Tho Entortainment Disc 2: Lots more PO 
games (Jumpmama, Lei Mings). Superb. Send 
<*sc. SAE and £1 to David Oookes. 37 
Tmwgham Drrve. Bury, lanes B18 1 M 
Buy and soli computer magazine. Free 
advertismg. Send SSAE tor detarts or £1.50 for 
largest magazine. Payable to D Howard. 10 
Overton Road. Abbey Wood. London SE2 9SD. 

OTHER STUFF 

Coming soon: SeandeA Mag with cheats, 
stories, puzzles and much mote Tel: 0483 
814321 for a subscription. 
Pen Pals, mate and female aged 17 to 25 from 
any country to swap programs. AI letters wiS get 
a reply. Afc Hatatn. 85 Thames Prom. Chelsea. 
Victoria 3196. Metxxme. Australia 
Wantod doad or alive (preferably abve) PD 
contacts to swap PD on disotape Write to Tom 
Dean, 53 High Lane. Bur stem. Stokeon Trent. 
Staffordshre ST6 7DF. 
Do you have Graduate Softwirre's ( PM* on 
ROM? Have you moved and would kke to change 
your address on the ROM71 can help. Call Perth 
0738 29536 
Are you bettor tfwsn Kenny Dalglish? M so wtty 
not try our great new PBM, Soccer Leagues 
Enghh and Kaftan teams Send SAE tor free 
starter pock Paul Barrett. 26 Spring Bank Croft. 
Parkhead. Hoknfvth. HuddersheM HD7 1LW 
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Price: £ 1 . 5 0 
editor: Karl White 
Addrosa: Bryn Trofor, Llandccwyn, 
Gwynedd LL47 6YR 

This is one of tho most professionally 
produced CPC fanzines available. Karl 
has decided not to produce It on the CPC 
and even though it i t not keeping in with 
the spirit' of the CPC tcono. it does 
admittedly make for a better product in 
terms of design. 

But all graphics and no words maketh 
not a good fanzine, as the saying goes. If 
this is true then Krath has almost Krashed 
out Okay, so it does have words - it's not 

a picture book - but it 
M R H have 
^ K j P ^ ^ M many of them, The 

M M large font which limits 
H i l l the reviews to. on 

average. 100 words. 
Krash't saving point is 

I that It reads well even 
if the adverts tend to 

_ get In the way of any 
real content. 

magazine with just 
OfM Alitor though, it 
i t not a bad start. As 

••"• I an added bonus. Karl 
• t t N H N B H I I has slashed the price 
^ • ! of iisuo one to just £1 

and says that any 
Amttrad Action readers who order the ftrst 
two issues can have both for 50p each. A 
bit of a barg. really. 

Content: 40^4 

CPC Mania 
Price: £1 (choques 
payablo to Alan Payne) 
Idltor: Derek Payne 
Address: 89 Wolverhampton 
Road. Codtall, 
Wohrorhampton, West I j L 
Midlands WV8 1PL •• A 

i V Y f / of the the *ztno is the actual 
' content of the roviewt: four lines, 

no matter how beautifully written, do 
not give the reader a solid base from which 

to decide whether or not to spend their 
money on the game. 

P S M j F S f l B ^ M j That aside, though. 
it's a formidable 

A lot of the things 
r . r i f f tha 'zine have boon 
l ^ x M i i i g i a covered by other 'zinos 

' before, but if you you 
want to read thom again 
but written from a new 

w angle, then you could do 
, /'I:i1; j' .' j•• >, worse than tako a squizz 

{ ^ ^ j P l f t * , at CPC Mania 

Content: 6 4 % 
Appoarance: 4 0 % 

B 9 O v o r t . l l : 6 0 % 

his first foray into 
fanzine publishing 
CPC Mania is an A4 
'zine with 28 pagos 
Unfed appear to have 
been designed on a 
word processor. 

Inside you'll And 
the usual news, 
reviews and cheats, 
as well as an article 
on the history of the 
CPC. The major flaw 
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to-disc transfers, a PD library guide, lotters. 
addresses, technical pages and quite a few 
adverts. In short, it's got the lot. Well, not quite 
all. What it hasn't got yet. unfortunately, is a 
logical way of numbering its pages. If you turn to 
the last page you will find that you aro reading 
pagos 3 and 20!? 

The articles are written in a clear and 
interesting style which is easy to follow. What I 
found a little bit naughty, though, was that the 
editor has decided to snatch a few sontencos from 
other magazinos. namely Artificial Intelligence and 
Amstrad Action. Come on Salman, at least give 
the original writers some credit. 

In terms of design it's a docent enough looking 
'zine, though it's an almost direct copy (again) of 
Artificial Intelligence (but imitat ion is the sincerest 
form of flattery, as they say, and if you are going 
to imitate another fanzine then Artificial 
Intelligence is a good target). Unlike some other 
fanzines, finding articles is not like searching the 
local computor shop for CPC software as the 
layout is clear and uncluttered with a decent 
percentage of appropriately used clip art. 

This is the first issue of the 'zine in its current 
guise and so it is still in an experimental period. 
There are some problems, but it's quite a 
satisfying read. 

tn •n/wma n«/\in tin 
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Content: 5 8 % 
Appoarance: 7 2 % 

Overall: 70% 
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" W e l c o m e , m y f r i ends , t o Hie Puzz le M a z e . I a m 
you r hos t O l l l o O ' B r a l n , he re t o sub|ect a sot o f 
v ic t ims (S imon a n d Dave) t o a l l m a n n e r o f 
dov i i i sh CPC puzz le games . W i l l t h e y m a k e I t t o 
t he Puzzle Dome a n d p l a y t ho u l t i m a t e puzz le 
g a m e ? On l y mumsy know*—." 

Scene one: presenter, looking more like a 
genetic teddy-boy throwback than a 
television presenter, leaps onto futuristic-

looking stage, landing in front of two timid-looking 
contestants. 1 wrote the Rocky Horror Picture 
Show, you know", he mumbles, before leaping 
into life. "For those of you who haven't seen this 
show before, i fs very simple. We take our two 
contestants around several zones, each 
containing a number of rooms. Our team picks a 
member to be shut into the room, where they'll 
find a rather natty piece of equipment called an 
Amstrad CPC On each computer, there'll be a 
puzzle game running, on wtSch they'll have to 
complete one level. If they fail, they'll be locked in. 
If they win, however, they'll win crystals, which will 
buy them valuable time later on." 

"Unfortunately, owing to a total lack of cash, 
commitment, or care on the part of the producers 
of this show, we only have a team of, erm, two. 
They'd better not get too many wrong, or this is 
going to be a very short show," the jovial 
presenter beams, before leading the two 
contestants out of shot by the elbows. "Right, into 
the first zone, hurry along, chop. chop, 
oh dear, where do we get them..." 

IMrls (po) 
After a tight little musical sting our 
presenter, accompanied by the team, 
strolls into the mam corridor of the first 
game area - the Classic Zone. All 
around is classy furniture. PD 
catalogues spread artistically over the 
polished tabletops from their fingers. 

X",'" o B u 
tho name 
of this ono. 
(Hint - not 
Monotris) 

Ollie bounds over to the nearest one and 
picks up the catalogue, quickly scanning the page. 

'Tetris, Tetris 2000, Super Tetris, Mega 
Tetris, Power Tetris, Hyper Tetris, Wetns, 
Temptris, Schmetris and Draughts. This is the 
place all right - home to one of the most 
famously classic games of all time. Who wants to 
take the first crack at this one?" 

Dave, sensing his other team member's 
oncoming editorial revolt, shoves Simon roughly 
through the hatchway. Simon is just about to 
complain when Ollie lets the door creak shut. 

• H i i X f f 
• x x ^ 

novsl Iwlit for ''{HI 
CPC T*>tric wor ld. 

Before the timer has 
even started. Simon is 
playing away. For the 
beneH of anyone who 
hasi't been anywhere 
near the planet Earth 
for the past few years, 
Si~on starts to explain 

the idea of Tetns over his shoulder. 
"It all started with some Russian bloke 

wanting to write a comouter game, but being 
restricted by the entertainrent technology 
available in the country at the time. Instead of 
relying on fast moving high resolution video 
images and a gun. he had to write something 
that even the most basic o* computers could run. 
He came up with Tetns." 

"The idea was really simple - a series of 
randomly-selected shapes fall down the screen, 
and all you have to do is move the shape left or 
right or rotate it to try and fit it into the best 
available gap. When you completely fill a 
horizontal line with blocks it'll vanish, and all the 
blocks above will fall to fill its place - if the pile of 
shapes reaches the top of the screen, you see. 
you're dead." 

After a few minutes of cursing at himself for 
his lack of planning, foresight, and basic ability, 
he emerged from the room to collect his crystal. 

Ollie comes to the most important point. "So 
what would you give it. then?" 

"Well i fs a classic - there aren't many games 
that achieve this kind of acclaim. Ifs gameplay in 
its rawest form, without interruptions from 
graphics or sonics. Ifs a game, the object of 
which is to have fun. I fs classic" 

Rating: 

Battleships (p—fc) 
"Onto the next puzzle challenge, then." Ollie 
booms, leading them to the next doorway, as 
Simon makes a conscious effort to keep Dave 
between him and the door. "This one is an 
intelligence test - who's going to give it a try?" 

"He's clever," says Simon, 
taking a step back. Ollie, 
needing no further prompting, 
opens the door for Dave to 
step through, letting it swing 
idly shut behind him. 

"This is a very simple 
game that everyone's seen 
before, called Battleships. I fs 
dead simple - you have a grid 
of ten squares by ten 
squares, onto which you have 
to place a set ol battleships. 
Each player (or the computer) 
takes it in turn to fire at a 

location on their opponent's grid. The only 
indication they'll then receive is whether their 
shot was a hit. miss, or was the last section of 
an already destroyed ship, meaning a sink. And 
so the object of the game is to wipe out your 
opponent's entire fleet before they get yours." 

After a minute of wrestling with an on-screen 
representation of a piece of plastic, Dave 
emerges from the room, looking slightly let-
down. "Ifs okay, but why did they bother?" he 
asks, with all the confidence of someone who's 
reviewed several similar games several times 
before, "Why not just play it with paper and pen? 
Putting it onto computer really doesn't seem to 
be all that productive a way to spend your time -
if you really desperately want to play Battleships 
to badly you need a computer opponent, you 
must be pretty sad anyway." 

"But then what would bored PD programmers 
do with their time?" replies Ollie. limbering up for 
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P U Z Z L E G A M E S 

the jog to the next zone. "We'll be right back 
folks, after these adverts." 

Rating: 

P i p c t n o n i o (t< ) 
"Yes folks, it's time for those games with the 
tightest time limits you've ever seen, making you 
worry about two things - running short of time as 
well as trying to work out what the hell you're 
supposed to do." Ollie bounds onto the set of the 
second zone, flicking an egg timer on the wall 
nearby. "Quickly now, who's going to have a try 
for your third crystal?" 

"I may as well do all the work as usual," 
mumbles Dave as he shuffles to the door that 
Ollie's happily tapping out a 
rhythm on. "Whafs this one. 
then?" asks Dave. 

"Pipemania - you have to 
take tiles from the conveyor 
belt and drop them onto the 
grid. Each tile will have a 
picture of a piece of pipe on it, 
and all you have to do is make 
as long a section of complete 
pipe as possible, to contain the 
gunge that starts travelling down the pipe a few 
seconds after you've started building it," chirps 
our presenter, managing to lean towards both 
team members and the camera in a ridiculously 
overbearing manner. 

Dave steps through the door and sits down, 
picking up the joystick in a superior manner. "Call 
this a joysbck? How am I supposed to use this?" 

Ollie is just about to give a reply roughly along 
the lines of, "quickly!" wher he's shouldered out of 
the way by Simon, who immediately starts shouting 
gabbled instructions at the top of his voice. 

"Press fire to start it. Thaf s right. Now grab 
that piece ever there. No - the one on the left. 
Oh, you idiot. No, don't put it there. What are you 
doing?" Dave is obviously ignoring this 
unprompted and unwelcome attempt at 
instruction, an action which only serves to make 
Simon shout all the louder, "You've messed that 
right up, Dave. Now what are you going to do? 
Oh. you jammy sod - that was so close. And 
that. You're just lucky, that's ali." 

The end of the level is punctuated more by 
Simon's silence than it is by the CPC's squeaks 

and bleeps. Dave, 
triumphant, steps out 
of the opening door, 
taking another crystal 
from Ollie. 

"That was a gem of 
game." says Dave, 
sounding at peace 
with the world. "The 
time limit being liquid 
ooze is a nice twist 

and the fact that you can see the next five pieces 
you'll be given coming along the conveyor belt 
lets you plan ahead, even though they're random 
enough to keep you on your toes." 

"It was fun, wasn't it. You might like to know 
that there's a PD version available thaf s every bit 
as good as the original, at a fraction of the 
price," smooches Ollie, displaying a surprising 

knowledge of the CPC scene. "We'd 
better get on though, as we've got to 
fit another game in this zone in before 
the ad break." Ollie sprints over to a 
door on the far side of the scenery. 

Rating: 

Puzmic (Hit SqvtNl) 
"Oh wow - it's Puzzmc." Simon is 
clearly happy. 

Dave, looking through the 
hatch, decides to explain for the benefit of the 
studio audience: "Ifs a lovely little game, this. 
Each level has a set of variously-patterned blocks; 
when you push two tiles with same design next to 
each other, both disappear. The blocks can sit on 
top of one another or on platforms, and you can 
push them about with your cursor. In fact, the 
only thing you can't do is lift the blocks - you can 
only slide them sideways, or let them fall off the 
end of platforms." 

Simon takes offence, "I don't need instructions 
Dave. I've played this billions of times before." 

"20 seconds gone," Ollie isn't in the least bit 
worried about the time limit, he just thinks he 
ought to announce the time occasionally. 

"Just don't stand there telling me what I 
already know. You always do that." 

"30 seconds," 
Simon rushes over to the table and starts 

playing, relying on his intellect and cunning to get 
him through. As you could have guessed, his 
intellect and cunning fail him miserably, and he 
barely completes one match before the timer 

The games they missed 

Classic ball-
crunching lun. 

After his untimely lock in. Simon had startod to 
get friendly with one of the studio hands, who 
gave him a little guided tour of some of the 
gamos they'd missed. 

E-Motion 
A truly odd little game, this one. but wo'vo all 

seen It before. You start each level with a 
ship (or two if you've got two players). 

- md a load of different coloured 
balls. In a style similar to 
plotting, you havo to collide 

^ identically coloured balls 
& together by knocking them 

• around with your ship. Be 
a ' warned, though - if balls of a 
3 U n different colour clash, they'll 

produce lots of little baby balls. 

There's a time limit to each 
level, being the time K takes 
for the atoms (ifs a physics 
game, you see) to reach 
critical mass and explode. 

R a t i n g : & %% 

w t 
S8r r ^ .mi 

,1c Dix*y 

r . M J 

Can yaw break 
the link in time? 

-

" I 

i Or avoid the obstacles? 

Lemmings 
Yup. it's the game that everybody lovod. 
Everybody loved it. They loved it right up until 
they found out it was so bugged it was pretty 
much unplayable, as some levels would crash, 
others would hang up, and others had design 
flaws that meant they wore totally unbeatable. 

It was a fun game, though - a hatch would 
open in the sky. and 50 or so lemmings would 
all Jump out. It was your job to get each lemming 
to do something useful, such as climbing, bridge 
building, digging, exploding, or anything else 
that'd help the other lemmings reach the exit 
safoly. The game was perfectly suited to other 
mouse-drivon formats, and though the CPC 
version meant suffering with a Joystick, it was 
still an utterly fab little game. 

R a t i n g : ^ ^ & ^ 

Panic Dizzy 
We always slag off Dizzy when we can, don't we? 
There's a reason for this, if you must know -
most Dizzy stuff is utterly and completely crap. 
Panic Dizzy is no exception, being a truly vile 

f 4 
m | 

» U - < j w I ' M * l ' I 
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little pu2zle game, 
involving a conveyor 
belt with different-
shaped holes and 
falling blocks. All you 
have to do is move 
the belt left and 
right, trying to catch 
the shapes in the 
corroctty shaped 
holes. 

That's K. The fact that Dizzy 
just happens to be standing 
elsewhere on the screen has 
absolutely nothing to do 
with the gameplay. and he i 
was obviously just used to 
sell what was otherwise a 
bland, irritating and shallow 
little game. 

I n a P a n i c ? D o n ' t 
c a l l D i s x y . P l a a s a . 

R a t i n g : 

Spitting Image 
Released aeons ago (in computer game terms, 
at least), this was just a simple variation on the 
standard slidy tile game, except for the fact 
that it had nice huge pictures of well known 
political figures to shift around as opposed to 
squares with numbers drawn onto them. As the 
name may suggest, the pictures were artwork 
versions of the Spitting Imago puppets. What 
more can I say? It's just a slidy puzzle game. 
Yep. that tedious. 

R a t i n g : I j j k 
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runs out. Ollie, with the joy of anyone who gets 
to be in charge of Locking People Up, slams the 
bolt on the door firmly home, and tuts loudly. 

"It wasn't my fault. The joystick was faulty. 
The CPC wasn't working properly. You were 
putting me off by telling me what to do." Simon 
gets desperate for a plausible excuse. 

"You should have just got on with it, shouldn't 
you? It's a great little game, with a reasonable 
time limit and loads of fun levels, but you just 
stood there arguing, instead of trying to get used 
to the way of thinking you'll need to get through 
the game * Had Dave thought this over, he 

wouldn't be saying something like this, but he 
didn't really see what damage Simon could do 
from the other side of a wall, be it only chipboard. 

"Do you want to buy him back out? If II cost 
you a crystal. Actually, it'll cost you nearer two -
there's a lot of him. you know." Ollie then starts 
making exaggerated weighing-up motions. 

"Leave him in there - it was his own fault," 
says Dave, resolutely shaking his head. 

"Very well," Ollie declares, producing a 
mouth organ and hammering out some 
nameless blues 
tune. "Onto the next 
zone,then - the 
action zone." 

And we fade to 
black again, hearing 
this time the muffled 
unprintable cursing 
of Simon throwing 
himself around a 
small wooden room. 

Rating: 

The Puzzle Dome 
V k A t 11 / j fc 1 < a n f * e l , h o **«nf bui ld ing. 

I I L ̂ S L "There are 99 levels, 
I * V f 1 9 — L V W % there is a specific target 

T^nTMf Wgi&WAl. 
"And so," purrs the Puzzle Maze's presenter. 
"We come to the final game, the Puzzle Dome, 
the greatest challenge of all - a real corker. 
Shame all our contestants have been locked 
in. I'll just have to play it myself." Ollie 
clambers into the groat crystalline structure 
and tho door closes 
behind him. pushed I We 've hod 
ably by a flabby " W the cart 
studio hand. — J Insured, yo 

( T e n g e n ) U D -
As soon as he turns •50 
the machine on. the / 
Klax title screen W w ~ j j u H M M M 
appears. That*s the J T g S S S 
beauty of cart game, 
he reflects quietly, until he realises that the TV 
audience are still with him. "This is a great 
game - you have to catch the coloured squares 
in your bucket as they fall off a conveyor belt, 
and then deposit them in a grid in an attempt to 
make lines of three or more, vertically, 
horizontally or diagonally. Horizontal lines of 
three score just a few points, while diagonal 
lines of four or ftve are much more lucrative. 

"There are 99 levels, on each of which 
there is a specific target to achieve; 
sometimes you just need to get a certain 
amount of Kiaxes (rows of three), while at 
other times you need to score a specific 
amount of points. The worst, though, roquiro 
you to get. say 13 diagonal or 18 
horizontals. It also gets very fast as the 
levels progress and starts throwing new 
colours in your direction. 

"Ifs so great, in fact, that the prize for 
completing the Puzzle Maze is an unlimited 
session on Klax. This is the puzzle game 
against which we rate every othor one - ifs 

fast, challenging and fun. but 
It still needs a heavy amount 

* • of brain powor and 
u < * > - reasoning on the later levels. 

This isn't just a game - this is 
— • — THE game" 

Ratin 
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IHHi l i l H D 
As the final ad fades 1 1 

from the screen we see Olhe and Dave running 
into the final zone, trying to make out that while 
the viewers were considering changing their 
washing powder and resolving once more to buy 
the single of the latest Levi's ad. the hapless 
contestants been jumping around platforms and 
corridors in an attempt to get to the next level. 

"Here we are at the last zone, the Action 
Zone, Mumsy, Mumsy. Mumsy." Ollie is obviously 
getting into the part. "The first game is Plotting.' 

"I like Plotting, me." Dave had found 
something he likes. He peered through the 
viewing portal. "Right, see that block of tiles 
there on the right. Well you throw other tiles from 

r . • 
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PUSH 2P BUTTOn 
It's Plotting - one of 
the best puzzlers ever! 
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the left ard 
try to hit a 
tile in the 
pile that's 
got the 
same 
pattern. If 
you do. then both of 'em vanish and another tile 
flies out of the pile, which is the next one you 
have to chuck back into..." 

"Hold on, take a breath." Ollie looks bemused. 
"I didn't understand a word of that." 

"Er, i fs a tricky one to explain. Perhaps, I'd 
better just polish this one of f , " says Dave. 

Ollie walks over to the door, types in a code, 
and watches the door slide gracefully open. 

Dave, stepping through the door, tries to 
ignore the machinery that, though opened the 
door so smoothly, was refusing to shut it again. 
Walking over to the CPC. his face noticeably 
drops. "You've put it on a high level." 

"So? Is that a problem?" Ollie gets excited - so 
far. this was the first game that might be difficult. 

"Ifs just that Plottings the kind of game 
you've got to make sure you've got the hang of 

before jumping in at a really high 
level - i fs best to work your way 
up gradually." whinges Dave 
while he wrestles with the 
joystick, and utterly fails 
to complete a level. 

"Lock-in, then, Tm 
afraid." Ollie leaps 
in delight - he 
doesn't have to 
worry about the 
Crystal Dome any 
more, if there's no-

one left to complete it. "You could buy 
your team out. but not only are you 
locked in. but you wouldn't have any time 
in the Dome." he tuts, "your luck's out. 
mate - puzzle your way out of that." 

R a t i n g : ^ ^ ^ 
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I've heard of crazy paving 
but this is just getting 
downright ridiculous. 

J u n e 1 9 9 4 AMSTRAD ACTION 
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Danger - that's what it's all about. Staring death m 
the face and getting away with it. That's what 
drives you on, gives you your thrill, for you're the 
universe's top bomb disposal officer. 

Somehow, though, you think that the 
thrill in prospect on your latest mission 

might be too much for even you 
to take. Intergalachc 

terrorists have lined 
dozens of rooms 

in a major space 
station with 

hundreds of highly 

1 : JOYSTICK 

2 : C U R 5 C U R 5 

A .. P0H0:DH 

Psst. Wanna buy some software going cheap? Some ol i f s 
going for Hie price of a disc and a stamp. Some less than that. 
All completely kosher, you understand. Y'do? Then Keith Woods 
has got the dirt on the latest and hottest PO merchandise. 

had never been seen on Earth before inhabited 
the land. If only the British government had 
listened to Greenpeace... 

Environmental politics aside. Atland places 
you in the role of a bird which has gained some 
rather strange fighting abilities (it must have been 
the fallout) and has to shoot down and kill all 
manner of mutated nasties, whilst trying to avoid 
bubbles emanating from the Earth's 
contaminated crust. 

To help him on his way there's a variety of 
different weapons for him to collect. He's also 
remarkably mobile in the air and can never die -
as this is only a demo, you never lose a life. It 
also means, though, that the game soon gets 
boring, as there's very little to it and ifs 
extremely repetitive - the chance of getting killed 
might have added a much-needed edge. 

The little you do get. however, is extremely 
good. The scrolling is fast and reasonably 
smooth, and the graphics and sound are 
excellent. Most striking though, is the absolutely 

Atland - as far as we know tho commercial 
version of this was never released 

The radiation disaster at THORP, which was 10 
times worse than that of Chernobyl, had 
catastrophic results. The most contaminated 
areas were no longer fit for humans to live in (a 
bit like Staines then - Dave). Only grossly 
mutated insects, a hundred times their 
normal size, and creatures the like of which 

Troll 
By Noel Berthereau 

Oh no! Poor little Troll has gone and gotten 
himself lost in the big nasty forest, and if he 
doesn't find his way home soon, he'll be late for 
his tea! Worse still, he's in danger of being 
gobbled up by one of the vicious 
animals that lurks among the 
trees. Can you help him? 

Well, maybe you can. 
If you can move Troll 
around the PacMarUike *• 
screen to collect nine 
magic potions, whilst 
avoiding the nasty 
monsters, you'll be 
rewarded with a key which'll 
allow Troll to escape through a 
door at the centre of the screen. 

The trouble is though. Troll's gone and gotten 
himself so well and truly lost that you'll need to 
repeat this feat 10 times. This doesn't bode well 
for Troll's chances of reaching home, as you'll 
soon discover that i fs really difficult to manage 
to get past even the second screen. 

This immediate level of difficulty is a real 
shame, because with its cute and colourful 
sprites and straightforward gameplay, Troll is 

clearly a game which 
would only be of interest to 

young 'uns. 
Despite its . ^ 

initial 'cute' appeal, ̂ m 
Troll is likely to leave them 
bored and frustrated. 

Atland Preview 
By M Fauquet 

explosive bombs, and you've been called in to 
clear them out. Lucky you. 

With your heart in your mouth you enter the 
first room. There's little left of it but tiles and 
bombs. The walls have been destroyed, and there 
are maior gaps in the floor, so you'll need to be 
careful to keep your feet firmly on the ground, lest 
you fall into the eternal abyss of space. With 
slippery ice patches and hies that crunch 
underfoot, you know this is not going to be easy. 

The bombs come in three varieties. There are 
ones that just destroy the tile you're standing on; 
ones that destroy four tiles more directly beside 
them as well; and purple ones that destroy every 
tile surrounding them, which are a real pain 

You've got to prime the bombs, and m three 



Robots versus deadly dandelions (wo Mtink). 
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18811% 
By Joe Moulding of Sleepwalker PDS 

PO librarians usually just copy other people's work, 
without ever sitting down to write anything more 
than disc menus themselves. How refreshing, then. 

a PO librarian who devotes much 
to programming his own software, 

and indeed, bases his library on his own work. 

That librarian is Joe Moulding of Sleepwalker 
PDS and Caeciha Metelia is one of the best of the 
many games he has produced to date. 

You're placed in the role of a Robodigger, 
who's got the unenviable task of searching through 
15 spikendden tombs in search of some valuable 
sparks which open the door to the next level. 
Unfortunately, the tombs are damp and slippery, 
so as soon as Robodigger gets going, there's no 
stopping him until he hits a wall door or spike. 

Robo moves around by crashing from wall to 
wall. When he hits the edge of the small screen 
he re-emerges on the other side as fast as ever. 
The idea of this game is to find a way to all the 
sparks without hitting the sharp side of a spike, 
heading off in a direction which is free from 
anything that might bring you to a halt or falling 
foul of the tight time limit. 

Ifs one of the better ideas I've seen for a 
puzzle game lately, and boy have I seen a lot! 
Pity, then, that there are only 15 levels, but the 

ones we've got are cunningly designed and sure 
to keep you occupied for a reasonable while. 

The graphics are perfectly functional, if a little 
bland, and there's a decent Soundtracker tune 
tracking along in the background to keep your ears 
amused. The playing area is. perhaps, a little too 
small, though the nature of the game does demand 
a screen of petite proportions. 

The only real grumble is m m a / 
that there's not a enough to ] 
it. Maybe Joe will produce an * * * * 
extended XL version...? 

The 
rubbish 

graphics 
bollo o 

really 
quite 

game. 

amazing animation of the 
main sprite, the bird. It flies 
along with its wings 
flapping with startling realism. 

As far as I know, the full version 
of this game never got 
released. More's the pity, as 
if the demo's anything to go by. 
it would have been a stormer. 

Soundhakker 2.0 
By The Equaiizor 

The Equaiizor is best known for hacking other 
people's code. Now he provides a program to 
help you hack the Soundtrakker tunes out of 
other people's programs. 

It works on the basis that most Soundtrakker 
tunes, which dominate European disczmes and 
demos, are often stored in the second 64k of the 
CPC's memory, and thus survive a software reset. 
The Soundhakker can then hack the music from 
the extra banks and save it as a stand alone file. 

The difficulty is, though, that it is impossible 
to effect a software reset in 99 per cent of the 
programs Soundtrakker tunes are found in. But if 
you've got a Multiface or HacMt, no 
problem, because they can rip the music 

short seconds scuttle away to a safe distance 
before they explode and Wow you to kingdom 
come. The difficulty is that each bomb sets off any 
other bombs which are within its range, creating 
some pretty explosive chain reactions. As you're 
rooted to the spot you're on when the bombs begin 
to blow, you need to be pretty sure that you're 
standing in a safe area, and won't be cut off from 
any unexploded bombs which you need to finish the 
level. Predictably, the many levels are cleverly 
designed, becoming steadily more difficult as you 
progress, to ensure that you must take careful note 
of the result of setting off any of the bombs. 

Control is simple enough, provided you're not 
one of those people that loathes 30 games. The 
graphics are colourful and everything moves as 

out of anything (well, almost, let's 
not get literal about this). So, 
assuming you can actually get at 

your tunes you'll be able to use this extremely 
well programmed utility which comes complete 
with full instruction (a bonus for PD). 

If you own a Hackit, the Soundhakker may 
prove very useful, as it can be easily installed in 
the Hackit. But there's one minor drawback; the 
program is stored on tracK 40 of your disc. This 
means when that you want to 
copy it you have to copy the 
whole disc instead of just ^ J 
one file, which is a completely i 

pointless irritation. 

X-Treme 
A Symbiosis production 

X-Treme, edited by Hypnomega. is a 
double-sided disczme from the 
relatively new Symbiosis crew, 
which was formed when 
ace coders 
Prodatron and 
Alien left Beng! in 

Slay in Hio green and out o! 
the reds you get nothing 
in this game if you 
fall through one 
ol those blue 
squares, either. 

well as it needs to. though the 
sound leaves a lot to be desired. 

As for the all-important gameplay. 
this is one game that sure has it. It's like 
Jumpmama in 3D. combining demanding 
puzzles with an arcade 
element, but on a smaller, ^ B O / 
slower scale. This is 9 C S / A 
definitely one of ^ ^ - * * 
Claude's better games. 

last summer 
after having 
released 

their highly acclaimed Voyage Megademo. 
The presentation and control is similar to that 

of Bad Mag. Ifs also in overscan, and features a 
great Soundtrakker tune with each article. The 
main differences lie in the fact that X-Treme scrolls 
text from bottom to top. as opposed to nght to 
left, and it doesn't make nearly as efficient use of 
the screen as does Bad Mag. Neither does it look 
as nice, or feature as smooth scrolling. 

However, a nice touch is the little pictures within 
the actual body of the text which scroll along with 
it. which liven things up. You can also choose your 
articles quicker than in Bad Mag, as all you have to 
do is move a raster bar over the article of your 
choice, as opposed to flicking through the articles 
until you reach the one you want. 

As for the all-important text. X-Treme boasts 
25 reasonably long and informative articles 

(in both German and French), 
covenng most aspects of the 

CPC scene. There's no 
digression into non-CPC 

topics like in Sad Mag. 
X-Treme is one of the best 

disczines around, second only to the 
mighty Bad Mag (though it has a long way 

to go to catch up). And hopefully soon well 
be able to see what AA's very own 

Richard Fairhurst has produced 
with his long-

awaited 
Better 

Than Life y f \ 
disczme, the first issue 

of which is imminent. 

So now you want to got hold of all this lovoly 
software. Well, it should all be avallablo from 
your friendly neighbourhood PD library, and to 
find out where that is. chock out tho Amscene 
Directory on page nine 
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A r a y o u r o a d y f o r s o m e m e g a - r o u l t i - p l c i y c r m a y i i e m ? N o , 

y o u r s e l f f o r p e r i i a p s H i e b e s t g o m e e v e r t o c o m e o o f o f 

E u r o p e . S i m o n c h e c k s o u t h o w t h i n g s a r e s h a p i n g u p * f 1 

Those of you who've ventured outside the coming full circle, because Megablasters 1 

world of the 8-bits and into the domain of is Super Bomber Man for the CPC. 
consoles such as the SN£S will have Odiesoft's Megablasters has a ^ J j j 

undoubtedly seen or heard of one of the most simple enough game idea - you play 
playable multi-player games ever to be released the part of a blokey stranded in a series ^ f ^ 
on cartridge - Super Bomber Man. Of course, of maze-like levels with only a lorry load [ ^ I T ' 
this was preceded by Bomber Man on other of high explosives to protect him. Each 
formats, but the SNES version was the first to level is one screen in size, and features 
make rt really big. indestructible walls, destructible wal s and oad 

Like most other console games though, the guys. Your aim on each level is !o kill 
concept of the game owed a hell of a lot to stuff everything that moves that isn't you. 
thafs been available on the &brts for years. The bombs are old-fashioned, black, round. 
We're not here for a ^ — , shiney affairs tr.at blow 
history lesson, but up after a few seconds -
just bear in mind that you can't contro' the 
this is a game with B • • ^ t m i n g , just as you can't 
serious roots. But I S ^ ^ _ ^ N ' V % % • control t re effects When 
now everything's J - - •» a bomb explodes, the Thoro'. only one • • ^ ^ K ^ l ^ f * 3 S t S h ° ° , S a « 0 S S * e 

way It can end. - - — r W ^ M ^ M " i K S G h 0 r , Z 0 n t a l |y a n d 

One • ! them dies. 5 ^ R • ve^t cally taking out 
| g M • everything within range. 

as killing things; blasting th'ough destructible 
3 S 3 & timimmm wails is the only way to get from one side of the 
3 2 d f i 1m * screen to the ot^e r. 

Megablasters from O d i e S e f t . W i l l i t bo as 
g o o d as w o o h v i o v s l y t h i n k ? W i l l I f ? H u h ? 

including Rookie, Village, Forest and the like. 
Each of these worlds contains five normal levels, 
a secret level and a bonus level. The *ive normal 
levels are the screens you'll progress through as 
a matter of course (unless, of 
course, you're rubbish at 
the game and don't 
progress at all), / 
whereas the bonus / 
levels can only be 
reached by I 
collecting all five \ 
letters of the word * 
'bonus', one of each 
being left on each screen 

The secret rooms are a little 
more special, though, as they're accessed by 
almost unforeseeable actions at any point. Some 
may be entered by walking into a border wall, 
while others can be found by walking into 
enemies (not something you'd normally want to 
do). Whether hiding rooms this well is such an 
amazingly 'Good Thing' or not is something we'll 
have to leave for the final review (ah, I love to 
make these programmers sweat). 

One thing you may not be expecting (i fs 
abnormal for this type of game, really) are the 
end-of-level guardians which pop up to make life 
that bit more difficult. These are tackled in 
much the same way, but visiting the bonus 
room is handy as you can always stock up on 

l U t U k t I S I h i ' 

i O A b i * c h t t f ! il 

On my level 
Like most arcade games trese days. 
Megablasters is split into separate worlds, 

calculations, a 64k vorsion is perfectly 
possible, but tho loss of music and somo other 
gamo features would mako the 64k version 
vastly Inforlor. It's a pity, suro, but why 
shouldn't 6128 owners bo ablo to enjoy the 
advantages of their CPC's extra abilities, 
instead of using half of their computer to run 
something that overybody else could anyway. 

As soon as we have final release details 
wo'll let you know (hopefully bringing you a full 
review at tho same time), but for now you'll Just 
have to wait to see exactly what form 
Megablasters will emerge In. 

Ono thing is for sure, though - this game 
will definitely tako up two discs. The sheer 
enormity of Megablasters will mako it 
impossible to fit it onto one mere 3-inch disc. 
Whether 3.5-inch vorsions will be available or 
not is something else Odiesoft and Radical may 
want to look into, but, I wouldn't hold your 
breath if I wero you. 

Availability 
thinking of all those people who're going to 
havo to sit patiently and wait for tho 
commercial roleaso of a game like 
Megablasters. Though the game's author is in 
Europe. Megablastcrs will be available in 
Britain. Already. Odiesoft has entered 
negotiations with Rob Buckloy's Radical 
Software to sell the title in the UK. 

Thero are still a few availability drawbacks 
to be takon into consideration, though. First, 
this is a gamo that will be released only on disc. 
Okay. I know there ore a lot of people out there 
still slavod to tapo drivos. but this is a game 
that really wouldn't bo possiblo any othor way -
it has to come by disc, mainly becauso there's 
so damnod much of it. 

Secondly, It looks very much as if this could 
be a 128k only gamo. From tho author's 



i On your marks, get set, blow up! > 

A h - s o m e t h i n g ' s j us t 
s i t t i n g t h o r o a s k i n g t o b o 
k a b o o m e d w i t h a b o m b . 

That l i t t l e b l a c k s h i n y 
b e a u t y s h o u l d d o t h e t r i c k 
q u i t e n i c e l y , t h a n k s . 

those handy extra abilities before meeting it and 
getting pounded into the ground on account of 
having a completely crap blokey. 

there is a rather cunning little power-up that 
literally gives your player diarrhoea, making him 
drop bombs constantly, leaving you running from a 
line of bombs following you down every dead end, 
waiting to explode and take your hide with them. 
• Constipation - the opposite icon to the trots 
completely stops you from dropping bombs for a 
limited time period. 

Four Play 
As if cunningly timed with a J 
similarly slanted feature in 
this month's ish, f i i , J y 
Megablasters has, / I 
incredibly, a four-player I 
mode. Though we'll have I 
to wait and see how well y 
i fs implemented, our \ 
preview version looks really 
very strong indeed The idea 
behind the four-player mode is simple | 
- i fs a battle. Okay, so you may all be united in 
the common cause of completing a level when 
playing individually, but in battle mode the last 
man alive is the winner. 

The four-player mode is a feature that really 
sold Super Bomber man on the SNES - though 
anyone wanting to make use of the facility had to 
buy extra joypads and special four-way adaptors, 
the game worked well enough to make the £100-
odd for the set-up sound attractive. 

The CPC version requires no such addons -
we've had things like keyboards for years now. 
Four players can easily manage on a keyboard, 
given that two of them would be using joysticks 
anyway. All you'll have to do is plug in and go, 
leaving those consolers behind in the dust. 

1 don't really have to explain the good points 
of multi-player games, do I? If you 
can't see that intelligent 

P I S ' " opponents (as opposed to the 
£ computer-controlled characters) 
3 expand the game so much 

further, because a fight to the 
2 death with intellectual equals (er 

2 2 , n t e r P f e t a s y 0 0 3 f K l a 

A party atmosphere is a truly 
^ fabulous thing then you II just 

have to wait until the final 
review comes along to be ^ ^ 
tully convinced W R ? 

Ifs over - If you want to learn more about this 
exciting new release youll have to wait until wo 
give you the full review. For the utterly impatient 
m quite happily reveal that this shouldn't be 
anything more than 2-3 months, as the version 
we've seen looks almost finished. 

Til then, for more details contact Radical 
Software at 57 Lebrnn Square. Kkftrooke, 
London SE3 9NS V 081 856 8402. 

.-just breathe slawty and think 



Phillip Entwistle f rom Astley Tyldesley 
supplies us with a black belt of a cheat 
for that old kick-'em-up, Bruce Lee. 
Philip writes that if you run straight onto 
the third screen and then go to the right-
hand corner and lie down, you will skip 
going underground. Now, when you 
reach the extra life, collect it and run off 
the screen and then return back to the 
extra life. Repeat this method for as 
many extra lives as you want. 
AAAAHHHSOOO! (Bless you - Dave.) 

CfSSETtZtOV ^ ^ ^ 
A M S T W V D C P C j u n g l e 

Schneider H e ' » h 
R (Raspberry? Rabbit? Rotund?) 
Hojabr of Hove in East Sussex 
supplies his first Cheat Mode 
contribution - a corking little tip for 
Wonderboy. He suggests that on 
level one round three, collect the 
bag of gold and then do not break 
the egg with the leech in; jump over 
it instead. You will now find that tho 
bag of gold will have fi l led your 
energy meter completely. 

Avviviv ig frosh front fit© o u i f o a c l k woutess iVHcrHodc c o i h o s f t i i s n ton t i i ' s 
w a t e r i n g polcos pwt t c ^ o ^ c c by M's? h a i t s d f s o d a s h i n g areci cha^iiFatBsg Lo 
f f ie roof i o o must have boon npto€md by mHmm bodywnahkmn, ifcoft - M ) 

PAGC 240 "Insert• SPACE ftCE-disq• and • pre 

IAHA 2S0-READ•side:P0KE-ABE80,side 
FAJC 280 CALL -.CALL -*60OO 
NADP 2?0-PRIHTMrtA» eRRfI8irrrir-TaaA'T LlLyn ^ ^ M H R R M 

NEeu;ln H m M M ^ 
BABJ 280-END M M M V f m 
CAGH 290 • '*«*. LEAVE -ALL -LINES- IN .«w B M m h W L ^ 
HALL 30O-DATA'21,f8,S2,O6,O8,ll,8e,99,2cl M P f f i M M M 
J A ID 310,DATA-dSjCd,77,bc,el,cd,83,bc,Sc2 EIQlZSJQSB 
IAHN 32O'PAIA>cd,7a,bc,21,2I,6O,0e.ff,3b2 
IACE 330,DATA*c3,16,bd,a4.48:4c,4S,0?,31b 
HACft 340'DATA-90,21,80.00,11,00,00,22,184 
IALA 3S0-DATA.34.00.ed,53,35,00,f3,2»,2c7 
HAHN 3SO-DAIA-l7,bd,22,38,0O,Ol,6d,O7,la3 • J J g j W g i J P J 
I AO I 370'DATA-21,b6,99,16,67,af,ed,4f,3d8 ffWffffCT 
IABF 380 DATA-7e,aa,S?,7?,23,0b,78,bl,34d 
IANB 390-DATA'20,f6,01,5d,07,2l,c6,99,2fb 
IADX 40ODATA'7e,ac,*d,77,23,0b,78,bl,3a5 
IACB 410-DATA-20,f6,01,4d,07,2l,d6,99,2fb j S ' J J I : ' : 4 ' : 
HACP 420'DAIA-7e,d$,61,0b(77,78,23,bl,383 cm nSr! ^ c. 
HAC0 430-DiiTA28.f6,21,e3,99,01,40,07,2fb 
HAHH 440-I>AIA'0b,78,34,23,bl,28,f9,01,2aS J J ^ con nSro o 
HAHN 45O-DATA-2d,07.21,22,al,16,Sb,7e,2O7 " " cui ftoTe 
IAJE 480-DATA-aa,57,77,2b,0b,78,bl,20,2f7 
IANB 470'DATA-f6,fd,21,87,03,21.13,9a.36c " J ? c ^ nale « c 
I ACE 480-DATA-ll,59,0a,06,02,ed,sr,ab,273 cln nATa cr 
IAEK 49O'DATA-aa,ae,77,23,OS,2O,f6,fd,40a ^ " J * ™ ' - ' ' * ' 
IAEN 500-DATA'2b,13,fdl7e,fd,bS,20,eb,474 JJ™ cm I 
HA0K 510-DAIA-01,fd.06,21,2S,9a,16,55,250 
IANE S20'DAIA,7elaa,57,0b,77l78,23,bl,34d ^ ' { ' ' J ™ ' " ' ® 1 

IAKH S30-DATA• 20,f6,d9,21,38,9a, 11,eb,3de ' i j " ' ® ' 
JAMA 54O'DATA'06,ed,5f,ae,77,lb,7a,b3,3bf ' " ' J * ™ ' ; ' ' * 
I ANA 550 DATA.23,c2,cl,60,31,4d.9a.21,33f J"™ 

Bit of a biggie this month, cheat fans, so crack 
them typing fingers and get a load of this cracker 
from John Girvin for the Space Ace compilation 
{disc version). Each poke has to be merged with 
the main program - in other words, type in the 
main listing, save that, then type in the individual 
game listing you want and merge it with the saved 
main listing. So come on. get those fingers 
working, you know you want to ... 
HAJB !•'SPACE-ACE-(disq)-hacks 
FACH 2-.'B»-John-Gimn 
HALA 3-'For-Anstrad-Action 
FAIB 4-'Hain-prograa 
AAHH 5-' 

FADD 10-ITAPE;QPEN0UT"d" 
IAJC 20 MFH0RY-45FFF:CL0SE0UT:IDXSC 
EANH 30-HODE-l:CALL-4BCO2 
NANC 40'PRINT-"SPACE ACE hacks-byJohn-Cirvin" 
HAL I 50addr=46OO0:RESIORE:ln:30O 
BABN 68*ck=0 
IANK 70'LOCATE'l,3:PRINT-"At-line"?In 
EAPE 80•FOR•da110•TO•7 
DANJ 90 READ-byte! 
HACP 100•IF•b<*tef="SPACEACE"•THEN•180 
CAEE UO'byterVALCI'+bytef) 
EALG 120•ck=ck»byte 
CAC0 130-POKE addr+dat,byte 
DANE 140-NEXT-dat 
EAEB 150'READ-checkI 
IABK 160'IF'ck<)VAL("4"*checkt)«IHEN-27O 
JA0D 170addr:addr»8;ln:ln*l0:c010'60 
DADJ 180*addr:l631B 
DA0H 190-READ-bytel 
GACB 200'IF-b»tel:"«"-THEN 230 ^ ^ ^ m 
HAKG 2l0-P0KEaddr,VAL<M'*bytel> 
GAAL 220 addrraddr«l:G0T0'190 
EAJA 230-PRINT:PRINT 

421 GAMES TIPS 
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G A M E S T I P S 

RENEGADE 3 

A litt le snippet here for all those 
raging Renegade 3 fans out 
there. Jonathon Crozier of 
Bel l ingham, Northumber land 
has come to your aid with a 
neat keypress that should 
enable you to f inish this one in 
next to no t ime. He suggests 
that you should hold down the 
keys 0 and T at the start of 
the level, then pressing these 
keys again wil l t ransport you 
to the next level. 

I w i t h I rouhJ do Hwt wlHt my 
W | f W H I M ? m D o v s ) . 

IAAH 950-DATA 42,0S,21,81,9b,cb,0e,0b,2c8 
HAOO 9SO-DATA-78,23,bl,20,f8,21,91,9b.3bl 
IANE 970-DATA-01,92.05.ed,Sf,4»,0b,77,314 
IAJE 980-DATA'78,23,bl,2Q,f6,21 l4Q.9b,3bf 
IAN8 990-DATA-01,83,05.7»,2f,77,23,0b l ldb 
HAEN 1000 - DATA*78,bl ,20.f7,31,21,al ,21,354 
IAKH lO10-DATA-bS,02.ed,5f,4f,dl,7b,49,447 
IAHK 1020•DATA-5a,57,dS,3b,3b,2b,7c,b5,358 
HANJ 1030-DAIA-20,f0,01,59,05,21,22,41.253 
IAKE 1040-DAIA-16,16,7e,44,S7,77,2b.Gb,2S8 
I AHA 1050-DATA•78,bl,20,f6,01,48,0S,21,24e 
IACI 1060-DATA-db,9b,IS,13,7e,44,57,77,395 
IAKA 1070-DATA-23,0b.78.bl,20,{6,01,36,2*4 
IA0D l080-DATP-0S,21,22,al,37,7e,de,10,28c 
IAEH 1090 DATA-77,2b,0b,78,bl,20,f6,01,2ed 
IAEH 1100-DATA-26,05,21,f8,9b,37,7«,ce,354 
IAPD l l lO-DAIA-Qd,77,23.Ob,78,b l .20, f6 ,2 f l 
1MK M M M M M M M M i 
IA0N U30-DATA-4f ,d l ,74,49,53,5f .dS,c l ,48b 
IAHH ll4QDATA-2b,7c,hS,c2,96,62,01,fe ,415 
IA0A 1150-DATA-04.21,22,41,37,7e,ce,07,272 
IACH 1160 DAI A-77.2b.0b.78,bl,20.f6,01,2ed 
HflOH 1170 DATA-f2,04,21.31,9c,35,23,0b,247 
IACB 1180-DATA-?8.bi,2O,f9,Ol,e4.04,2l,34c 
IAEH 1190 DATA•3f,9c,cb.06,23.0b,78,bl,303 
IAND 1200•DATA•20.f8,34,80,be,b7,21,00.368 
HAIH 1210•DATA•63,28,03,21,Od,63,11,16,146 
IAAF 1220-DATA-4l.01.0d,00,ed.bO,21,00,26d 
IAJA 1230-DATA-00,22,b6,9c,22,c2,9c,21,315 
IALB 1240 - DATA•14,63,22,94,9e,c3,40,9c,370 
HAP0 1250-DATA-44,49,53,4b,2t,42,49,4e,232 
IAEE 1260•DATA•7c,72,a2,Id,41,b5,80,f2,415 
IAKH 1270•DATA-0d,47,0e,25,01,9f,98,3b,254 
IACB 1280-DATA*74.4b,c2,80,06,12,c8,12.353 
HACI 1290-DATA<44,01,00,00,00.00,00.00,04b 
EADF 1300 DATA'SPACEACE 

Northstar 
This excellent shooter is well and truly poked with 
infinite lives and invulnerability and John has also 
managed to get your car to stop skidding after 
braking for those sharp corners. Merge with the 
main program above, or type this directly after it. 
HAAJ 2000• 'SPACE-ACE--Northstar 
IAXC 2010-'»**. LEAVE-IN • » « 
HALA 2020-DATA-21.2d,63,11,40,00,ed,53 
HftKJ 2O30-DATA-C4,82,Ol,15,OO(fd,bO,c3 
50IB 2040-DATA-00,80 
CAHI 2 0 5 0 - ' I n f i n i t e - l i v e s 
FADG 2060•DATA'3e,b4,32,0c,29 
HABF 2070-'I«vulner4bility 
FAJG 2O80-DATA-3e,18,32,c9,0c 
JADH ftttO-'No-skids-when-stopping 
CASK 2100-DATA-21.00.GO,22.71,Od,22,72 
CACL 2110-DATA-0d 

HACH 2140-DATA-af,32,3f,44,32,44,44,32 
FAHC 2150-DATA-49,44,32,4e,4a 
IAFH 2160-'Fly-through-scenery 
FANG 2170-DATA-3e,47,32,e2.48 
HADP 2180-'All fns-stop-firm9 
FACN 2190-DATA-21,37,c9,22,a6,48 
EALI 2 2 0 0 L E A V E - I N - • « • • 
EADL 2210 DATA-c3,00.90,1 

Cybernoid 
Infinite weapons and an unending source of lives 
are just a couple of the possible options with this 
poke. So, if you want an unbelievably powerful ship 
so that you can blast your way through cavern 
after cavern like a (heavily armed) mad thmg. just 
follow the same instructions as before (y*know. the 
ones we told you about way back at the start of 
this mega-cheat), and you can t go far wrong. 
HAKC 2000•'SPACE-ACE --Cybernoid 
EAKG 2010•'***•LEAVE-IN *** 
HALA 2020-DATA•21,2d.63,11,40.00,ed,53 
HAPJ 2030-DATA-fc.86.01,12,00,ed,b0.c3 
EAHA 2040-DATA-00,80,if 
FANC 2058-'F4sUr-94ne 
DACK 2060-DATA-32.41.02 
HADC 2070-'Infinite-weapons 
EAHA 2080-DATA-32,0d,l4 
GALI 2090-'Inf inite-l ives 
EAED 2100 DATA-32.4e.2b 
HANE 2U0-' Invulner4bi l i ty 
FAAJ 2120-DATA-3e,c9,32,3a,2b 
EANC 2130-'»»••LEAVE-IN-

T r a i l tor 
Now to that brilliant platformer, Trantor. John has 
excelled himself once again by revealing the 
secret of infinite fives Merge with main program 
or type directly after 
GAEL 2000-'SPACE• ACE --T^ntor 
HA0A 2010-DATA-21,24,63,22,4/,82,c3,00 
CA0N 2020-DATA-80.cl.36,63,11,40,00.ed 
HAJC 2030-DATA-53,26,44,01,08,00,ed,b0 
HAFI 2040-DATA-c3.24,49,3e,c9.32,?»,24 

Zynaps 
A very good blast gets even better now with John's 
helping hand. Leave out the cheats that you don't 
need. Follow the same instructions as before. 
GAAF 2000-'SPACE-ACE---ZyMPS 
EAXC 2010-'IHW-LEAVE'IN-WW 
HALA 282O-DATA-21,2d /63.U,4O.0O,ed,53 
HAHE 2O3O-DATA-35,87,Ol,29,0O.ed.W,c3 
EAAK 2040-DATA-00,80,3e,c9 
IAON 2058- 'Fir»-through-scenery 
EADB 2060DATA-32,bf,48 
HABF 2070 - ' I nvu lne r4b i l l t y 
DAF0 2080•DATA•32,5d,56 
GAL1 2 0 9 0 - ' I n f i n i t e - l i v e s 
DAJN 2108-DATA-32,4*,60 
EABN 2110- 'Rapid- f i re 
DAPK 2120-DATA-32,39,61 
EAGG 2130-'No-al iens 

EANG 2 1 2 0 - ' L E A V E - I N — 
EANK 2130-DAIA-c3,00,01, 
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Poking Hie 
lultiface way 

1 Make sure you've got a Multiface plugged 
Into the back of your CPC - It helps. 
2 Load the game as normal. 
3 Press the RED button on the Multiface. 
4 Press T for tool. 
5 Press to select the code. 
6 Press *H* for hexadecimal input. 
7 Press SPACE for input. 
8 Type in the address (ie. 3A7C). 
9 Type in the POKE (ie. A7). 
1 O Press RETURN. 
1 1 If thero is more than one poke then go 
back to step seven. 
1 2 Press ESC to get back to the menu. 
1 3 Press R to return to the game. 

•00001 
Are you 
befudd led 
by l ist ings? 

Exolon 
Infinite lives, bullets, grenades and invulnerability 
are all provided for this most excellent covertape 
blaster. Remember, this only works in 
conjunction with the main listing, as it's another 
one of our mega-cheats. 
GAAE 2000-'SPACE ACE-Exolon 
EAKG 2018-'••••LEAUE IH ̂ HHI 

HAOG £028'MTA'21,24,63,11.00,b»,td,53 
HACN 2038-DAIA-8f,8b,01,14,00.(4,bQ,c3 
EAHA 2040•DATA-00,80,af 
GAHI 2050 ' Inf in i te-1 lues 
DAJN 2060•DATA-32,2S,2a 
HA6G 2070-'Infinite-bullets 
DABL 2O80-DAIA-32,53,11 
HABL 2O301'Infinite-grenades 
EAJA 2100-DATA*32,7a,If 
HAKE 2110-'Invulnerability 

Xevious 
Discover the benefits of a long and enduring life 
now with this Infinite Lives poke. Follow the same 
instructions as before. In other words if anyone's 
just flicked through this cheats section, spotted 
the heading Xevious, thought. -Hmm, I've got that 
game and I'm useless at it," and is hoping they 
can just type in these tew lines, life ain't that 
easy. Check out the first few lines under the 
heading Space Ace Compilation. 
GAOL 2000-'SPACE-ACE--'Xevious 
EAKG 2010-LEAVE-IN-»** 
HALA 20 28'DATA-21.2(1,63,11,40,00,(4,53 

IHAIG 2030-DAlA-07,90,01,0c,00,(4,b0,c3 
GAP* 2040-DATA-00,80,21,00,00,22,eo,04 

HAJA 2050-DATA•22,e4,04,c3,00,01,07,32 
GAAH 2060-DATA-78,12,32,79,12,32,7a,12 
HADB 2070-DATA-3c,32,8c,07,(3,40,00,32 

HALC 2080 - DATA-e2,48,21,37,c9,22,a6,48 

EAJL 2090'DATA'c3,00,9Q,**,l 

HALA 2020 - DATA•21,2d,63,11,40,00,e4.53 

HA0M 2O3O-DATA-49,8b,Ol,la,OO,(d.b0.c3 

FAIG 2O4O-DATA-OG,80,af.67,6f 

GAOO 2050-'Infmit(«(n(r9y 

GAF0 2060-DATA-32,4b,33,32,28,3a,22,25 

FAJM 2070 DATA 42,3e,a7,32,27,42 

HAEG 2080Infinite-weapons 

FAMG 2090-DATA-22,94,31.22,95,31 

EAKG 2180•'**«•LEAVE• IN • **# 

EAJK 2110•DATA•c3,00.01.*»,0 

And that just about wraps it up Phew. 

Be a cut above the rest now with this poke 
for Infinite Energy and Infinite Weapons. 
Follow the same instructions as before. 
KAGG 2000•'SPACE•ACE - -Venoe•Strikes-Back 

EAKI 2010-,«H*-LEAVE-IN'*#«-

44 GAMES TIPS 

CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF 

Tee off to success with this excellent tip 
f rom William Huddloston of Tweeddale. 
First, go to the level option - you are 
presently on oasy. Change the level to 
hard then back to easy again and select 

menu. When you decide to play the next 
tournament you will find that the 
opposition will not play as good as before. 
Cheers Wills, send us some more and 
we'll declare you a national hero. 

Don't panic H you're new to listings. There's a 
full explanation of how to type in the darned 
things and what the four-letter codes at the 
beginning of each line mean in the Type-Ins 
section which starts on page 28. 

The fttaflic multipoke mania zone 
A special multifaco poke extravaganza this month folks with all tho pokes 
from John Girvin't Space Ace cheat to givo you black box owners a special 
advantage (and less stumpy fingers}. Some of these pokes might work on the 

Game 
Trantor 
Zynaps 

Format Poke. Address 
Disc 
Disc 

Venom Strikes Back Disc 

Xevious Disc 

247E.AF 
48BF.AF 
565D.AF 
604E.AF 
6139.AF 
4A3F.AF 
4A44.AF 
4A49.AF 
4A4E.AF 
48E2.AF 
334B.AF 
3A28.AF 
4227.AF 
3194.AF 
3195.AF 
03F0.xx 

Effect 
Infinite lives 

Fire through scenery 
Invulnerability 

Infinite lives 
Rapid fire 

No aliens (do all four pokes) 

Fly through scenery 

Inf energy (do all three pokes) 

Inf weapons (do both pokes) 

where xx= number of llvos 

original (and covenape) versions of the games. It's worth a try. anyhow. And 
if you've got any pokes you want to let the world know about send them to 
Cheat Mode. Amstrad Action. 30 Monmouth Street. Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 

Game 
Northstar 

Exolon 

Format Poke, Address 
Disc 

Disc 

Cybernoid Disc 

290C.B4 
0CC9.18 
0D71.AF 1 
OD72.AF J 
2A25.AF 
1159.AF 
4F7A.AF 
0779,AF 
1278.AF 
1279,AF 
127A.AF 
078C.01 ( 

0241.AF 
1A0D.AF 
2BAE.AF 
2B3A.C9 

Effect 
Infinite lives 

Invulnerability 

No skids (do both pokes) 

Infinite lives 
Infinite bullets 

Infinito grenados 

Inf energy (do all five pokes) 

Faster game 
Infinite weapons 

Infinito lives 
Invulnerability 
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We can't do it, you can help 
• I cant And any bat pieces in the original 
Batman. Can anyone help? 
Matthew Fennel, Halewood, Liverpool 

Each month we got letters from readers at 
their wits' end asking us all sorts of strange and 
impossible questions (in other words, Lee 

doesnt know the answers 
i - Ed). Rather than let them 

down completely, we have 
" T J W decided to lot you lot 

Pi . have a go at providing 
T ^ ^ l the answers for them. If 

1 o B ^ you think you can answer 
any of tho following 

\ ft ^ questions then write to: 
i l l ^ L GIVE LEE A HAND. 
1 ' U ^ AMSTRAD ACTION. 

FUTURE PUBLISHING. 
^ 30 MONMOUTH STREET, 

r v V * B BATH. AVON BA1 2BW. 
\ j t Who knows, there might just 

be a prize lurking for tho 
best answer every month. 

• I need some help with Rainbow Islands levels 
1-5 (Insect Island). I cant And any of the secret 
rooms. Can anyone tell me where they are? 
Anthony Ayres. Baskinagh. Co. Meath 

The O a r h K n i g h t 
r e t v n u . c y a n , 
apparent ly. 

• I know this sounds silly, but no matter how 
hard I try I cannot get over the first obstacle in 
Codemasters' Mo to X. Please, pleas* can 
anyone spare me from this nightmare? 
Jason Ackerman, Thurnby Lodge. Leicester, 

FABE 2Q-DATft-36,0E,23,36,BE,C3 
FftHF 30-DATA-a$,99,21,17,BE,22 
FAIC 40 DATA-4F.A8,03,08,A6.DD 
FAHL S0DATA21,b9,a8,li,*b,80 
FAFI 60-DATA CD,48,a8,21,2A,BE 
FAKK ?0-DATA-22.62,a9,C3,e3,i8 
FAHL 80-DATA-3E,c9,32(f2,3e^C3 
CAE? 90-DATA-66,3f 
EAFL 100•y:8:HEH0RY-4S000 
FAPG lie-F0R-*:48E00I0-48E31 
FAKJ 128 READ-at:a:VftL("4"*al) 
GAGH 130 POKE x , a : N E X I 
FftDF i40-IFv<>ll817'THEN170 

EAHA ISO-LOAD'ROBOCOP 
W DAAA 160-CALL -4BE00 

GA0I 170-PRINT"data-error 

x F l > - Regarding the 

/ i | J • - J J keypress for 
Wr"' '—'—Spellbound Dizzy 
H f in AA98 -1 cannot get it to work! I 
j l v must be the world record holder for 

typing IWANTANOMLETTE. I have 
followed the instructions to tho lettor 
but it just won't work. Please help. 

J Morriss. Boughton, Notts. 

1 1 i j Some months ago I 
| J purchased Prehistorik 2 f rom 
" " Titus. Despite very determined 

efforts we cannot escape the jungle nor can 
we inflate the hang glider. Do you know of a 
cheat mode or can you give us any clues? 
Mrs C Taylor. Lipson, Plymouth. 

Thanks for the sentiments John, but fl 
your blatant creeping doesn't win M 
you a prize. Sorry. But you can j U k 
have these pokes though with J m E ^ ^ R 
compliments from the Cheat ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Mode vaults. 
CMC l-'-GHOSM-GOBLINS-(TAPE) 
MA0E 2•' INFINIIE -LIUES-I•PRESS•ESC•10•ADUANC 

E-ft-LEVEL 
FftJP 3-''BY-SIEPHEN-MATTHEWS 
AALJ 4- ' -
HAGI 10-HEM0RV•«12FF:H0DE-8:BORDER-0 
JftOC 20-F0R-i:0-T0-lS:READ-c:INKi,c:NEXT 
GALN 30 LOAD"'ghostpic.scn" 
DAE* 40 LOAD'!code" 
JAKK SO-POKE-4828,48:'-CANNOT-USE-A-HULIIFACE 
DANJ SO•POKE•A SO 96,AC 8 
CftOK 70-CALL-4S000 
BAII 108-END 
JANK 118-DATA-26,13,8,15,24,6,16,2,14,1,3,11, 

10,9*18,25 

AJas Mrs C, no cheat mode for this graphic 
stunner has yet become apparent but here are 
some tips that will take you right out of the jungle 
and beyond. First collect the hang glider then 
stand on the edge of the rock you want to jump 
off. Repeatedly move the joystick to the up 
position (ie. jump) and the hang glider will start to 
fill with an. Once airborne, you must continue to 
move the joystick up otherwise the hang glider 
will deflate and you will drop (to your doom). To 
make your way across the jungle floor you will 
have to bounce off the baddies' heads and 
jumping on (and then off) any convenient rock 
outcrotJ'lh a left tonght direction. If you make it 
across you will have finished the game. 

think that 464 and 
sadly, benefit from 
knows any differen 
a rambling old f( 301 

ne owners 

I've heard there is a 
keyboard cheat for Exolon. 
Could you tell me what it is? 

Gerry Kidd. Staines. l-'Robocop-Cheat 
2>'Infinit*-Energy 
3•'By-Phil-Howard For infinite lives you need to redefine the k 

2. O. R. B. A (which is more printable 
than some Raf Cecco keyboard cheats). 

• I have been reading AA since 
J j Issue 64 and I never tire of 

" • J — r e a d i n g the greatest CPC mag 
ever published. I am writ ing because I 
desperately need cheats for Ghosts & 
Goblins and Robocop. I realise you cannot 
reply direct so can you please print them in 
the next available AA? 
John Shields, (a desperate gamesplayer) 
Rothesay, Isle Of Bute. 

G A M E S T I P S 4 ! 

• I have a GX4000 (you poor thing - Lee) and I 
two games I desperately need some help with are 
Fire A Forget 2 and Pang, rd be very grateful if 
someone could help me with these games. 
Simon Topper. Edgbaston, Birmingham. 
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Short 
Sharp 
Shocks i 

Have you got any intention of running a 
hardware series giving the types of 
peripheral available, their specs, and 
what they can be used for? 
Paul Collins, Dorset 

We certainly have. It'll start either next 
issue or in AA107 Dave 

What happened to Peter Worley (1992). 
Did he stop writing? 
Andrew Hughes, Sheffield. 

Peter Worley - where are you? Dave 

Please print a diagram of a tape player, 
showing where the alignment screw is? 
Eric O'Dell. 

This is your chance to get your views broadcast to the 
nation, so send your letters to: Reaction, Amstrad Action, 
Future Publishing, 3 0 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

Street life 
^ r i r M 1 h a v e s u f f e r e d your 
W ^ J ^ a comments about one of 
[_ my favourite games -

Street Machine - for some 
time now. It also annoyed me to a 
considerable extent that the name appears 
to have been changed, as you now refer to 
it as Street Rally. 

I can assure you that the game is not 
new. I bought it in early 1987 and I have 

always known it as Street Machine. This is 
confirmed by another person who 
contacted your magazine and said he 
bought the game in Blackpool. Hopefully, 
I can clear this up once and for all. 
The game is a proper release and was 

written by a company called Software 
Invasion and I am certain that it is not 
PD. I am sure that many 
people have this 
particular piece of 
software, as it was 
readily available 

for at least a 
couple of years 
after 1987. 

I would like to 
add that your 
opinion of this 
game is 
misguided. I 
can think of 100 
worse driving 
games - Formula One 
Simulator, for example, is 
nowhere near as addictive or interesting 
as Street Machine. 
Mark Newman, Brentwood. 
PS Your screenshot in the review of Street 
Machine in the February 1994 issue of 
Amstrad Action is incorrect. In the actual 
game, the road from the starting line goes 
straight ahead and then left, not right. 
Owing to this error I nearly bought another 
copy of the game f rom CPC Now! as I 
thought it was a different game. 

Now, just hold on a minute here. Don't 
blame us for this debacle. We reviewed a 
game we were sent, Street Rally, in good 
faith, believing it to be a new game - that is 
how it was presented to us by CPC Now! We 
were not trying to hoodwink anybody, and as 
soon as we found out the truth we printed it. 

If anyone is at fault ifs actually CPC Now!, 
who should be ashamed of trying to pull a 
stunt like that. 

The PD connection comes from the fact 
that we found a C64 PD game identical to 
Street Rally, except that the instructions 
were in Italian. The mystery deepens. 

As for the grab, it was printed correctly. 
In Street Rally the track does go that way. 
In fact Sfreet Rally isn't so much a carbon 
copy of Street Machine as an inferior version 
of it. Which probably explains why our rating 
was SO low. Dave 

Public service 
I just had to write in to tell 

W ^ W ̂  M you my views about a 
/ "*Y_J c e r t a j n P D library, namely 
— — — — J Sleepwalker PDS. 

PRETTY DARNED GOOD! 
If other PD libraries work like this 

one (most I've written to don't), 
then they won't go far wrong. 

Discs return quickly, and 
I mean quickly, and the 
catalogue is one of the 
best I've laid eyes on. 

Please print this 
letter so that Joe 
Moulding knows that he's 
got one very satisfied 

customer here. 
Damian Hart, Lincoln. 

PS Why have you stopped 
making the covertapes easily 

transferable to disc? 

I hope Joe's got more than one satisfied 
customer. Oh yeah, about the tape to disc 
transfers. Yes, sorry they've been missing 
lately, but. where possible, we will be 
including them again in the future. Dove 

Poster 
, , campaign 

W A v i
 1 want t0 ask al1 you 

- t j Amstradees out there to 
help me and help the 

collective Amstrad world, in an easy bout of 
advertising for poor Arnold. 

Here's the plan. 
What I have done is got hold of several 

pieces of A3 paper from my art teacher and 
I drew some posters. On one it said: 

"Break into computer programming -

Glad to be of service. Dave 

Please make out a £20 cheque to Eric 
O'Dell and send it to my address. 
Eric O'Dell. 

We're not glad to be of that much 
service. Sorry. Dave 

What size disc drive do I need for a 464. 
3-inch or 3.5-inch? 
Sean Gray, Morpeth. 

Both work with the CPC, but you'd be 
better off getting a 3-inch disc drive, 
because that's what most of the 
software comes on. The 3.5-inch drives 
are only really any use if you want to 
transfer data to or from other computer 
formats, such as PS. Dave 

My reply to the Short Sharp Shock in 
AA102 is. "No. I do not wear an anorak, 
but I bet Simon wears a pink fril ly tutu 
with net stockings and pink Doc Martens 
to the pub - and all the workmen having 
their pints wolf whistle at him." 
Daniel Thain, Cowley. 

What makes you think that? Dave 
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it's an easy way into a good job - with 
an Amstrad." 

Another said: 
"Learn to program computers with an 

Amstrad CPC." 
While another said: 
"Amstrads combine technical knowledge 

of all sorts with a games base bigger than 
any console's." 

All three had logos and 
artwork. H everyone does 
this then the 
Amstrad 
market will 
retake the 
ground that the 
Amiga has evilly 
and malevolently 
stolen. 

I am at 
boarding school 
for nine months a 
year - a long 
separation from Arnold 
- but I still order Amstrad Action. 
Don't let anything stop you! If he 
sells it to someone else get him to 
get another! (Sorry - Dave?) 

I am on holiday now so I Wal l , It 
can try out the three 
covertapes that used to shine 
in my school locker. 

c o
orS 
CPC * 

1W 
U Mlftb. 

Don't pirate games - If you want a game 
then buy It. Software shops offer a large 
selection of second-hand games at 50p 
each. Oh no, I am just about to run out of... 

Lots of business-like luck, 
Simon Crabtree, Selby. 

Right, we'll give a prize to anyone who can 
get their Amstrad posters shown on telly. 
Send us a video tape as proof. Sky One 
doesn't count (because i fs rubbish). Dave 

Aladdin's 
cavern 
I recently had a very 
interesting (and 
enlightening) conversation 

at my local Computer Cavern store. 
I happened to be browsing around the 

Amstrad cassettes and discs, but seeing as I 
didn't have any money on me I was about 
to leave. But when I reached the door the 

man behind the counter (who had 
obviously been watching me) called 
out. "Are you interested In Amstrad 
games, then? If you can't see what 
you want we can get it for you." 

So I walked back over to the 
counter where he offered to get me a 
copy of the stock lists. "Are you 
interested in discs or cassettes?" 
Either. "Well, we have hundreds of 

discs and thousands of cassettes. In 
fact we have the largest range in the 

world. If you want anything in particular we 
can get it for you from Marlow for you to 
pick up, or you can get it by mail order." 

Thanks! In actual fact, glancing down the 
sheet, they stock more than just discs and 
cassettes; they do a full range of game 
carts, printer ribbons, joysticks, 

Amiga is a meek parsnip when compared 
to an Amstrad. 

Thank you, keep up the good work. 
Helena Peeling, Rugeley. 

1 Aw. shucks, we do our best. 
2 I still think there's a frog in 
the genes somewhere. 
3 Unfortunately, the | 
subs letters did have to | 
come to an end, Ir g j - j 
purely because none | | 
of the team had time a mm 
to put one together I • I f f i || 
every month. We [ ^ ^ L g J 
thought it was better to v 

concentrate our energies ft^ii 
on the actual magazine. 
4 Would we take the mick? j M L 
Would we? You know we're not like 
that, thicko... er. I mean Helena. 
5 I'll take your word for it. 
6 Peas, cabbages, parsnips? Are you 
some kind of vegetable expert? What 
kind of munchable do you reckon the 
Amstrad is. then? Dave 

headcleaners (disc), dust covers, cables, 
business utilities, light pens and much, 
much more. Who said the CPC was dead? 

If you're interested (and want to keep the 
CPC alive - you ought to) contact: Capri 
Marketing Ltd. Computer Cavern. 9 Dean 
Street. Marlow. Buckinghamshire SL7 3AA, 
enclosing an SAE for a list, or ask at your 
local branch of Computer Cavern for 
details. It says on the sheet, T e l l all your 
friends about us," so I have. 
Matthew Long. Reading. 

We have mentioned the excellent service 
Computer Cavern gives CPC users before -
they supplied us with many of the cart games 
for a Go Cartin' feature a few months back. If 
you're looking for any CPC-felated products, 
they're a good place to start Dave 

m 
Heavy turnover 
I am writing on a number of 
points (That must be painful 
- Dave) about Amstrad 
Action. And so, without any 

further delay or time-consuming nonsense. I 
hereby with pride and a great sense of 
humour do thus tell you these reasons, and 
put forth a number of questions which I 
hope you will answer, so my life will be 
fulfiled in every sense of the word (Get on 
with it - Dave). 
1 What happened to that game designer 
review, or even the game designer itself, 

that you previewed a while ago? 
2 Can you print a list of the 

Basic commands that are 
present on the 6128 but not 
on the 464; otherwise how 
are 6128 owners 
supposed to know if their 
programs are compatible 
with the 464's? 
3 Why do you hate Dizzy 

so much? What has he ever 
done to you? 

4 Why do old Amstrad Actions 
give good reviews for games you 

say are rubbish? 
5 I think adventure games are totally 
excellent - please put one on the covertape 
soon (and, while I'm asking, how about a 
football game too?). 
6 Is it me, or is Fluff going to be available 
for snazzy Plus owners? 

I felt stupid 
1 I would like to say a 
big thank you for putting 
Blues Brothers on the 
covertape - "A BIG thank 

you". The music is brillimmosso. 
2 In answer to your question in 103, 
Nebulus is a cross between a pea and a 
wacky cabbage. 
3 I have now started subscribing to your 
mag because the local newsagent kept 
selling out (there is still a very healthy 
appetite for CPC gear in Rugeley), and I 
have discovered Subs Club leaflets in 
every magazine except in issue 103. 
Have I been robbed? 
4 Thank you very much for explaining 
what PD is. I was going to write in and 
ask, but felt stupid. 
5 In response to Richard Grant's theory 
about the design fault with the 64k 
upgrade and mouse interface (issue 103), 
he is correct, because exactly the same 
thing happens with mine, 
6 And finally, could you please tell 
my cousin, Matthew Round, that an 
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DES compo winners 
Campursoft are pretty chuffed by the way DES. their WIMP M I I If i I 1 ( 7 | A 
(Windows. Icons. Menus and Pointer) desk-top hie management I L I l I I I I 11 \ \ 1/ 
system is soiling. It has already proven a great success; and the \ II \ /! II I |1 \ \ , 
company are planning to make all future software they reieaso DES // II ||b1 fSS 
compatible. But two lucky people won't have to splash out on this m M g a m j t j t k S f J Q 
revolutionary slice of software, because they are the winners of our • • w • w fc 
OES compo from AA102. 

And just to keep the suspense going, before we reveal the names of the 
winners, here are the answers you needed to be in with a shout: 
1 b) Desmond Dekker 
2 c) The Palace of Industry and Technology 
3 c) Egg Fu Yung 

I bet you're trying to remember how all those connected up with DES now aren't you? (So are we -
Dave.J Anyway, the lucky winners are: 
• James Broomfwld. Winchester 

Congratulations, your ROMs are on tho way. M i l l IMMf I f lM 

Bugged! 
1 I have found 
problems with 
the following 
tape games: 

• Fighter Bomber (Activision): 
The first targets are blown up. 
but they aren't registered as 
destroyed (so I cannot complete 
the mission). 
• Une of Fire (US Gold): Is it 
just me, or is the level three 
boss (loads of blokes in a 
tower) impossible? 
• Viz (Virgin): Press fire to 
activate special moves and 
your character locks up 
until he hits something and i 
loses a life. M 
• Monty Python (Virgin): At M 
the end of the first level, j H 
your score adds up and . ' 
then the screen (and the 
game) locks up. Two 
copies did this. 
2 Don't bother 
getting Nigel 
Mansell s World | • _ 
Championship on 
cassette! Why? It's a i a i 
horrendously cut-
down version with no 
fancy presentation, N o w o n d c 

simpler graphics vi iM»Pd ~H 
(Spectrum-like) and * ° n 

* % » O H I 1 

1 ** r, 
< 

I a I J 
. , i .. 

•V B&5 

N o w o n d e r G u m b y l o o k s 
g r u m p y - tticro o r e b u g s i n 
V i s a n d M o n t y P y t h o n . 

i f s so jerky 
that you hit 

Mr'- things 
before you 
even know 
you're 
close to 

£ them! 
3 Do you 
know if 
Super 

|H^^? Cauldron 
and 

t - Prehistorik 2 will ever 
be re-released at 

F ^ budget prices? 
^ r Long live the Amstrad. 
W Mark Leatham, 
f Umberleigh. (Where? - Ed.) 

1 I reckon there's a 
feature in this. If you've 

found a dreadful bug in a 
game (and yes. we know 

about the Blues Brothers one), 
tell us about it and we'll compile 
a list that should embarrass a 
few programmers. 
2 Thanks for the warning. 
3 As far as we know, there are 
no plans at the moment, but it 
would be a shame if they 
weren't (because then we 
wouldn't get the chance to re-
review Ihem). Dave 

The situation might seem a bit illogical, but 
the problem is that copying of the sort you 
mention is merely the thin end of the wedge. 
We can't have degrees of piracy; it must be 
completely illegal, with no exceptions, 
otherwise major league pirates will be able to 
find loopholes in the law which they could 
turn to their advantage, and that would be 
totally unacceptable. So. i fs the small 
ads for you I'm afraid. Dave 

7 Why does no-one ever hold down a job 
on AA for more than six months? 
Chris Hatton. Warrington. 
P S Death to false metal. 

1 Zack is one of those products that's been 
lost in (he maelstrom known as Quantum. 
Hopefully, the company will sort itself out, 
because the program looked very promising. 
2 We could, and we might, but the other 
way 6128 owners can find out whether their 
games are 464 compatible is to read the 
manual. Ah, yes, the manual. Perhaps we'd 
better print the list. Simon! 
3 Because all the adventures were the same 
game with slightly different puzzles (one 
would've been okay, but the yolk was spread 
very thin); and all the others were just awful. 
4 Because we're nght and they were wrong. 
5 Anythmg's possible. 
6 No. it's not you. But to balance things up. 
Megablasters looks as if i fs going to be 464 
and 6128 only. 
7 Hang on. I've been here 10 months, 
Simon's been here a year-and-a-half and Ollie, 
though he only returned last issue, 
was on the mag for three 
years before. Okay, my 
predecessors were a bit short-
lived, but they just couldn't 
handle the pace Dave 

People power 
Do you reckon that 
everyone who reads AA (and 
presumably they would all 

like to see more 
commercial 
releases) went 
into WH Smith's 
on a certain day 
(say June 4th) 
and ordered a 
CPC game. WH 

Smith's might get the message that there 
are still thousands of CPC fans out here who 
want to be able to buy new software? 

Just a thought. 
James Perry. Frinton-On-Sea 

I think ifs the software publishers 
themselves that you really need to convince 
here. But you never know, it's worth a try -
if WH Smith's suddenly start ordering 
thousands of CPC games from the software 
publishers, some of the men in suits are 
bound to see the results showing up on their 
balance sheets. Dave 

Public outcry 
Re your software piracy 
feature in AA103; I think it 
is ridiculous that we aren't 
allowed to copy games that 

are patently not commercial ly available 
anymore. Take Prince of Persia, for 
example. I really want it. You keep 
recommending it and I agree, it's a game I 
want in my collection. But I've searched 
everywhere for it, and have come to the 
conclusion that it simply cannot be bought 
f rom any shop, anywhere, any more. 

So I have two choices - I either copy it or 
buy it second-hand (from your reader ads 
service, as I know you're going to mention it 
at this point in my letter) (Would I? - Dave). 
But either way. the publisher and author 
won't receive any royalties. So what's the 
difference? I think the whole situation is just 
stupid, and see no moral reason why I 
shouldn't just copy the game. 
Mr Pseudonym. Somewhere. 

'Z^CZCt-T 

m 
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FLUFF 

THE BEST SOFTWARE AT THE LOWEST PRICES 
10% OFF ANY ORDER OVER £ 2 0 

UNTIL JULY 1 ST 
A? (Any Plus) 

Smdyli ielx--- , • > » • 
Lheha tndro powar of the Pta to (he KJS m fas oasy 
tousapoctogo • Foaunwindude 

Ooncon, A/wncfcon, Undo & Recoil etc 
"f y o u ' w g d o Fta modime. fatfi Smart PVobk* 

yWVWCClrww* 
1 If >oj nooOy vAmf to «e v,hal your f\n con do. nm 

oul and get Smart PVB" MICVWW 

g g g g ( A n y C P q 
(disc) (tape) 

'One of r e besl games ever wtiBoo on iho CPC in 
which a with Rm» around voriws haunted and scory 

levels coiling ipefc ond shooting ghouls 
Tm bcJcing at one of ihe best games I have em seen 
on the CPC Ifovwihonjwaaopeceof sc<fwore)Ou 

should buy. ihis » i f • 
Am%>nd Arfon Re«ew 96% 

(Any CPC) 

(disc) (tape) 
Gorftol tie befl bearing ihiough I0octk*i pockod k^rh 
ovctdinc} ihc nasnes and cotodmg ihc specials fans ol 

gorgeous graphics, and dnkjnjrg gamcploy mota hs an 
asarM bxigei buy 

fartefcc grapha and gomopfay are tome cI tii* games 
ruurmdrv) IncSures- 66%* - Am*ad Cortod Revww 

ffl(AnyCPC) 
1 ( d k c ) ^ f f l ( l a p e ) 

"You play Rik IhecfMjman, who artned cwy wtfh 
His bvtfv dub, roorm around aftxkrg ai the 

nastes which grt in hb way hroduang some of 
iho best gtip^o and sound CPC has w 
seenarheard c* tie price available * 

Prahoiuik H has an rnstorf oppeui ihai pjjl 
doesn'l vwor ofi" Am-Jrod Ac nan Review 96% 

I NAME 
IADDRESS 
jPOSTCODE (<fe<)Bg0E (tape) 

Hsfc FUf MKUE her chUrw WFO I*M» 

by ivmsetass ihe tcfTifyira FVAand 
' 2 Zones loidcote scrofc*) oocn 

and Among graphic oo to mr*o ihis he 
•wares! tiing to oonsoio action foal has 

<MV C f̂uxnxJ o n a PVJU MCXHOE 
* As a game ifs hugdy onjcr̂ jtJe' 

"Ruff IS an impros.w5 poce ol aodrg 
d foe Pin <* to braT 

Analrad Acton Review W" 

We also sell New Maxell * fx Software 3"dists. Please phone or write for our latest prices er to join ear mailing list. All prl<es intlude postage I perking. 
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Lr 
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ADVERTISE ll\l THIS S 
by contacting Rob Beni 

0 2 2 5 442244 

SPACE 
nett on 
1 

1 HI III p * II RS 
# Quality repairs at unbeatable prices 

# Standard charges on most repairs 

# ^ 7AST— Turnaround 

# Free technical support /advice/information on all 

repairs carried out 

# All repairs guaranteed 

A M S T R A D 464 £24.00 * 

A M S T R A D 6128 £28.00 * 

(exc. disc drive replacement) 

MON ITORS P.O. A 

PCW's P.O.A 

P.C's P.O. A 

•(Po«4l repairs • please add £3.50) 
Established repairers to the Trade/Education 

A m s t r a d - A m i ^ i - A c o r n - C o m m o d o r e - P C ' s e t c 

I I . I - C \ ( E s t ' d 
i l l i i u l U r y E l e c t r o n i c s C o m p u t e r O n r c ) 

47-4M R a i l w a y R o a d . L e i g h , L a n e s . W N 7 4 A A . T e l : (0«>42> 2<»IKr»ft/ f t72424 



Kditor Dave Golder 
A H E d i t o r Ollto Alderton 

I I I * H a p p e n i n g Simon Forrostor 
Contributors Richard Fairhurst. 

Debby Howard. Lee Rounne. 
David Crookes and Keith Woods 
Pho tog raphy Ashton James 

A printer feature 
lilce you've never 

Ad Sales I xocu t iwo Robert Bonnett 
Assis tant pub l i she r Jim Douglas 

Pwbl lshor w h o ' * ass is ted Colin Campbell 
Oroup pub l i she r Greg Ingham 

Produc t ion Lisa Read 
U n o a n d Scanning Simon Chittenden. 
Jon Moore. Chris Stocker. Simon Windsor. 

Jason TiUey. Mark Govor. Brian Hook 
A d Des ign Cherry Coad 

Tel: 0225 442244 
Circu la t ion M a n a g e r Jon Bickley, 

Tel: 0225 442244 

A self-
replenishing 
printer ^ 
ribbon? ^ 

Pop-up 
greeting card-
making facility 

C Fwtwr* Pub l ish ing Ltd 1 0 0 4 Amifrad Action It Mi 
independent publication the company producing it -
Future Publishing l t d - has no connection with Amur ad 
pic Wo cannot «ui»r»ntoo to return mat oriel submitted to 
ue, nor cen we enter into personal correspondence We 
take great cere to ensure that wtiat we publish is 
accurate, but cannot be liable (or any mistakes or 
MMprtm No part of this publication may bo reproduced 
In any form without our aipUcit written permission. 

\ A 3D print 
L \ output 
p V complete 
M with red 

and green 
lensed 

glasses? 

A red light that 
flashes - and you 
can actually ^ 
understand why 
It's flashing? A widget? 

'Your guarantee of value' 
This magazine comes from Future Publishing. 
Hore's what we can offer you: 

•o t twr wdvlew. Our tMea are pocked wtth tip*, 
suggestions ®nd explanatory feature*. written by the best In 
the busineit; 
Stronger r t v U w i . We have a casl-iron policy of 
editorial independence, and our reviews give dear buying 
rri onimriul.ilioiij 
Clear * r design. You need *o«d information fast So our 
designers hijhiight key elernonti by using charts, d u p i n n , 
luminary botes. annotated piwtopiflht etc. 
G r e a t e r rwlwvwweo. At Future, editor* operate under 

• Understand your reader*' needs 
• Satisfy them 
M o r e r e a d e r intwrwrt laa. We draw Strongly on 
reeders' contrtbuttoni. rotuitini in the liveliest letters pagei 
and the best reader Hps Buying one of our magazines Is 
Hko |otnmg a nationwide user group 
B«Mwr v a l u e foe atewwy. Magarlnet you can trust 

f i i'nr i '/ fir ut i, flnrif 'Tldfil/iOf I 
Commodore fareut • PC* Plw • PC Gamer • PC Ptes • PC Ameers • PC 

Format • Arwg* Form* • Amga Format Specuh • ST Format • Stft 
Poeer • TOTAL' • Amiga Peeer • Ami i Stopper • Super PUy • M»f»• 
GametMailer • Mac form* • Ed|» • FuSes Muuc M> the Cliiuc 
CO • Mountain U u * UK • Cpfcg Plm • Needkcraft • Cmi-SKcf 

Codec Son • Cirtvan Plus and mmy mors 

Amstrad Action recognises all copyrights 
contained in this issue. Where possible we 
have acknowledged the copyright holder. 
Pleaso feel free lo contact us if we have 
failod to credit your copyright - we will be 
happy to corroct any oversight. 

video titling systems 
• Get tffie most out of 

Uncanny, huh? In fact the only 
way you can tell them apart is 
that when they stand next to 
each other the lemming is 
slightly taller. 

Do you know of anyone 
who looks like a famous games 
character? Send your 
suggestions to: Separated at 
Birth. Amstrad Action. Future 
Publishing, 30 Monmouth 
Stroet. Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 



WHY CHOOSE ULTRA SOFTWARE? 

LOWEST PRICES 
We believe our prices to be the lowest .ulverliseiJ in Amstr.nl 

Action - it you find the same product advertised at a lower price 

elsewhere in this issue then we'll refund the difference 

FREE DELIVERY 
All our prices include postage and packing u>r deliveries in 

Britain. Overseas chained at cost, we have produced a tree guiik* 

to overseas purchasing, which is available on request. 

MASSIVE RANGE 
We stock a massive range of supplies, commercial software and 

independent software. If you can't see a product you'Id like then 

give us a call an we'll see it we can find it lor you 

I 

P R O D G U I D E H O T L I N E 

-a- ( 0 2 9 5 ) ^ 
7 3 0 0 6 0 

Call now to be put on our regular mailing list, which 
entitles you to find out quickly about all our new 
products, and also lets you make extra savings on 

our already excellent prices. 

M J ^ I E S S , kSmiMSM 
| find )\*ir fUc» with evue uut̂ t thto Ism or înivrr 

Handlo lunk auuunfe, «avtn|P ami uwllr tank 

SJiiijJilKil buokkceptnx fix tin- vnall buancw 

Improve \x«r lYmnrt pnrwutatioo 
Eudkut Dnkk TOp Publultrr Rlvm H5% Ui 

j AA100 
Kmwnful art ikm-Karc wttli unique tnr rotation' 

Faul DnV Tup Piibtlnlutw puc kâ e 

• Vmh <«n tbur hxxo withih»»r**lctK utllits 
| K«u\r | r t IZSK.»ctGnpper' Antarod Action 

Addrw inaiuiKnncm ami printing mode \tnrplc 
t.nwrt) vi 1 Jpv i'i,lf| ttnuv* i, -V,i IJ 
DUplat your figure* a» pies, Ivin. lino aud nwt 

lmrgi:iirtl \iock control anJ Inwadng 

Nov Dc*ktnp Knvlntnment SyUent m* AAIU2 

CUp ait lor Pujjv PubttnlierVStop Prws (pieaie 
Male) 

Take advantage of you* '•plus* rrutchiiw-̂  
ctilranml urapliKA rapahilitir^ with tin* super!) 
4it jMcfcagv - all fix- nuroud fraimvs .ire also 
present 

fw both expert* 
pmgiamming utihtbn 
uixl bcytnom alike.' 

AT THE TIM I: OF WRITING, FINAL 
NEGOTIATION'S ARE IN PROGRESS f OR 
US TO SELL SOME MORI: INDEPENDENT 
TITLES. OUR LATEST PRODUCT GUIDE 
WIU. HAVE AU.T11E DETAILS WE ARE 
STILL LOOMNC. IOR NEW SOITWARE 
10 SELL • IF YOtrVH WRIITUN SOME 
THEN SEND rr TO US AND WB WIU 
EVALUATE rr AND OFFER YOI SOME 
EXCELLENT TERMS FOR ITS SALE 

WITH NO OBI JGATION ON YOUR PART 

i M E S 

I PI. 
CoiimiIc st\lc plnilomtrr utilising "plu»* 
graphic* Featured I ail month, reviewed 
tni* i'maybe) 
Guide your ball through ihc ma/e while 
avoldinn the numerous ha/aids 
flHlicc . .£3,45 £4.95 
Graphic adventure *a tealJy good 
example of what i ati be done when 
wrnconc with real imagination tils 
down to write an adventure* • AA99 

w c k w » * D m o m n u x v t N 

- Clutk vwr Uttn** OfH i r U « luiik 
• Rnaif ihr t w l umh mum with 3 cnb 
ikciomii tune oil 

«, • l*njmi«» yxM 10 unlli li, gfnrtal • 
5«* J nan trm dnmnwc « 
You n o b» tM » (OaOM fm ma-

W E WANT TO SELL YOUR PRODUCT - SEND US A SAMPLE AND WE'LL OFFER YOU S O M E EXCELLENT TERMS 

N E W R A N G E -
Alter the War 
Alternative World Gtttm 
(irvnlr * 

ATT Air DkUcmI Fighter. 
Bedlam..... 

lirsi/ud tlic ke Palace .... 
m s 
Bobsleigh 
Utdfalo Bill Rode.j Game* 
Charlie Chaplin 
Cholo 
ClroKGame* ; 
Cnlo«ku« Bridge 4 

i V H W W f f l P C t c c a m c i a A i H O F T W A K I . c r a E f m * o o M n u x s m s - N E W R A N G E 
.(X9S DwfcFor. llriTi Ouetl C3.95 MtarolVk* - £2.95 Sower Double 2 (2) £3.95 
.£1.95 llitthl.indci £2.95 Mike Reads Pop Qui/ £2.95 Both Soccer Double Fadu £6.95 

Deflator l£l;95 t !.95 Mlndflghtet £2.95 SportingHUnflrA £3.45 
lhviiiwi'h Lair 2 £2.95 Hopping Mad £2.95 Mini Office £2.95 Star Raiders 2 £1.95 

£2.95 Dynamic Dim ..£2.95 Iluiri Wairion £2,95 Moontotv £2.95 Story So Far (5) £4.95 
.£1.95 Football Manager 2 F.*p Kitt'2.95 fiKematipnal 3D TennU ..£3.45 Movie... . ...£2.95 Summrmme Spedal (6) ...£4 95 

fWtBytr £2.95 JalutiRtr Klwn W.C Squatlt £3.45 No LixuJî  (2) £3.95 Supcrtmx . £2 95 
«• Galaxy Force £2.95 Jettons £1.95 Owrlander . £2.95 ret«eaIkttuor (5) £3.95 

• • Gdhvn ... ,,..£2.95 Jimmy* Maiwitci £3.45 Po>tmanPat2. £2.95 Hrrtll Time Gold vol I (5) i4.95 
.£2 95 Gauntlet .. C2.95 Kwikw £2.95 Pntawortli L Co £3.95 ThrUmme Gold - vol 3 (5) £4.95 

G*nuni Wlop £2.95 KnlKhtinniv .£1.95 Race AjtnuiM Time :....£1.95 D>4h1fsiO'nimColdvoluma €7.95 
£2.95 GhoMbuvtfin> C2.95 UrnceloKIU JL2.95 Return the Jedl £2.95 Tlumdervai!. £2.95 
£2.95 Grand Prix Master £2.95 Live & Lei Die £2.95 Saint A Grcavsie ..£2.95 Ttmevranner £2 95 
(1.95 Mur:l - if. • % (3/ >5 Mask . £1.95 Shtnobi £2.95 Tour tie Force £1.95 
.£2,95 Great Escape ... ... £2.95 Ma«k II £1.95 Silkworm .. £2.95 V £2.95 
£2 95 ll.u.ket II £1.95 Both Mo^k 1 & C3.45 Soccer Double I (2) £3.95 World Cup Glory £1.45 
£3.45 (mntln .uy . oiuirtbUoo. the nuinM' In trutdut̂  w «he tiumbcr of umiim-i lirm. in ' •ir HKCiul oflm Xcvioiu £1.95 

15 f -»:PAMDISG RAPIDLY a> THE TIME VOL READ THIS WE SHOULD HAVE MANY MORE TTTLES • SEE OUR PRODUCT GUIDE FOR DETAILS I 

WE ARE WILL ING TO PURCHASE SURPLUS STOCKS FROM OTHER ORGANISATIONS - CALL US WITH DETAILS 

m i t t j 

£1.75 
£0.#5 
£0.55 
£0.65 
£ 0 . S 5 
iO.65 
£0.65 

£7.95 
£3.95 
£295 
£2.95 
£2,45 
£2.95 
£2.95 
£025 
£0 15 

V"CT2 Diw» 
Branded 

i X Bulk 
5 25' Bnnukd 

1* Platlti Com> 
J.5* Plu«ltc Caw 
173S" Disc UbcU 
5.25* Dhc Labeh 
! JDK I Y H C J J iA lN. lvKS 

V Div Head CJcunnr £3 95 
33" DbC(lead Clcaik-r £3.95 

3 25* Dm Heatl Cleat»e» £3 95 

ToTf-Tt, ^ S f S r t M S 
40 3.̂ 730 3" rap Likable £5.45 
10 3 e cap Ix lubk £6.4< 

t(» s 25* uipuarv Ca«e» £ 1.95 
50 5.25- cap 1-nckaMe £6 45 
100 3.25* cop Uvkablr IT as 

F. 1 3 , 9 5 
£ 6 . 9 5 
£4.9.5 
£ 4 . 9 5 
£ 3 . 9 5 
£ 4 . 9 5 
£ 4 . 9 5 
T U . 4 0 
£ 0 2 5 

£ 2 6 . 9 5 
£ 1 2 . 9 5 

£ 9 . 4 5 
£ 9 . 4 5 
£ 7 . 4 5 
£ 9 . 4 S 
£ 9 . 4 5 
£ 0 . 6 5 
£ 0 . 4 5 

x i j xlOO 
£ 6 4 . 9 5 
£ 2 9 . 9 5 
£ 2 2 4 5 
£ 2 2 4 5 
£ 1 7 . 4 5 
£ 2 2 . 4 5 
£ 2 2 4 5 

£ 1 2 3 
£ 0 . 9 5 

k : 
BUY 10 DISCS AND GET A 
CLEANER I OR ONLY £2.95 
BUY 20 DISCS AND GET A 
( ! I \M R H)R - 'SIN • I 
BUY 50 DISCS AND GBI A 
FREE DRIVf CLEANER 

BUY 100 DISCS AND GET A 
FREE DISC STORAGE BOX 

AND PRiy^OJiANLR 

H o u s e h i t s 
Mouic M.u Mutnc llouw 

£.195 £1.95 
WWpUST COVERS 

Kovhomxl Monlnu 
£3,9$ 14.95 

^SpUST(>M LhADS 
CPC to PLUS Monitor 
PLUS to a»C Monitor 

/o>ntlck Spl liter 
RS232 I I 25 pin 

CPCH/WTOPI t S-CI4.V5 

f / U A U T Y M b t f O A V U L U I M M ) UtiGUTDNS 
• • • I _ • MCM RMnA; 1-C3.45 2 tX95 5-U.9) I0-CJ6 VS 

Sioi LC'IO'JIVIOO. I XKi NXJOMViaiO Ain.lmt t)MP.'OOO-J IfeO WOO 1160*4000 
RlStkW• Ptice B»a5» 1-CX.95 1 • «4.« J-410.WS 10-£19.95 

StarU*200 StW 1C24 |(XV200 firircn I20W|«0(V200GX/Lapl00 Swift W24 
EpMti I.\400'ft00 I.040rvs7ft'«00'*7n Seiko*lu SPIQO0VWXVItXXVt00<X7000 
ConinioUoir MPS IMO'liSO Pû taii DLSMXV3400 fiX?KHV?:00'JM»0/I400 

UoMeRlbbttM'PtriewlWoilD 1-tMS l.<5»? 5• tlJ.W 10-03.95 
An«tn»aPCW<IHI2,*24v9*liV$l2./9i5# DMP l/IM !X>3SOO OKIJWJ91 

PWMOUtr. KX-Pt01t'IOR2/IOB VIOW/IWI/IOv2/l 11VI I2.VI I241! MO'I I7U> I1B0 
MnnoeaawnnTkOy MTKoifpBVW KI)C Frviocvsooi/M<» DAIIIC Panther 

Sur IjCKviou W.95 Siar LC200.119S star 1X24-200 • f 10.95 Swilr tio 
our ntoDticr ooioii contains lists op iuiuions Km ioo» morf. t vo ims • 

HHiWflR (.(179̂  7M0«»m»' A COPY WBCANOETUBIKINS, JKK-J).! CAKTIUDGJ 'i AND 
I tittiM PRIVTnK TOKEStS FOR A1J40'.T AH Y PliiSTliS PHOKli (07V5> 7J00«> NOW »*Ht 

A COMPBTmvn OUOTB 
P U N T I N G 

CPC t<» Pnritrr UmiI 
IJniwrv.il Printer Swnd 

A4 COW Holder 
Prlnut Dum Cover 

I f A P K K / l A B E L S aim u s x iun Utto X499 
1 1 ' « 9 .5* Utrliifi PKIKT 11.95 lft."» 110.45 C 17.95 
Kurt A4 Utfln* Paper C2.45 CH 45 £i;.95 C24 95 
VS*» Ki* AIMitm 11.45 t5.45 17.95 CtJ.95 . • 
Cnlrmml* Adtlran lal>r{« C2 45 C7.95 111.95 f 19 95 

• A«niUI>lt in tlw blue. ml. >rll«r» * jp»«n >k Auortr.i 
Abu k - Coptar Pmpm. toimiup**. Pmn juurnt P»pn «c 

WBAREAUVAYS 
EXPANPINti OUR 
RASCF. SRE Ot'K 
PKOPUCr Ot'lDh 
H0R saw ITI'MK 
CALL 029) 7500060 
FOR YOUR COPY! 

NEW Product Guide ava i lab le • w r i t e or phone for years. Pot tage In Br l t« in Is FUSE. Overseas plaase add 2 0 % Please make cheque i /pos ta ! orders (sorry 
no credit cards - ye t f | payable t o ULTRA SOFTWARE and send you r order t o Ul t ra Sof tware (AA105J. Fu l l ing Mi l l , i r o u g h t o n , Banbury. O a o n O X I f 6AP 
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W A V E E L E C T R O N I C S . D E P T A A 9 4 Q G 
1 Buccleuch St. Barrow-in-Furness. Cumbria LAI 4 1SR 
TURN YOUR COLOUR 

MONITOR INTO A 
FULL COLOUR T.V. 

This MP-3 is an excellent a nit which 
fits underneath your monitor and 
allows 7V reception andalso allows 

the use of other video games 
consoles! 

3 versions mailable 
Please check monitor model number. 

CTMMO- L5499- MMMP-3 
GTM644- £#S9 - MotH MP3PSU 

CMM- LS9S9 - MoaUMP3+ 

HIGH ENERGY GAME PACK!: 
! Light Corridor. Mystical, Crazv Cars % 
\ iHnb.ill Magic & Shufflepack Cafe 
; on disk for only £0.99 

PC - CPC EMULATOR 
N O W I N STOCK! 

O N L Y £5 ( Inc p & p ) 
STATE 3.5" or 5.25" 

PC EMULATORS AVAILABLE * 

^T AMIGA £5 ( 

XT CPC £5 C^ 

» SPECTRUM £5 \ 

Co BBC £5 y 

^ Commodore 64 £5 

\ 
INTEGRAL GAME PACK! 

Lotus Esprit, Toyota Celica, 
Super Scrabble, Super Cars 

on disk for only £6.99 

SPECIAL OFFER - MS-DOS VERSION 5 £10.00 
ADVANCED MONEY MAKING PROGRAM PC £10.0C 

LES COLLECTORS GAME PACK! 
Lotus Esprit, Ghouls N1 Ghosts, 

Switchblade, Supwvars, 
Show of the Beast 

on disk for only £9.99 

CPC RUDGET 
PROCESSING SOFT 

WQrtD 
9 9 9 D PACK 

HARDWARE 
PERIPHERALS 

I N C L U D E S 11 G A M E S & A W O R D 
B l t a s o i t 

O N D I S K FOR ONLY £6.99 

CTM wsiyvihim fVt.i.v. 
C K M t o N u 
G W fo An 

• S v C i i ^ 
LEADS & CABLES 

c r M »o M i ^ m i r i v . 
v c t r m n l H k 
i r a u l m v ) -jjV-

I n i l g a . . . 
'CMI4'tu M t ^ U i v ^ . ^ . X . . .JT14.90 
CM 14 tc'f MoviJriWi ? . . 
CM 14 to Amfiva-. m W 

V M M loSwrtiuro t.2/ • . . . . . . . .CK9? 
;CMH to CD PUvvr. S . . . C S & W 
t T\: J . s p l i t h ' f j p w . 
Imi-tick lUfoabUm... !.S' W 
CfV fofnutiTtSM t?f»V 
CPC t . Pivact OM^S jLSCaV, . 
<- W.r to . .jP.9* 

ICTCto Vidu D\'C .£6.99 
Vufea Jlinna C&M 

R W f e C w t ' i 
mow Port Ad 

. . . em 
KS2& tn HC Null Mod*™ . 
Dl 2i.TC0|28 to rn I ..S S&.-.Z-.S?.'* 
Ol .Y)2# Crc*l2S» Ui KCM 
CONNECTORS & CABLE 

•Pfe Din Hue .,.. ^ X . i. C! 

in Otn 

Ptooro • 
W T W a v M , I 

I'm M.Uah* 
• t f t o u i l e l i v : 

| t M«uift inc H« 
g m c t W l i enr 

5 PS l-n 

z M I 

A 
Xf. 

£). . 
13.49 

Soft W D - 12 viAincr-- on Disk ... . 
C 1XT464 / 6128 Sc.vrt Modulator Inc PSU. 

FT>1. l P C * a ( . l » Second Dr ier 
l - n - U , CPCftlJS* Second Drive. 
FD-lDDl. (TC'tM-IM* Second th.re 
M P - t CPC4*4 to T V A PSU £49.99 
MP-IF. CPC4M tu SCAKTTV C13.V9 
M M F , C T C M M I M lo SCART T V C13.W 
RS333CPC CTC KSZS2 lnlct^»c» Of.99 
RS232CTC*. CTC. RSi32 lritcrtj<« . 
64K RAM EvptuuUait CTC 4M. 

-CM. W 
.£41.99 

AM40025. CPC4M l'f>ftr»d» ROM 04.99 

C P C S Y S T E M D I S K S 
CPC612S. CP/M PIu* £14.99 
CPC6128. DR Logo A He lp X I 1.99 
CPC612S*, C T / M Plus CL99 

XH.99 

EDUCAT ION^ 
SOFTWARE 

FUN SCHOOL 1 UNDER 5*s 
CPC D I S K £5.99 

F U N S C H O O L 1 S-Ts 
CPC D I S K C5.99 

F U N S C H O O L 1 ft-12'A 
CPC D I S K £ S M 
F U N S C H O O L S ^ 

U N D E R 5*5 

5 T O r j i 
; O V K R T * 
C A S S t T I T . £$.99 f-.ACH 

D I S K C l 2 - ^ 9 K A C H 
H : \ S C H O O L 4 

U N D E R 5'* 
S S T O Ts > 

7 T O 1 1 V 
CASSETTK C9.99 E A C H II 

T71SK a3.99 E A C H 

All DUk Games Maw CL99 
\Ciyco 1 KmI 
Rock n' KolJ 
C'luirtbu:ittrr>; 

Sweevto's Wor ld 

A// Disk Gamut brhu O.99 
P/t jvrbov 2 

Bondn/Jt » r<» 
Quartet 

All Rtloxv us Priced 
\ W < i f IhcBvM 1 tb.99 

to of the Iks ! 2;.. 
Q u a m t • 4 Gamis.....£5 99 

BIu*f Ribw.»i\ Gnmcv X6.90 
Turtles Spanish W 

CPC Cusscttc Games 
Turtles - Spanish £ L 4 9 
Turtles Cuirv O p £1.99 
D.ick l o t h f THtturv 2,.C1.49 —: a 

JI10.99 
CPC612S*, D R Logo * He lp 
CPC4M. CPM2.2 

SEGA M E G A D R I V E S 
Megadri\T 1 p lun Sonic the Hedgehog 
& Mega Came* i only £139.99 

M e g j d u v e Cont ro l le r* £7.99 
Megadt ive /Came Gear PSU H 4 99 
(•ante Gear Car 
Sega H in ts & T ip* Book . n 99 

B L A N K D I S K S 
CF2 T A m w f l . Bo» o l 10 £14-50 
CT2 r L * . S«>llw are Houft* . PVt o l 10 £3L99 
CF2 y Plastic Ca im . Pkt of 10 £4.99 
XST D o u b l e Sided 

Doub le Densi ty Pkt 10 £4.99 
3JT Doub le S ided 

H i g h Dens i ty Pkt 10 £7.99 

CUSTOMER NOTICE 
DMP2D00 RIBBONS AND 
EX-SOFTWARE 3" DISKS 

BACK IN STOCK! 

ihli-bCut* 1 Mctra. . . ...v...,»,. X I 
tMo,8Cocv i M f u v ^ t . - - . . a 

GablvvTU C (»tvvI .M<hc. -
C.iblo 25 M v t u 

RIBBON CABLE 
CONNECTORS 

30 vv.!'. "(.Vnimnk: 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE 
iir-OJlS" A 611S f l t u iOn lv , ^ 
ITC: Wot-J • 
vVVma Pro & Stvll CJ.wk 

l i f tA r .nJMnt f f lS I 

JoUch u ' G d 

' W W ' . I 
"" C t e e t e r v . ^ v . V - . ^ . . ^ vv . . 5 . . - v . , . C R 9 f i 

C»it,H'f,'H.-H,kup f W ^ r UUr7a Dink tMtfot 
FWctru LintvmShoW • Ptiniw Uhlirio .. .V .. {iCfi 
Art StudK- (Aloin JNuttirOrlvn 3.V.. g 
MKT»>rx-^n I VxV I 'ub l i -M^ . ^j-'M ^ 

^ t S t l r i ' M n t l r ^ s Pfir 
Mf f lH l i t . V / w l Wordm 

PRINTER RIBRONS 
Star I . C I 0 Pk t i v . u. .. t '4."^ 
Star LClU. XV « 
Star 1X2410/1X342011, Pk l : t t . . . . £ ? , « 
Sui >1f 5 .'. l W 
A m e m » < i ; > M l ^ > l U . l ' k t a . . C 
•\msrtMil OMP2UOO. 5 
A m n t r a d JX VVMV..-,S';}2, J 1 I 2 . . ^ « 
X m ^ u a d r C W W S 6 , * a S l 2 . I ' M 3 . X14.V9 
AnWr^l^CVN 'S lJ .JVX. . t .< f" 
A n w t n h l h K \ m n . Pk l 3 . . w . . . . £1(1 W 
Ot twn J2UD. Pki M 
C t t ^ c i M C O O . m S . . . 

PHONE OUR SALES LINE ON: 0229 870000 


